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ABSTRACT

This study examines the political theory of modernity
as it appears in the work of contemporary Latin American
writers and thinkers (pensadores).

It is designed to help

bridge the gap that separates the North American and
European dialogue on modernity from the parallel dialogue on
modernity currently flourishing in Latin America.
The dialogues are brought together in two ways.

First,

the theory of modernity, which is still often thought to
apply only or primarily to the developed world, is subjected
to the challenge of the Latin American political and
cultural context.

Many features of the theory are found to

apply equally well to both cultures, and these features
provide the basis for the second "bridging" of the two
dialogues, in which some of the most interesting Latin
American responses to the problems of modernity are brought
to the attention of North American and European political
scholars.
After reviewing the problem of modernity in some depth,
the work of Jose Ortega y Gasset is presented both as a link
to German philosophical thought and as a pattern for
subsequent discussion of modernity in the Spanish-speaking
world.

Ortega's uniquely Latin way of understanding

modernity is then compared to other philosophical
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approaches, and placed within the context of political
literature in Latin America.

Literature is shown to be a

uniquely suitable forum for conveying Ortega's approach to
modernity because it expresses in itself the central role of
arts and culture in his political thought.
The balance of the study focuses on the works of three
contemporary Latin American authors:

Octavio Paz of Mexico,

Gabriel Garcia Marquez of Colombia, and Mario Vargas Llosa
of Peru.

Each author's major works are placed within the

context of the model Latin American response to modernity
inspired by Ortega and analyzed for significant
contributions to the discussion of modernity.

Their most

important insights center around the need to assimilate the
value of tradition in a new approach to modernity by means
of some form of democratic dialogue combined with critical
appreciation for the cultural uniqueness of nations.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The fate of our times is characterized
by rationalization and intellectualization and, above all, by the
"disenchantment of the world."
Precisely the ultimate and most sublime
values have retreated from public life
either into the transcendental realm of
mystic life or into the brotherliness of
direct and personal human relations.
Max Weber (1946: 155)
"Science as a Vocation"

The Modern Mind
There is something about the modern age that excites
the critical mind.

Now, at the close of the twentieth

century, humans have achieved such mastery over the world
that even the power once attributed to gods and demons often
appears frail by comparison.

It would seem that humanity

has outpaced even its own dreams about controlling nature.
Yet human world-mastery has not come without associated
doubts and misgivings.

Critics complain that the pace of

modern living has taken from society something essential for
human happiness.

Nostalgia for the old days before the

achievements of science and medicine thrives in popular
testimonials against modern social problems, and yet often
exists side-by-side with pride in the technological wonders
of the age.

Clearly, the modern mind is perplexed about its
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possibilities.
The problems that come with modernity are clear to all
who struggle to make their day to day lives rewarding in the
complex societies of the developed world.

Headlines about

crime, gang violence, and urban riots keep doubts about
progress conspicuous, and often represent only the flashy
surface of deeper problems like delinquency, broken
families, ignorance, teen pregnancy, suicide, and the flight
to drugs.

critics and prophets of various distinction have

assured anyone who will listen that these social ills (and
the many other real or imagined evils of the speaker's
particular canon) should be attributed to one or several of
a variety of causes.

A commonly fingered villain, for

example, is the weakening of the family unit as the primary
cohesive force underpinning society.

Another is the lack of

proper education and parenting for children today.

More

sophisticated, but along the same lines is Alan Bloom's
contention that cultural pluralism has opened up an
intellectual void in America that effectively undermines any
sense of social responsibility amid its assault on the
concept of truth (Bloom, 1987).
But there is a common thread behind most of these
diagnoses.

Each one charges that, in one way or another,

moral decline is responsible for the weakness of modern
society.

The dissolution of the family is a problem because

it deprives youth of the experience of a supportive, loving
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community (and the moral knowledge such experience imparts).
Routinized education and poor parenting rob children of
moral role models, and cultural pluralism undercuts the
established value system and promotes arrogant amorality in
individuals.

Indeed, despite the plurality of competing

diagnoses, there is substantial agreement that the basic
cause of today's social problems is a crisis of morality.
Though many blame the weakness of modern social institutions
for this moral crisis, one school of social thought contends
that such institutional attenuation is really only
symptomatic of a much larger, underlying problem relating to
the modern understanding of morality itself.
"The problem of modernity," as it has come to be known,

is the focal point for an intellectual school of thought
that contends that the rise of science and reason in the
modern age has forever changed the way morality and ethics
can be construed in human society.

Made up primarily of

academic social theorists in Europe and America, the school
argues that institutions are not to blame for this change,
but rather the dynamic nature of human society itself.

This

approach needs to be taken seriously, as it presents a
persuasive, coherent picture of social trends that could
well have resulted in the moral crisis being experienced
today.

Some of these trends are explored in the next

section, as is contemporary philosophical thought about "the
problem of modernity."

15
conceptualizing Modernity
"Modernity" is best understood as a distinctive way of
living or "form" of life; the "modern era" as the historical
time period in which this lifestyle is practiced.

Most

philosophers and social theorists date the beginning of the
modern era to the eighteenth century.

The Enlightenment set

the tone for the new age, ushering in a style of living
based on reason and the pursuit of scientific enquiry.

At

the time, this new approach to life offered a way out of the
suffering and static despair of the middle ages.

Now, the

modern commitment to reason as a way of life patterns the
existence of millions who live and work in the hyperrational workplaces, states, and information networks of the
late twentieth century.

Characteristic Transformations
Modernity as a lifestyle set in motion a number of
trends that have continued to shape Western societies in
consistent and predictable ways since the eighteenth
century.

These transformational characteristics of

modernity are well-known among social theorists and continue
to be the dynamic agents fashioning the future of today's
advanced industrial, commercial, urban, and information-
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intensive societies. l
identified:

Four main trends are commonly

fragmentation and specialization,

secularization, the separation of the spheres, and
rationalization (see table 1.1).

Fragmentation and specialization describes a twofold
process in which modern influences first break down existing
social unities and then lead to a process of structural
differentiation in which human activities, institutions and
roles become specialized and separated from one another.
The two aspects of this process will be examined in turn.
Since the Enlightenment, many of the bonds that united
individuals and groups through shared experience and
interdependence have dissolved under the pressures of
modernity. Freud gave what is perhaps one of the most
poignant testimonials to the power of modernity to break
apart social unities in the midst of a discussion of modern
technology:
If there had been no railway to conquer distances, my
child would never have left his native town and I
should need no telephone to hear his voice; if
travelling across the ocean by ship had not been
introduced, my friend would not have embarked on his
sea-voyage and I should not need a cable to relieve my
anxiety about him. (Freud: 35)
The mobility introduced by technology has made communities

lThe following di~cussion owes much to Philip
Selznick's review of "Modernity and Modernisms" in The Moral
Commonwealth (Selznick: 4-8).
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Characteristic
Transformations
Fragmentation
and
Specialization

Secularization

Separation of
the Spheres

Brief
Definition

Explanation
& Examples

1) Breakdown of
existing social
unities; 2) structural differentiation of human
activities, institutions and roles

Increasing
division of
labor, interest
groups, nonextended
families,
divorce, singleparent families,
prevalence of
self-interest and
atomization in
general

The trend toward
basing morality on
philosophical
foundations, and
associated "waning
of sacredness"

The sacred (in
Durkheim's sense
as symbolizing
beliefs held
strongly by the
community) loses
its meaning;
"Holy Days" to
holidays, etc.

The appearance of
competing value
systems associated
with particular
"spheres" of life
activity

separation of
value-systems
operative in
economic,
political, and
cultural spheres
of life (and
probably others-familial' ,
I erotic' ,
etc.)
I

Rationalization

The process by
which
instrumentalformal rationality
becomes dominant
in modern society

Prevalence of
instrumentalrational action
and formal
rationality in
social action;
worth set by
formal rather
than SUbstantive
criteria

Table 1.1, Summary of the Characteristic Transformations of Modernity
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less stable, and social unities less certain.

But

technology is only one modern influence that makes the
preservation of social ties more difficult.

There are also

such equally modern innovations as individualism, economic
competition and expansion, and urbanization.

All of these

forces can lead to the dissolution of even once-powerful
social wholes.

In pre-modern times, communities tended to

be relatively self-sufficient, based on extended-family
households and local economies.

Now •••

the trend is toward a more fragmented social life;
isolation of individuals replaces the isolation of
communities. People participate segmentally, that
is, on the basis of special interests and
occasions rather than as whole persons, and they
do so in groups that are themselves only weakly
bound into the rest of society. (Selznick: 5)
Although most evident in the movement from extended
families to detached nuclear families, the trend toward
fragmentation is also responsible for continuing breakdown
in the family unit.

The increasing social tolerance (or

acceptance) of divorce, delinquency and even single
parenting may be seen as evidence of modern influences
toward atomization and separation.

Families may continue to

actively resist these trends, but where in premodern times
society worked to hold families and groups together, now it
is the caustic influence.
The process of specialization is similar to
fragmentation except that it focuses not on the breaking
apart of old unities, but on the reorganization of human
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activities, institutions, and roles into new patterns.

More

precisely stated, occupational activities and social
practices that were once fused have gone through a process
of structural differentiation (specialization) that has
rendered them separate and distinct from each other.

Where

individuals once engaged in a rounded composite of
activities practiced in essentially similar ways across the
entire community, people's lives are now uniquely variegated
compilations of highly specialized identities.

Instead of

experiencing life as a whole, modern men and women
experience life piecemeal, through a variety of distinct
roles, arenas, and group-affiliations.
One example of this kind of modern segmentation of life
is the separation of religion and community.

Religious

leaders generally do not participate in community affairs in
their religious capacity, but rather by adopting roles more
appropriate to that forum (i.e. voter, citizen).

This type

of separation was not characteristic of premodern times.
Similar kinds of structural differentiation (or
"specialization" in social roles and affiliations) have
taken place in many areas of life, including the practices
of production and consumption, education and parenting,
family life and work, ownership and management, and private
and public life (Selznick: 4).
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Secularization, the second characteristic
transformation of modernity, gathered strength following the
Enlightenment with the increasing accomplishments of science
and reason.

As religious beliefs gave way to science and

the pursuit of reason, people sought to justify morality and
ethical behavior on the basis of secular philosophical
foundations.

But this turned out to be a precarious

venture, as it desiccated cultural symbols and removed the
moral order from the world of everyday experience by
rendering it abstract, distant, and dependent on the
eccentricities of individual thought.

This process can be

understood as a gradual "waning of sacredness" in modern
societies (Selznick: 5).
According to Emile Durkheim, "the sacred" is a
manifestation of the influence of the community on the
individual--the guiding force of what he calls the
"collective consciousness":

"It is in spiritual ways that

social pressure exercises itself" (Durkheim: 239).
Individuals take refuge in the sacred (collectively approved
and reinforced patterns of behavior) and find in the doing
of one's duty" a feeling of comfort ••• which sustains them"
(Durkheim: 242).
Over time, the sacred (as the expression of the
collective consciousness) becomes • clothed' in an object or
symbol that Durkheim terms a "totem."

Although this totem

is no more than a representation of the solidarity of the
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community, the individual members of the community lose
sight of this fact and transfer their respect from the
community solidarity, as such, to the totem itself
(Durkheim: 252).2

The object or symbol becomes sacred in

the sense that "it is forbidden to touch it, that is to say,
to deny it or to contest it" (Durkheim: 244).

This is so

because to deny the thing would be to deny the community
itself, which takes shape around a collective agreement
about what the thing represents.

Durkheim even claims that

without this outer representation of the solidarity of a
community, no community could possibly be formed or kept
together (Durkheim: 265-266).
In modernity, it is exactly these symbols and "totems"
that become threatened by secularization.
unfolds in the following way.

The process

In the pre-modern world,

following Durkheim, the world is divided between things
sacred and things profane.

(The profane is everything that

is normal in the sense that it is not related to the
collective consciousness exerted by the community.)

As

reason gathers strength in the Enlightenment with the coming
of the modern age, science takes over many of the functions
performed by religion in pre-modern times--including the

2The object becomes sacred in itself and the "religious
forces" that are "the collective and anonymous force of the
clan" come to be attributed to the totem rather than the
collective will (Durkheim: 253). This is Durkheim's
"totemic principle."
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responsibility for establishing the "demarcation criterion"
between things sacred (scientific) and things profane.

Many

of the old "religious" totems are dashed to pieces at this
point and on into modernity as science forges its own
version of "the sacred":
The prohibition of criticism is an interdiction
[that] proves the presence of something sacred.
Even today, howsoever great may be the liberty
which we accord to others, a man who should
totally deny progress or ridicule the human ideal
to which modern societies are attached, would
produce the effect of a sacrilege. There is at
least one principle which those the most devoted
to the free examination of everything tend to
place above discussion and to regard as
untouchable, that is to say, as sacred: this is
the very principle of free examination.
(Durkheim: 244)
Thus through the principle of free examination (i.e. the
search for truth using the tools of science and reason),
science is able both to undermine the old religious
foundations of commitment and belief and to establish its
own version of the sacred. 3

This is the first half of the

secularization process.
Science'S new preeminence in society was not, in
itself, a problem--though eventually it did have very
serious consequences.

Specifically, by the early twentieth

century (or the late modern age) it was clear that secular

3 For a more extensive consideration of Durkhiem's
thought on the relationship of science and religion, see
Appendix A: "A Science of Religion or the Religion of
Science? Collective Consciousness and the Totemic Principle
in Durkheim."
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philosophy had been unsuccessful in its attempts to justify
any moral or ethical code on the basis of scientific reason.
As a result, science was unable to bestow the status of
sacredness on any new symbol or belief system.

The

principle of free examination itself began to slowly erode
the whole concept of any distinction between the sacred and
the profane, and the result was a true "waning of
sacredness" on all fronts. 4
This is the completion of the secularization process in
modernity, when "the sacred" becomes distant and--as
Durkheim warned--society begins to fall apart.

It is very

significant (and unique in the history of ideas), that no
new sources of commitment and belief are currently being
created to replace those gutted by modernity.

The Separation of the Spheres is the third
characteristic transformation of modernity and it is a
consequence of both the trend toward fragmentation and
specialization and the process of secularization.

As life

becomes more compartmentalized into its various aspects (the
result of fragmentation and specialization), and as the old
unifying beliefs and symbols lose their status as
embodiments of the "collective consciousness" of the
4This is related to Nietzsche's well-known insight
concerning science's dependence on the ascetic ideal, and
its eventual confrontation with itself over the value of
truth (see Nietzsche 1969: 145-156).
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community (the result of the secularization process), the
search for a new source of life-affirming value turns to the
fragmented "spheres" of life experience that surface with
modernity.

What emerges is not only a plurality of arenas

in which different kinds of life experiences take place, but
a plurality of competing value systems--each valid within
its own sphere, but none valid across the whole of life in
any way comparable to pre-modern value systems.

Thus the

"separation of the spheres" is much more than a simple
partitioning of life; it is, as Max Weber would explain, a
division of the world between contentious gods whose
"attitudes toward life are irreconcilable" and whose
"struggle can never be brought to a final conclusion" (Weber
1946: 152).

Exactly what competing value spheres emerge in
modernity is a

~atter

of debate among theorists, though

nearly all agree on the presence of at least three: the
economic, the political, and the aesthetic or cultural.
Daniel Bell has given one of the clearest summaries of this
picture of the separation of the spheres in his book The
Cultural Contradictions of Capitalism (see figure 1-a).
division is between the "techno-economic structure," the
"polity," and "culture":
The techno-economic order is concerned with the
organization of the production and the allocation
of goods and services ••• In modern society, the
axial principle is functional rationality, and the

His
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TechnoEconomic
Axial Principle:

Functional
Rationality
Regulative Mode:

Economizing
Axial Structure:

Bureaucracy &
Hierarchy

Polity
Axial Principle:

The expression and
remaking of the self

Axial Principle:

(Self Realization)
(Self Fulfillment)

Regulative Mode:

Regulative Mode:

Freedom
Axial Structure:

Expressive
Symbolism

Legitimacy
Equality
Axial Structure:

Representation
or Participation

Figure I-a, Daniel Bell's depiction of the separation of
the realms (spheres) in modernity (Bell: 10-14).
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regulative mode is econom~z~ng. Essentially,
economizing means efficiency, least cost, greatest
return, maximization, optimization, and similar
measures of judgment about the employment and mix
of resources ••• The axial structure is
bureaucracy and hierarchy... [Bell's Italics]
The polity is the arena of social justice and
power ••• The axial principle of the polity is
legitimacy, and in a democratic polity it is the
principle that power can be held and governance
exercised only with the consent of the governed.
The implicit condition is the idea of equality •••
The axial structure is that of representation or
participation •••
By culture ••• I mean ••• the realm of symbolic
forms and ••• more narrowly the arena of expressive
symbolism: those efforts ••• which seek to explore
and express the meanings of human existence in
some imaginative form ••• Modern culture is
defined by [the] extraordinary freedom to ransack
the world storehouse and to engorge any and every
style it comes upon. Such freedom comes from the
fact that the axial principle of modern culture is
the expression and remaking of the "self" in order
to achieve self-realization and selffulfillment ••• It is a reaching out for all
experience; nothing is forbidden ••• (Bell: 11-14)
Of course, there is no agreement about the exact nature
of the realms competing in modernity.

Max Weber, for

example, identifies at least seven orders--"the familial,
religious, economic, political, aesthetic, erotic, and
intellectual (scientific) life-orders or spheres of life
activity and value" (see figure I-b)--and there is evidence
to suggest that he thought "any number of competing orders
or value-spheres at different levels of generality may be
formed out of modern experience" (Scaff: 94, 96).
The specific depiction of the competing value spheres
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Figure I-b, Some of the competing spheres of value that
Max Weber identified in modernity.
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in modernity is less important than the consequences of the
separation itself, however, for it is this division that
both creates divided souls in modern individuals who fail to
choose only one "god" from the pantheon--Ieading to anomie,
alienation, etc.--and profoundly increases the influence of
economic rationality because of the chaos let loose among
and inside of the other value spheres.

The economic sphere

(Bell's "techno-economic" realm) achieves a preponderance of
influence because, unlike the other spheres, its content is
simple, internally-consistent, and uncontested within its
own realm.

This content is, of course, economic or means-

ends rationality in which value is counted in terms of
monetary costs and benefits and profits should be maximized.
It is the rise of this kind of rationality, and its
consequences for modern society, that is the basis for the
last characteristic transformation of modernity.

Rationalization is the final, and perhaps most sweeping
characteristic transformation of modernity.

At its

simplest, rationalization simply "signifies an increase in
rationality" (Wellmer: 40), but Enlightenment-era social
thinkers quickly realized that the concept had revolutionary
potential as well.
Before the Enlightenment (and for a long time
thereafter), the predominant social mechanisms for
organization, advancement, and control were kinship,
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patronage, and social status.

This feudal social order

remained rigid and impenetrable until the Enlightenment's
emphasis on the importance of human reason introduced new
economic and organizational models that made alternative
lifestyles possible.

Bureaucracy, for example, with its

formal legal rules of procedure, made ability and knowledge
the criteria for advancement and efficiency the criteria for
success.

Voluntary agreement, or 'contract' replaced the

patrimonial standard of personal loyalty as the keystone of
the system, and impersonal rule of law became the mechanism
of social control.

Because these new forms were able to

out-perform and out-produce their feudal counterparts,
rationalization's first achievement became the overthrow of
the feudal order.
There is much to be praised in these changes.

Freedom

and fairness make great strides because of rationalization,
as do efficiency, excellence, professional accountability,
and social tolerance.

Indeed, nearly every post-

Enlightenment social theorist praised the rationalization
process for bringing so many good things with modernity.
This popular interpretation of the rationalization process
remained without significant opposition until early in the
twentieth century.
Max Weber was the first to assert that rationalization
has a greater significance for modern culture.

While not

dismissing the positive social achievements that resulted
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from the Enlightenment's emphasis on reason, Weber took a
much more dismal view of the long-term effects of
rationalization.

Specifically, he argued that despite the

early achievements of modernity, "the 'rationalization' of
society does not carry any utopian perspective, but is
rather likely to lead to an increasing imprisonment of
modern man in dehumanized systems of a new [i.e. non-feudal]
kind" (Wellmer: 41).

To fully appreciate Weber's argument,

it is necessary to understand his conception of rationality.
Weber says that reason is one type of "basis for
certainty in understanding" among human beings and that it
can be either "logical" or "mathematical" in nature (Weber
1968: 5).s

As a "basis for certainty in understanding,"

reason functions as a method for achieving inter-personal
agreement concerning "meaning."

The way it establishes such

agreement (in both its logical and mathematical forms) is by
associating elements in a set of concepts or phenomena on
the basis of known (or agreed) relationships.

Thus reason,

in plain terms, is a way to establish shared understandings
about the world and the way it works through the application
of logical thinking.
As Weber shows, it is the application of reason, in
this sense, that makes deliberate action and planning

SOther (non-rational) types of bases for certainty in
understanding "can be of an emotionally empathic or
artistically appreciative quality" (Weber 1968: 5).
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possible in a social environment.

Thus reason also forms

the basis for the first two categories of Weber's typology
of

I

social action'

(defined as socially meaningful action--

see Weber 1968: 22).

The two kinds of rational action-

orientations are "instrumentally rational" (zweckrational)
action and "value-rational" (wertrational) action (Weber
1968: 24-25).6

Weber defined "instrumentally rational" social action
as deliberate action "determined by expectations as to the
behavior of objects in the environment and of other human
beings" (Weber 1968: 24).

This is often referred to (even

by Weber) as the 'means-ends action-orientation'.

"Value-

rational" social action, in contrast, is deliberate action
"determined by a conscious belief in the value for its own
sake of some ethical, aesthetic, religious, or other form of
behavior, independently of its prospects for success" (Weber
1968: 24-25).

Both of these action-orientations are

"rational" in Weber's schema because both involve
deliberate, planned action related to shared meanings
concerning social reality.

The distinction between the two

is made according to the original basis on which the action

6There are actually four types of social action that
Weber identifies: the two mentioned in the text plus
"affectual" (including emotional) action and "traditional"
(or habitual) action (Weber 1968: 24-25). These types are
omitted from the present discussion because they are not
rational action-orientations.
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was taken:

if it was taken on the basis of expectations

about human behavior or events in the world, then it was
"instrumentally rational"; if it was taken to comply with a
belief without thought of worldly consequences, it was
"value-rational."
within each of these categories of social action Weber
went on to distinguish between the two types of reason
identified earlier:

mathematics and logic--or, as Weber

more often refers to them, "formal rationality" and
"substantive rationality" (Weber 1968: 85-86).7

The

distinction between these two types of rationality is made
on the basis of how the "certainty in understanding" that
(in its infinite manifestations) determines all types of
rational action is established.
'Formal rationality of action' is the extent to which
an action is based on mathematical calculation or the
demands of "the process" rather than ultimate ends or goals
that exist outside the scope of a given system.

For

example, selling a treasured old clunker can often be a

7This equating of mathematical reason with formal
rationality and logical reason with substantive rationality
is actually very unclear in Weber, though I think it is a
valid interpretation. Also, it should be noted that Weber
tended to apply the formal-substantive distinction primarily
to the "instrumental rational" category, though there is
good reason to believe that he meant it to apply to both
types of rational action-orientation and toward subcategories of each type in a general sense. See Weber's
Economy and Society (1968) pp. 4-31, 63-184, and 809-816 for
original material on this subject.
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painful experience because the money economy values items
according to their present or expected market situation and
disallows any alternative forms of valuation (such as those
based on sentiment or emotional attachment).

Similarly,

Weber points out that formal justice is meant to be a selfperpetuating system in which "legal certainty" serves both
to perpetuate the system and minimize (or eliminate) appeals
to ideals beyond the scope of the rule of law.
'Substantive rationality of action', in contrast, is
the degree to which rational social action is "shaped •••
under some criterion (past, present, or potential) of
ultimate values" (Weber 1968: 85).

Note that "ultimate

values" are here very different than the ' system goals' of
formal rationality:
The concept of "substantive rationality" •••
conveys only one element common to all
"substantive" analyses: namely, that they do not
restrict themselves to note the purely formal and
(relatively) unambiguous fact that action is based
on "goal-oriented" rational calculation with the
technically most adequate available methods, but
apply certain criteria of ultimate ends, whether
they be ethical, political, utilitarian,
hedonistic, feudal (standisch), egalitarian, or
whatever, and measure the results of the economic
action, however formally "rational" in the sense
of correct calculation they may be, against these
scales of "value rationality" or "substantive goal
rationality." (Weber's italics, 1968: 85-86)
The point of making these distinctions and bringing up
so many technical definitions is both to show how Weber's
central thesis concerning rationalization crystallized in
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his own thought and to clarify the persuasiveness of his
argument to modern readers.

To see where the argument is

going, the two typologies just discussed must be crossed in
a matrix.

The result is a table with four cells, each

representing a specific kind of rational social action (see
table 1. 2) •
Briefly, Weber's contention is that in modernity, the
logic of formal rationality and instrumentally rational
(expectation-determined or means-ends) social action is
strengthened dramatically by the rise of science, while the
importance of value-rational action and substantive
rationality fades with the progress of secularization.

The

transformation is general and becomes widespread over time,
until one kind of reason--that represented by the upper-left
cell in table 1.2--comes to dominate all the others.

Thus

for Weber "rationalization" does not signify only "an
increase in rationality" (as previous theorists had
suggested), but rather the growing importance--even
,

imperialis~

--of one kind of rationality over all other

forms.
The extent to which this transformation has occurred
can be illustrated by applying the typology introduced in
table 1.2 to competing 'value spheres' in modernity (see the
section on "the separation of the spheres," pp. 23-27).

For

simplicity, the following illustrations will use the three
spheres delineated by Daniel Bell (1976).
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Type of Social Action
Type of
Rationality

Instrumental
Rational Action

Value-Rational
Action

Formal
Rationality

Action
determined by
expectations
(about behavior
and events) and
conforming to a
value defined in
a system of
formal rules

Action
determined by
belief (without
regard for
consequences)
and conforming
to a value
defined in a
system of
formal rules

Substantive
Rationality

Action
determined by
expectations
(about behavior
and events) and
designed to be
in accordance
with some
criterion of
ultimate value

Action
determined by
belief (without
regard for
consequences)
and designed to
be in
accordance with
some criterion
of ultimate
value

Table 1.2, Weber's typology of rational social action
crossed with his typology of rationality.
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Table 1.3 depicts characteristic types of action in the
"techno-economic" sphere classified according to the
typology introduced in table 1.2.

The modern "system" that

defines formal rationality in this sphere functions
according to the systematic rules for calculating economic
costs and benefits and is founded on the supreme value of
money.

The upper left hand cell (instrumental rational

action involving formal rationality) is thus the cell of
pure cost accounting.

Its strength in modernity is easily

gauged by comparing its content to that of the other cells
in the matrix.

Not surprisingly, these other cells seem

very weak by comparison--even to the point where some of
their characteristic activities are commonly thought of as
"irrational."
The upper-right cell, for example, retains the value
given to money by the economic system, but uses it in
actions guided by beliefs rather than expectations about
market consequences.

The result is a class of activities in

which money (or labor) is donated without any thought for
the economic repercussions of the act--simply because it is
considered the right thing to do.

Such actions cannot be

considered completely 'rational' in a modern economic sense
because they almost always result in a sub-optimal monetary
condition for the actor.

Tithing is one example of this

kind of activity, in which ten percent of an individual's
income is donated without any kind of market return (present
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Action in the "Techno-Economic" Value Sphere
Type of Social Action
Type of
Rationality

Formal
Rationality

Instrumental
Rational Action

Value-Rational
Action

Market-oriented
action determined
by expectations and
conforming to value
as defined by the
systematic rules
for calculation of
economic costs and
benefits.

Market-oriented
action determined
by belief and
conforming to value
as defined by the
systematic rules
for calculation of
economic costs and
benefits.

For Examples

For Examples

- profit
Maximizing
- cost Accounting
- Bureaucratic
Administration

Substantive
Rationality

l-!arket-oriented
action determined
by expectations and
consciously
designed to be in
accordance with
some (non-systembased) criterion of
ultimate value.
For Examples

Willful, non tax
exempt, and/or
anonymous monetary
or labor-based
contributions to
charities,
churches and
political causes.

- Tithing
- community work
schedules
(such aa in a
monastic order)

Market-oriented
action determined
by belief (without
regard for
consequences) and
consciously
designed to be in
accordance with
some criterion of
ultimate value.
For Examlte s

- Ta ing a vow of
poverty
- Gift-giving
- Devoting life
to service of
a cause or
master

Table 1.3, A Weberian typology of rational action and
forms of rationality in the "techno-economic" value
sphere.
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or potential).

Productive labor in a monastic order (or any

similar community-based productive association) involves a
similar kind of donation--this time in the form of time and
labor--though here the

I

irrationality' only exists to the

degree that the value of the labor supersedes the value of
market-estimable returns like room and board.

In both of

these cases, the donation of money or labor is determined by
beliefs yet calculated or organized according to the
imperatives of the market system.

Tithing is calculated as

a percentage of income, for example.

Similarly, a monastic

community that could not organize itself well enough to meet
the market imperatives of its situation would soon dissolve.
Thus these actions are determined by beliefs, but defined by
the systematic rules for the calculation of economic costs
and benefits.
In the lower left cell of table 1.3 the parameters of
the action are inverted, but the results equally irrational
from the standpoint of the modern economic system.

Here

action is determined by expectations about the behavior of
people and objects in the environment, but it is also
designed to be in accordance with some criterion of ultimate
value unrelated to the market system.

In this cell are

found, for example, activities like donating money or time
to charities that seek to achieve some state of affairs
consistent with an actor's beliefs about ultimate value.
Action is thus taken with an eye toward consequences, but it
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is measured according to the ultimate value being served-not the value of money.

Such actions are not rational in

the modern economic sense because the results being sought
are not valued in the currency of 'money' alone and also
usually end up in some kind of net monetary loss to the
actor.

(Note that to the extent the donation was given

simply because it was "tax deductible," or similarly
valuable in an economic sense, it would be more
characteristic of action in the upper-left {instrumentalformal rational action} cell.)

Revenge (where money is the

means) is a classic negative example of this kind of action.
The final, lower-right cell is wholly irrational from
the standpoint of the modern economic system because it
completely disparages the value of money.

Actions are here

determined by beliefs and designed to be in accordance with
some criterion of ultimate value other than money.

Examples

might include such grand actions as becoming a priest or
monk, taking a vow of poverty, or devoting one's life to
service of a cause or a human 'master'; or they could also
include such simple acts as gift-giving.

In all of these

cases, the action in question is neither determined by
expectations about the consequences of one's action nor
valued in monetary terms.
Table 1.4 is similar to table 1.3 except that it
depicts characteristic types of action in the "polity"
sphere.

The meaning of the different kinds of action in
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Action in the "Polity" Value Sphere
Type of Social Action
Type of
Rationality

Formal
Rationality

Instrumental
Rational Action

Value-Rational
Action

political action
determined by
expectations and
conforming to value
as defined by the
system of laws for
insuring legitimacy
and equality.

political action
determined by
belief (without
regard for
consequences) and
conforming to value
as defined by the
system of laws for
insuring legitimacy
and equality.

For Example:

- voting in
Representative
Assemblies
- Running for
public office
- Following
parliamentary
procedure
- observing Legal
Forms

Substantive
Rationality

For Example:

- voting in Mass
Elections
- Non-compulsory
community
service work
(In a political
capacity)

political action
determined by
expectations and
consciously
designed to be in
accordance with
some (non-systembased) criterion of
ultimate value.

political action
determined by
belief (without
regard for
consequences) and
consciously
designed to be in
accordance with
some criterion of
ultimate value.

For Example:

For Example:

- civil
Disobedience
- Illegal actions
designed to
change the law

- Refusing to
abide by laws
or judgements
that violate
one's beliefs
- Ignoring legal
forms

Table 1.4, A Weberian typology of rational action and
forms of rationality in the "Polity" value sphere.
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each cell is the same, except that here formal rational
action is oriented to the values of legitimacy and equality
as defined by the system of laws (see figure I-a, on Bell's
depiction of the "separation of the spheres"--p. 25) instead
of to the market system of calculation.

Once again, the

strength of the upper left cell in relation to the others in
modern times is obvious simply from the examples given.
Less obvious, but just as important is the movement
that has taken place since premodern times.

In both table

1.3 and table 1.4, Weber's argument is that the
rationalization process makes the upper left cell dominant.
Where political decisions had been made substantively on the
basis of a ruler's commands, now they are made formally on
the basis of law.

Where economic behavior (agricultural

production) was once governed by the seasons--and the
pantheon of gods associated with natural phenomena--now it
depends on the formal workings of the market.

Figure l-c is

a graphic illustration of the general trend of this
movement, although Weber almost certainly had a more
specific pattern in mind when he wrote The Protestant Ethic
and the Spirit of Capitalism.

(This 'more specific pattern'

will be examined in the next section.)

For now, the

important thing is to recognize that "instrumental formal
rational action" is dominant in modernity and that this
constitutes a fundamental change from pre-modern times.
Only in the sphere of culture is the dominance of the
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Type of Social Action
Type of
Rationality

Formal
Rationality

Instrumental
Rational Action

Value-Rational
Action

Action
Determined by
Expectations
and system
value

Action
Determined by
Beliefs and
system value

Action
Determined by
Expectations
and ultimate
value

Determined by
Beliefs and
ultimate value

substantive
Rationality

Figure l-c, Changes in dominance among different "types"
of rationality that occur as a result of the process of
rationalization.
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instrumental-formal cell challenged in any important way.
As table 1.5 reflects, the instrumental-formal approach to
symbolic action is oriented toward expectations about
behavior and value as perfection in style or method
(technique).

The most typical activity of this cell is, of

course, modern advertising, though any kind of art that
becomes commodified qualifies as this kind of action.

The

challenge comes from artists who seek to oppose dominant
forms with their artwork.

Unfortunately, all such

rebellions must remain small or personal, since popularity
undermines the force of such opposition by leading to
commodification.

Even the violently rebellious music of

today's youth is really only a marketed rebellion--and thus
really no rebellion at all, since its successes are achieved
through market mechanisms and consequently confirm
implicitly the values of the system outwardly denounced.
In the end, this discussion about culture leaves only a
paradox in its wake, but it is a paradox that affords a
glimpse of the deeper, philosophical problems of modernity.
Culture, according to Bell, is the sphere of human selfrealization, and in modernity, "culture is defined by
extraordinary freedom" (Bell: 13).

For Bell (and other

neoconservatives), it is the freedom to pursue all kinds of
experience for the purpose of remaking the self or achieving
self-realization that strips culture of its power to affirm
value.

But this is an error; the neoconservatives mistake
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Action in the "Culture" Value Sphere
Type of Social Action
Type of
Rationality

Formal
Rationality

Instrumental
Rational Action

Value-Rational
Action

Symbolic action
determined by
expectations and
conforming to value
as defined by
systematic rules of
method or style.

Symbolic action
determined by
belief (without
regard for
consequences) and
conforming to value
as defined by
systematic rules of
method or style.

For Examplel

- Television
conunercials
- All advertising
- popular music
and film
- All marketed
culture & art
- political
"spectacles"

Substantive
Rationality

Symbolic action
determined by
expectations and
consciously
designed to be in
accordance with
some (non-systembased) criterion of
ultimate value.
For Examplel

- Allegorical art
- Evangelical art
- Myths and
storytelling
- Some ("great"
or "classic")
literature
- Some Theater

For Examplel

- organized
prayer
- craftsmanship
- Informal music
groups
- Chanting/Hymns
- Liturgy
Symbolic action
determined by
belief (without
regard for
consequences) and
consciously
designed to be in
accordance with
some (non-systembased) criterion of
ultimate value.
For Examplel

- Personal Art
- self-expressive
Art
- Musical
Improvisation
- Personal Prayer

Table 1.5, A Weberian typology of rational action and
forms of rationality in the "Culture" value sphere.
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effect for cause.

Surely it is the dominance of

instrumental-formal rationality in the sphere of culture
that has upset the power of culture to establish value--in
exactly the same way that it upset the economic and
political spheres of value.

The widening search for

cultural "experience" as a way of achieving self-realization
is clearly a reaction to the cultural situation that the
rationalization process has created.

The paradox is that

the harder people seek for new experiences in which to
'discover' themselves, the more those experiences become
commodified and lose their power to distinguish unique
individuals from the general background noise of
conventional, systematized society.

Thus freedom comes to

rule the sphere of culture, as Bell observed, yet "self"
nonetheless continues to become more and more of a problem.
In summary, the fourth characteristic transformation of
modernity, "rationalization," is not just' an increase in
rationality' but rather the process by which one kind of
rationality--instrumental-formal rationality--becomes
dominant in modern society.

Through rationalization,

extremely powerful self-contained and self-valuing
instrumental-formal rational systems are established in
modern societies.

These systems change fundamentally the

way most human social action is oriented in all the various
"value spheres" of life and contribute greatly to the other
characteristic transformations of modernity as well.
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Although the achievements of rationalized modernity are
undeniable even for modernity's harshest critics, the same
processes that made these achievements possible are also
responsible for the moral decline and social malaise
discussed earlier in this chapter.

Fragmentation and

specialization, secularization, and the separation of the
spheres were all set in motion by the Enlightenment's
emphasis on the need for reason in society, and these
transformations continue to be driven in great part by
rationalizing tendencies today.
In the end, these trends along with the rationalization
process have separated • self' and'

syste~

in modern society

and opposed them in such a way that • self' may easily become
overwhelmed by' system'--resulting in the kind of alienation
frequently experienced by modern individuals.

Consequently,

society develops rapidly in its technical and organizational
aspects, but remains handicapped by a weakened sense of
morality and social responsibility among its members and a
value system emptied of its transcendental significance and
power.

In short, the result is a crisis of morality caused

by the struggle between • self' and' system' and manifesting
itself in all the symptoms that are so often decried by
popular critics.
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The Problem of Modernity
The characteristic transformations of modernity present
the most observable evidence of modernity's impact on
everyday life, but recognizing modernity's social
repercussions is only the first step toward conceptualizing
it well enough to deal with it as a "problem."

Briefly,

modernity can be understood to be a problem in three senses.
At its most fundamental level the problem is philosophical,
centered around what Nietzsche identified as the "ascetic
ideal" inherent in modern science's "will to truth"
(Nietzsche 1969: 155, 161).

Yet the full implications of

the problem do not become apparent until modernity is also
approached as a cultural problem (relating to the
dissolution of

I

self' caused by the separation of the

spheres) and as a political problem (relating to political
impotence in the face of

I

system' constraints).

The philosophical problem of modernity begins with what
Nietzsche identifies as man's need for meaning:
[Man] suffered from the problem of his meaning.
He also suffered otherwise, he was in the main a
sickly animal: but his problem was not suffering
itself, but that there was no answer to the crying
question, "why do I suffer?" (Nietzsche 1969: 162;
his italics)
The answer to this question, again according to Nietzsche,
was man's turn to the "ascetic ideal":
••• The meaninglessness of suffering, not
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suffering itself, was the curse that layover
mankind so far--and the ascetic ideal offered man
meaning! (Nietzsche 1969: 162; his italics)
The "ascetic ideal" is simply Nietzsche's way of
describing any of the various routes by which people came to
'believe' their way around the 'meaninglessness' of human
existence.

Religious interpretations of the world are, of

course, among his primary targets here, but the net is cast
far and wide:
What is the meaning of ascetic ideals?--In the
case of artists they mean nothing or too many
things; in the case of philosophers and scholars
something like a sense and instinct for the most
favorable preconditions of higher spirituality; in
the case of women at best one more seductive
charm ••• ; in the case of the physiologically
deformed and deranged (the majority of mortals) an
attempt to see themselves as "too good" for this
world, a saintly form of debauch, their chief
weapon in the struggle against slow pain and
boredom; in the case of priests the distinctive
priestly faith, their best instrument of power,
also the "supreme" license for power; in the case
of saints, finally, a pretext for hibernation,
their novissima gloriae cupido [newest lust for
glory], their repose in nothingness ("God"), their
form of madness. (Nietzsche 1969: 97; his
italics)
In a general sense then, the ascetic ideal is (ignoring
Nietzsche's inflamatory rhetoric for the moment) whatever
bestows meaning on existence for human individuals.
Something similar to this has been offered by many as a
theological definition of religion or even of "God."o

o

It

One excellent example is Paul Tillich's Dynamics of
Faith (Tillich, 1957).
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should not be surprising then to find the rest of
Nietzsche's argument taking shape around the development of
the principal religion of the Western world--Christianity.
Briefly, Nietzsche depicts Christianity as having
developed in three phases--first as a dogma, then as an
ethical system, and finally as "Christian truthfulness" (by
which he means "modern science").

Each one of these phases

represents a "self-overcoming" of the ascetic ideal--a kind
of Hegelian process in which the logic of one ideal gives
rise to contradictions that eventually lead to its being
replaced by a new ascetic ideal.
In this way Christianity as a dogma was destroyed
by its own morality; in the same way Christianity
as morality must now perish, too: we stand on the
threshold of this event. After Christian
truthfulness has drawn one inference after
another, it must end by drawing its most striking
inference, its inference against itself; this will
happen, however, when it poses the question "what
is the meaning of all will to truth?" (Nietzsche
1969: 161; his italics)
It was the ethical message of Christianity itself that
brought down the dogmatic theocracy of the medieval Catholic
Church, according to Nietzsche.

This ethical message was

inherent within the fundamental precepts of Christianity-even Christianity as dogmatic hierarchy--and a long line of
forgotton heretics sought to exploit the innate
contradiction before Martin Luther finally initiated the
reformation struggle that would eventually bring fundamental
change to the whole Christian church.

Nietzsche's argument
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is very clear when (and if) the disturbing tone of his
passionate (and very unscientific sounding) rhetoric is set
aside.
Luther's attack on the mediating saints of the
church (and especially on "the devil's sow, the
pope") was, beyond any doubt, fundamentally the
attack of a lout who could not stomach the good
etiquette of the church, that reverential
etiquette of the hieratic taste which permits only
the more initiated and silent into the holy of
holies and closes it to louts. (Nietzsche 1969:
145; his italics)
Once again, Nietzsche goes on to argue, as the
Copernican view of the universe came to be embraced by the
remodeled Christian church, a new dialectical tension
emerged based on ethical Christianity's immanent respect for
"truth."

The struggle was to work itself out over the next

few centuries until modern science--Nietzsche's "Christian
truthfulness"--became the new standard-bearer for the
ascetic ideal.
"Science today ••• is not the opposite of the ascetic
ideal but rather the latest and noblest form of it"
(Nietzsche 1969: 147; his italics); and scientists have not
conquered the ascetic ideal--as is often contended--but
rather are its most persuasive champions:
These pale atheists, anti-Christians, immoralists,
nihilists ••• certainly believe thay are as
completely liberated from the ascetic ideal as
possible ••• yet, to disclose to them what they
themselves cannot see--for they are too close to
themselves: this ideal is precisely their ideal
too; they themselves embody it today and perhaps
they alone; they themselves are its most
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spiritualized product, its most advanced frontline troops and scouts, its most captious, tender,
intangible form of seduction ••• They are far from
being free spirits: for they still have faith in
truth. (Nietzsche 1969: 149-150; his italics)
Even scientific atheism does not escape the ascetic ideal:
Unconditional honest atheism ••• is therefore not
the antithesis of that ideal, as it appears to be;
it is rather only one of the latest phases of its
evolution, one of its terminal forms and inner
consequences--it is the awe-inspiring catastrophe
of two thousand years of training in truthfulness
that finally forbids itself the lie involved in
belief in God. (Nietzsche 1969: 160; his italics)
Nietzsche goes on to note how the life-denying quality
of the ascetic ideal is admirably and ostentatiously
displayed by science:
Physiologically, too, science rests on the same
foundation as the ascetic ideal: a certain
impoverishment of life is a presupposition of both
of them--the affects grown cool, the tempo of life
slowed down, dialectics in place of instinct,
seriousness imprinted on faces and gestures ••• A
predominance of mandarins always means something
is wrong •••
Has the self-belittlement of man, his will to
self-belittlement, not progressed irresistibly
since Copernicus? Alas, the faith in the dignity
and uniqueness of man, in his irreplaceability in
the great chain of being, is a thing of the past-he has become an animal, literally and without
reservation or qualification, he who was,
according to his old faith, almost God •••
Since Copernicus, man seems to have got
himself on an inclined plane--now he is slipping
faster and faster away from the center into--what?
into nothingness? into a "penetrating sense of his
nothingness"? Very weIll hasn't this been the
straightest route to--the old [ascetic] ideal? ••
All science ••• has at present the object of
dissuading man from his former respect for
himself. (Nietzsche 1969: 154-156: his italics)
Originally, the ascetic ideal had been created to
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escape the meaninglessness of suffering.

Through devotion

to this ideal, the ascetic interpreted his suffering and
made it bearable--even something to be desired.

At the same

time, however, the ascetic ideal negated passion and
spirit--substituting a dispassionate aloofness for the
elemental furnace that was life between exaltation and
despair.

But the anti sceptic quality of this withdrawal

from the world--and here is found the actual target of all
Nietzsche~s

rhetoric--resulted not only in the minimization

of pain and the realization of social progress, but also in
the weakening of human spirit.
with Nietzsche, it became clear that the general trend
of modernity was not only to minimize the suffering in life,
but actually to escape life itself.

The suffering that

comes with exaltation and despair is, after all, an
important part of living; especially with regard to the
meaning people attach to living.
We can no longer conceal from ourselves what is
expressed by all that willing which has taken its
direction from the ascetic ideal: this hatred of
the human ••• this fear of happiness and beauty,
this longing to get away from all appearance,
change, becoming, death, wishing, from longing
itself--all this means--Iet us dare to grasp it--a
will to nothingness, an aversion to life, a
rebellion against the most fundamental
presuppositions of life; but ••• man would rather
will nothingness than not will. (Nietzsche 1969:
162-163; his italics)
Modernity--as a lifestyle based on modern science,
reason, and the persuit of truth--is thus, in Nietzsche's
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words, "a will to nothingness"--a culture placed in
opposition to life.

This is the fundamental logic

underlying the problem of modernity:

modernity is a form of

life in opposition to life; it saves people from despair,
but only at the cost of their humanity.

Philosophically, it

is self-contradictory in that it demands that people become
something they are not, in order to be better what they are.
All this is revealed in the final act of "selfovercoming" of the ascetic ideal in the modern world.
Christian truthfulness (modern science) must, like dogmatic
Christianity and ethical Christianity, also confront its
immanent contradictions in a process of unfolding.

But the

consequences of modern science's inward turn are unique:
We men of knowledge of today, we godless men and
anti-metaphysicians, we, too, still derive our
flame from the fire ignited by a faith millennia
old, the Christian faith, which was also Plato's,
that God is truth, that truth is divine. --But
what if this belief is becoming more and more
unbelievable, if nothing turns out to be divine
any longer unless it be error, blindness, lies--if
God himself turns out to be our longest lie?
••• Science itself henceforth requires
justification (which is not to say that there is
any such justification) •••
After Christian truthfulness has drawn one
inference after another, it must end by drawing
its most striking inference, its inference against
itself; this will happen, however, when it poses
the question "what is the meaning of all will to
truth?"
And here I again touch on my problem, on our
problem ••• what meaning would our whole being
possess if it were not this, that in us the will
to truth becomes conscious of itself as a problem?
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(Nietzsche 1969: 152, 161; his italics)
The problem that the unfolding or "self-overcoming" of
modern science leaves for modern individuals is the threat
of an impending loss of meaning brought on by the selfdestruction of the ascetic ideal; in a word, nihilism.
However one chooses to interpret Nietzsche's use of the word
"God" throughout this argument, his statement remains one of
the most forceful presentations of the problem of modernity
to this day.

Indeed, his forecast for the twentieth century

sounds eerily contemporary:
As the will to truth thus gains selfconsciousness--there can be no doubt of that-morality will gradually perish now: this is the
great spectacle in a hundred acts reserved for the
next two centuries in Europe--the most terrible,
most questionable, and perhaps also the most
hopeful of all spectacles. (Nietzsche 1969: 161;
his italics)

The cultural problem of modernity has its origins in
the Enlightenment's turn to reason and humanism as the basis
for a new style of living.

This may be difficult to see at

first--the Enlightenment was in many respects a time when
the best of humanity flourished--but the ultimate cultural
implications of the Enlightenment's emphasis on reason
become much harder to overlook following the advent of
capitalism and the coming of the information revolution.
Modern culture--the culture of capitalist economics,
mass society and computer information technology--has become
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a cult of reason and efficiency.

It overshadows people's

lives every bit as fatefully as Rome ever did, but offers no
more spiritual encouragement than Rome did technical.

The

inescapable fact of having to live in such a culture has
loomed over the thought of every major social theorist since
Nietzsche.

Most sought to understand the problem through

what they characterized as the "pathologies" of modern life.
For Marx this meant "alienation";

for Durkheim, "anomie";

for Freud, "discontent"; for others, "leveling,"
"disenchantment," "domination," "rationalization," and so
on.

But the origin of all of these "pathologies," as most

knew, is modern culture--beginning with the constricting
force of what Weber termed the "iron cage" (Weber 1958:
181).
According to Weber (and following Nietzsche), the "iron
cage" of modern culture begins with the religious ascetic's
appropriation of reason as the basis for the "ascetic
ideal."

This ideal bridged the chasm between spiritual

perfection in one's relationship with God and perfection in
one's in-this-worldly behavior--especially as such behavior
related to discipline and devotion to duty:
Asceticism emphasizes non-material values,
renunciation of physical pleasures, simplicity and
self-denial, and arduous, purposeful discipline.
That discipline is necessary for the mobilization
of psychic and physical energies for tasks outside
the self, for the conquest and subordination of
the self in order to conquer others. (Bell: 82)
Protestantism and finally Puritanism extended this concept
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to work in a "vocation," effectively making economic success
a sign of ardent devotion to God.

In terms of Weber's

typologies of rationality and rational social action, the
puritans introduced formal rationality to value-rational
economic social action (see figure I-d).

Here, in Weber's

upper right-hand cell, the formal rules of the economic
system are taken as a measure of success (or failure) in the
spiritual realm.
But this vocational ethos (Weber's "Protestant ethic")
is eventually "overcome ••• by the material powers of
capitalist development" (Scaff: 88).

Essentially,

vocational activity begins to take on a life of its own,
independent of the Puritan ideal, until the "ethic" of
vocational discipline is forgotten and only simple
acquisitiveness remains.

Now action shifts to the upper-

left cell of Weber's typology, uniting formal rationality
and instrumental rational social action together in the
modern rational economic order (figure I-d).

But once this

unity is achieved, the competitive logic of modern
capitalism takes over and the system is driven forward of
its own accord--without the necessary impetus of any human
I

will' •
Instead of being industrious for God, people begin to

work diligently for their own (hedonistic) reasons.

Goods

(money, commodities, social status, etc.) replace God as the
driving force of modern entrepreneurial efficiency and
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Figure 1-d, The unification of formal rationality and
value-rational economic social action in the "protestant
ethic" (1) leads to the modern economic order (2).
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rational administration.

For the modern individual, the

consequences of this change are universal and inescapable:
The Puritan wanted to work in a vocation [wollte
Berufsmensch sein]; we must do so. For when
asceticism was carried out of monastic cells into
vocational life and began to dominate innerworldly morality, it helped to build the
tremendous cosmos of the modern economic order.
This order is now bound to the technical and
economic presuppositions of mechanical,
machinelike production, which today determines
with irresistible force the lifestyle [Lebensstil]
of all individuals born into this mechanism, not
only those directly engaged in economic
enterprise, and perhaps will determine it until
the last ton of fossil coal is burned. (Weber,
quoted and translated in Scaff: 88)
It was the Puritan's ethic of diligent work that set modern
economic rationalism in motion.

But where the Puritan's

motive was always essentially spiritual, there is no use for
such motives in the secular form of life practiced in
modernity.
In Baxter's view the care for external goods
should only lie on the shoulders of the saint like
"a light cloak, which can be thrown aside at any
moment." But fate [Verhangnis] decreed that the
cloak should become an iron cage. (Weber, quoted
and translated in Scaff: 88).
The "iron cage" of the vocational/commodity culture of
advanced capitalism, however, is only the first dimension of
the cultural problem of modernity.

Just as important is the

moral vacuum left after the Protestant ethic is overwhelmed.
When vocational activity is "stripped of its sustaining
structures of meaning" (Scaff: 88), the result is a culture
unable to assign value in any ultimate sense.

It is this
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condition, together with the growing dominance of formalinstrumental rational action in economic affairs, which
allows for "the separation of the spheres" to occur.

Since

the greater culture is unable to assign any comprehensive
social value, lesser cultures develop around the fragmented
experiences of modern life.

Of course, a society in which

there is no greater culture capable of establishing values
that transcend experience is also, by definition, a society
in moral crisis (in Durkheim's sense--see pp. 20-23).
The most important problem that arises from the
separation of the spheres is, however, more significant for
individuals than for society at large.

Following the

explosion of value-spheres appearing after the demise of
unified central culture, the "self" becomes problematic for
individuals.

As people move from sphere to sphere (work to

family to politics, for example), they must submit
themselves to the imperatives of different value realms-imperatives which, more often than not, demand contradictory
self-understandings from individuals.

It is no wonder that

one's sense of "self" becomes more and more confused in this
process.
The confusion in the "self" is mitigated only by its
fundamental enmity with formal systems; and particularly by
its enmity with the formal-rational sphere of economic
action.

Substantive forms are more conducive than formal

systems to the life of the self because formal systems
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obliterate the unique qualities of individuals in order to
level them into categorical classes.

Such treatment makes

the abuse of individual differences standard operating
procedure, and cannot fail to injure--or at least
antagonize--the independence and confidence of the self.
Such antagonism is commonly experienced, for example, when
dealing with bureaucracies (in which individuals are
• processed' according to fixed rules) and in the marketplace
(where one's labor--even one's • value' --is quantified to fit
an economic scale).
The clash that reveals the true depth of the cultural
problem of modernity comes when the self, weakened by the
separation of the spheres but maintaining its animosity for
formal systems, comes head to head with the awesome power of
the modern economic system.

Now all three elements of the

"cultural problem of modernity"--the iron cage of modern
capitalism, the separation of the spheres, and the animosity
between self and system--explode in a reaction that triggers
the "pathologies of modern culture" noted earlier.
"Anomie," "alienation," and "disenchantment" rise as the
• self' becomes frustrated and attenuated in its struggle to
escape the system imperatives of modern capitalism; or
rather, as people's awareness of the continuing diminution
of the importance of self in modern society increases.
Simply put, the problem is that modern culture forces people
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to live the lifestyle of acquisitive capitalism, while at
the same time jUdging this form of life to be spiritually
unrewarding, morally empty, and ultimately worthless.
This recognition reveals the full importance of Weber's
image of the iron cage.

It is not just that people are

bound into the rigors of modern economic life, but that they
are bound into them absent the human qualities that redeem
the tedium and futility of the daily struggle for survival-with full knowledge of the permanence of the loss.

As for

those who proudly revel in this spiritual wasteland--the
Faustian champions of development and 'progress' --Weber's
words are perhaps still the most telling:
For the "ultimate beings" of this cultural
development it might well be truly said:
"specialists without spirit, sensualists without
heart: this nullity imagines that it has attained
a level of civilization (Menschentum) never before
achieved." (Hennis: 153, quoting Weber)
In the end, Weber's condemnation of the iron cage, and
indeed the whole thesis against the culture of modernity, is
grounded in a rejection of the intolerable conditions
imposed by modern culture on the human spirit.

The political problem of modernity follows naturally
from the problem of modern culture.

The crux of the matter

is how to reassert effectively the power of the human spirit
in modern culture.

Any worthy solution would have to

refocus the confidence of the self in its own identity
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(overcoming the problem posed by the separation of the
spheres in some way) and strengthen the arenas of
substantive forms of rationality enough to achieve a more
equal balance with the formal-rational systems of modernity.
The prospects for such a solution are not hopeful, but there
are a few leads available--some even inherent in the culture
of modernity itself.
The first possibility, which must be rejected, is to
look to the past.
I

It is true that modernity appears to

lessen' a quality that humans think they once possessed,

but there is no going back to the spirituality of pre-modern
times.

To do so would be to abandon all the achievements of

modernity--including the wonders of modern science--and even
more importantly, to sacrifice the human intellect on an
altar of self-deceit.

For those who have embraced modernity

(or had it thrust upon them) and who would remain
intellectually honest about the experience, the door to the
old forms of spiritual self-identity must remain closed
forever.

This was the meaning of Nietzsche's peremptory

declaration that "God is Dead" (Nietzsche 1882: 125).
Nevertheless, God is more wily and subtle than
Nietzsche's requiem admits.

Returning to the past is

certainly not possible, but the seeds of a renewed presence
for the human spirit may have been sewn as early as the
Enlightenment.
While it is true that the Enlightenment marked the
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beginning of rationalizing influences in Western culture, it
also marked the advent of certain "deliberative ideals" in
political thought.

Equality and Democracy (as substantive

political ideals) are concepts that directly challenge all
of the characteristic trends of modernity.

The basis of

their challenge is the value they place on human community
and the protection of the unique individual qualities over
and above concerns about efficiency and administrative
excellence.
For example, the modern tendency to promote
fragmentation is discouraged by (substantive) democracy's
emphasis on the value of community.

Specialization is

tempered by political equality's insistence on the equal
importance of all citizens (regardless of the presence of
qualitative inequalities between unique individuals).

The

instrumental-rational demand for economic efficiency is
countered by a contrasting overall emphasis on political
accommodation.

Even the trend toward secularization is

countered by commitment to the ideals of democracy and
equality.

(Note that "commitment" implies value-content

and, consequently, substantive--rather than empirically
rational--foundations.)9

Most important, it seems clear

9It is interesting to note that in recent years many
religious communities have adjusted to the needs of modern
people to such an extent that the values of equality,
democracy, and community have become the agreed standard for
practical association. Increasingly, these ideals are also
coming to be expressed as matters of faith.
(Durkheim might
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that in modernity, the "human spirit" comes to achieve its
fullest expression in the communities where these ideals are
actively pursued by each member.
Of course, whether simple commitment to the political
ideals of democracy and equality could effectively either
empower the self or combat the formal-rational forms of
modern society is doubtful.

The problem is that modern

culture has eclipsed the deliberative ideals of equality and
democracy since the Enlightenment, and never more completely
than in recent years.

The dominance of formal-instrumental

rationality in modernity gives rise to economic patterns
that prevent equality, and a technical mindset that
encourages administrative solutions to political problems.
In essence, the technical ideals of enlightenment, exalted
by modern culture and made requisite by mass society, have
come to dominate the deliberative ones.

The political

problem of modernity then, must be to find ways of
reasserting the power of those deliberative ideals within
the suffocating atmosphere of modern culture.
even judge them "sacred," in the sense that they are
becoming symbols of communities' self-identity.)
This may sound like a surprising turn of events, but it
really makes considerable sense. The fundamental messages
of many world religions focus on community. Why couldn't
democracy and equality come to characterize some of these
associations in the same way that Nietzsche saw dogma,
ethics, and truth as characterizing the Christian church
through recent ages? Indeed, if the basis for future
spirituality is to be found in the practice of community,
then churches might be uniquely positioned to encourage this
trend in modern society.
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Modernity and Latin America
European political theorists have been discussing the
characteristic trends of modernity and the problem of
modernity in all three of its aspects for many years.

Their

conclusions have been many and varied, and the strategies
they have offered as ways of resisting the tide of modern
influences have ranged widely--from stoic discipline to
social constructions based on idealized speech to
enthusiastic pursuit of experience, art, eroticism, and
other sanctuaries.

But the European understanding of the

problem of modernity, rich though it may be in many
respects, is limited to a perspective based on European
experience.

Authors with a different historical experience

may also have much to say about the subject--and much to add
to the general understanding of modernity.
Latin America is in a unique position in relation to
modernity.

Like many less developed regions, it is a very

traditional land facing rapid modernization and development
on multiple fronts.

Few regions of the world exist so

directly in the shadow of modernity as the peoples living
just south of the united states.

American culture

constantly subjects Mexico to an intense barrage of modern
influences, and the rest of Latin America receives the same
barrage--made only slightly less intense by the factor of
distance.

Often, Latin American communities may be seen as

microcosms of the clashes that characterize the transition
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to modernity in general: old vs. new, European vs. indian,
soldier vs. farmer, television vs. storyteller, etc.
It is true that many less developed regions of the
world share at least some of these characteristics with
Latin America, but unlike other regions, Latin America is
home to an intellectual community that is well versed in the
problems of modern life.

Latin American intellectuals, cued

by their European literary and philosophical heritage, have
paid a considerable amount of attention to the problem of
modernity.

Thus its culture is sufficiently different from

that of Europe to present a distinct encounter with
modernity, but not so different as to be uninstructive.
European theorists, for example, tend to write as if looking
back on a transition to modernity that continues to pattern
their experience, while the Latin American time perspective
is more immediate; Latin authors write as if riding the
floodwater of modernity instead of surveying its damage or
charting its currents.

The European approach to modernity

is also different in that it is disproportionately
analytical, highlighting the economic and socio-political
consequences of modernity over the personal, emotional, and
spiritual concerns that are of central importance in Latin
American culture.

Undoubtedly, there is much to learn from

the Latin Americans beyond what has been uncovered about
modernity by the Europeans.
One obvious, if somewhat technical difference between
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the way Europeans and Latin Americans approach modernity is
apparent in who writes about modernity.

In Europe, academic

authors are the norm, usually working in some variant of the
general field of social theory.lo

In Latin America,

literary authors are commonly associated with the theme of
modernity.

This difference should not be dismissed lightly.

It is reflective of the different ways of approaching the
problem of modernity (and political criticism in general)
characteristic of the two cultures.
Nevertheless, much Latin American political thought
tends toward the European, and it is certainly true that the
philosophical conception of modernity as a problem had its
origins in Europe; primarily in Germany.

Some present-day

Latin American authors have read the European work on
modernity directly, others have been exposed to it only
indirectly through Spanish authors or international literary
culture.

In either case, but especially with regard to the

second group, it is important to understand at least
basically the historical and cultural links that tie Latin
America to pre-twentieth century European thought.
The work of Jose Ortega y Gasset can help provide this
understanding.

Ortega y Gasset is in many ways the most

important historical link between the German and Latin
American philosophical traditions.

He was educated in

lOLiterary theorists are also commonly involved in
discussions about modernity and "postmodernity" in Europe.
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Germany and founded the Revista de occidente, a review and
series of books that have been called instrumental for
bringing Spain (and later Latin America) into touch with
German thought.

His social theory will be the primary focus

of investigation, particularly as it is expressed in his La
rebelion de las masas, El tema de nuestro tiempo, and El
hombre y las gente (The Revolt of the Masses, The Modern
Theme, and Man and People).

There are many links between

Ortega y Gasset and present-day Latin American literary
authors, and even if these authors have not read Hegel,
Kant, Nietzsche, Weber, and others, they are familiar with
the European theme of modernity because they have read
Ortega y Gasset.

This link is important because it means

that the authors examined later in this study are sensitive
to the same basic theme of modernity and not separated by
unbridgeable cultural chasms, language-games, world-views,
or other barriers to cross-cultural communication.
The present-day authors whose work will provide the
focus for continuing investigation of the Latin American
experience of Modernity include three of the region's most
widely recognized literary figures:

Octavio Paz of Mexico,

Gabriel Garcia Marquez of Colombia, and Mario Vargas Llosa
of Peru.

All are literary figures of the first importance

who have dealt extensively with political and cultural
themes directly relevant to life in modern Latin America.
Octavio Paz is probably the most obvious choice of the
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three.

Known primarily as a poet, Paz is also famous for

his numerous essays on social concerns in Mexico and Latin
America.

His works present a rare mix of both

cultural/literary insights and political/philosophical
commentary.

Jurgen Habermas has read and cited Paz in

connection with his own work on the pathologies of
modernity, and it is clear from reading Paz that he is
directly concerned with the problem of modernity in the
Latin American context.

Paz's response to modernity--in

particular his emphasis on the role of criticism in the
modern context and his portrayal of Zapatism as a way around
modern fragmentation--will prove to be of great interest.
Among Paz's more prominent works related to the theme of
Modernity are The Labyrinth of Solitude, The Other Mexico,
and Conjunction and Disjunctions.
Gabriel Garcia Marquez is not such an obvious choice as
Paz because he is not widely known as a political theorist.
Nevertheless, Garcia Marquez is presently Latin America's
most renown novelist and has repeatedly addressed topics
relevant to the concerns of social critics and political
theorists in his literary work.

Many of his works--

particularly his novel One Hundred Years of Solitude-present a picture of modern man that is difficult to ignore.
His poetic depiction of the solitude associated with the
modern individual's confrontation with an unknowably complex
and fragmented world fits well with European images of
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modernity.

Additionally, his use of what has been called

"magic realism" (depicting normal events as if they were
wonders and impossible events as if they were commonplace)
carries the unmistakable sign of modernity.

Reality, Garcia

Marquez seems to say, can include our dreams about politics
and community as well as the way we live these things in
everyday life.

There is much to be found here in the way of

artistic testimony about the impact of modernity on Latin
American life.
Finally, Mario Vargas Llosa, in addition to his
literary work, has been personally active in politics for
some time.

His social commentary provides a direct way of

accessing the Latin American experience of modernity.
Beyond these essays, however, Vargas Llosa's literary
accomplishments are also rich in insight about the Latin
American experience of modernity.

Novels such as The Time

of the Hero, The Green House, and Conversation in the
Cathedral became famous for the way they portray reality in
fragmented and confused, but ultimately multifaceted ways.
Truth in the novel is indistinct for Vargas Llosa in much
the same way as it is for Paz, Garcia Marquez, and other
modern authors.

His literary technique relies on such

devices as "telescopic conversations," diverse "planes of
reality," and seemingly random leaps in time--all leading to
a depiction of the world as complicated, imposing, immoral,
and strangely unrevealed.

In his later works (such as The
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War of the End of the World, and The Real Life of Alejandro
Mayta) there is less of this kind of literary fragmentation,
but more of the kind of direct political commentary that
eventually lead him to be quite an active writer about realworld politics.

In any case, the depiction of Latin

American life throughout Vargas Llosa's works is constant.
An infernal atmosphere seems to pervade most of his writing,
poisoning any possibility for heroism, self-honesty, or
genuine love.

As with the real-world countries of Latin

America, progress with a human face seems impossible in the
face of the immensity of the obstacles.

Certainly, the

problems arising from modernity have much to do with Vargas
Llosa's portrayal of this sad social milieu.

Organization
This study will explore the Latin American encounter
with modernity in light of what has been written about the
European experience of modernity.
direct the search.

Two general aims will

First, the project is designed to

further the development of political theory by SUbjecting
one important aspect of modern European political thought to
the challenge of a different political and cultural
experience--the Latin American experience.

By exploring the

European approach to modernity through the eyes of Latin
American authors, the theory of modernity may be revised and
expanded in order to explain a wider range of phenomena in
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greater depth.

If nothing else, this kind of comparative

study should at least help to separate what may be truly
theoretical about the European understanding of modernity
from what is just cultural baggage unique to the European
context.
The second general aim of the study is to make the
academic dialogue on modernity more accessible than it has
been.

The modern world needs to be more fully understood by

a wide range of people if its challenges are ever to be
answered effectively.

In particular, the future of

democracy depends on people being able to open up a space
for substantive political forms and the nurturing of
in the modern world.

I

self'

Present trends against democracy will

not be altered without active intervention on the part of
concerned citizens.
The investigation begins with a review of the
philosophy and writings of Jose Ortega y Gasset (Chapter V:
"Modernity in the Context of Human Struggle: Jose Ortega y
Gasset").

Here Ortega's works are shown both to have been a

bridge connecting European thought about modernity to Latin
American literary and philosophical communities, and also to
have imprinted that dialogue with his own unique approach to
the problem of modernity.

Since Ortega's approach is so

exceptional--and distinctly Latin--other typical responses
to the problem of modernity are also reviewed at this point
to provide contrast.

Finally, Ortega's impact on present-
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day Latin American literature is discussed and assessed.
Chapter III, "Modernity in the Latin American Novel,"
begins with a general examination of the relationship
between literature and politics.

The importance of

literature for political (and cultural) criticism is
highlighted, especially in its role as a traditional vehicle
for Latin American political thought.

A brief review of

politics and literature in Latin America follows.

The next

section introduces the experience of underdevelopment as a
relevant factor for understanding the Latin American
reaction to modernity.

It is contended here that just as

the condition of underdevelopment gave nineteenth century
Russian authors a uniquely

I

external' perspective on the

problems introduced by modernity, so too does the
underdevelopment being experienced in Latin America today.
In both cases, literature became an important expression of
what has been called the "modernism of underdevelopment."ll
Unique aspects of the Latin American case are examined, and
a research strategy for the next three chapters is
presented.
Chapters IV, V, and VI examine themes prominent in the
works of Octavio Paz, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, and Mario
Vargas Llosa and specially selected for their relationship
to the problem of modernity and the politics of culture.

llThe term is Marshal Berman's (1988: 173-286).
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Chapter IV investigates how "Time and Reality" are portrayed
by Paz, Garcia Marquez, and Vargas Llosa.

The problems

inherent in the context of life in Latin American modernity
are the principal focus here, and all of the familiar
aspects of the cultural problem of modernity are readily
apparent.
The themes of "Solitude and Love" are explored in
Chapter V.

Personal relations and the care of the self in

modernity are the center of attention in this chapter.
Modern pressures against the self are explored, as are the
stabilizing sources of identity and love.

"Love" in

particular is seen to contain within it a hope for
reestablishing quality of life within modern conditions.
In Chapter VI, "Power, Politics, and Recovery," Latin
American responses to the political problem of modernity are
discussed.

The old problem of power, familiar in the

modernism of underdevelopment, remains an imposing obstacle
for all the authors surveyed here, but there is some room
for hope.

octavio Paz in particular presents some

prescriptions for social and democratic health in the face
of modernity that are reminiscent of the ideas of Jose
Ortega y Gasset--prescriptions which individuals living in
both the highly developed and the less-developed contexts of
modernity may find equally accessible and applicable to
their daily lives.
Finally, the results of the investigation are discussed
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in Chapter VII.

Here conclusions about Latin American

thought and its impact on the theory of modernity will be
discussed.

Although the Latin American experience of

modernity is in many ways unique, the basic problems
identified by European theorists are portrayed in
essentially the same way by Latin American authors.

In

contrast to conventional European theory though, the
emphasis on humility, earthiness, and the worthiness of
small projects put forward by (some) Latin Americans, does
represent a significant new departure for those who would
build an effective strategy for building community and
empowering democracy in the modern world.
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II.
MODERNITY IN THE CONTEXT OF HUMAN STRUGGLE:
JOSE ORTEGA Y GAS SET

Life is, in itself and forever,
shipwreck. To be shipwrecked is not to
drown. The poor human being, feeling
himself sinking into the abyss, moves
his arms to keep afloat. This movement
of the arms which is his reaction
against his own destruction, is
culture--a swimming stroke--. When
culture is no more than this, it
fulfills its function and the human
,
b ove h'~s own a byss. 12
'
r~ses a
b e~ng
-- Jose Ortega y Gasset

Ortega's Philosophy
In his time, Jose Ortega y Gasset came to represent
both the revitalization of Spanish philosophy and the most
pivotal intellectual figure between German and Latin
American thought.

For this reason, understanding the Latin

American conception of modernity requires a basic
appreciation of Ortega's ideas.
Ortega received his doctorate in 1904 and then spent

12(Ortega y Gasset, 1956: 126). "La vida es en si misma
y siempre un naufragio. Naufragar no es ahogarse. E1 pobre
humano, sintiendo que se sumerge en e1 abismo, agita los
brazos para mantenerse a f10te. Esa agitacion de los brazos
con que reacciona ante su propia perdicion, es 1a cu1tura-un movimiento natatorio. Cuando 1a cu1tura no es mas que
eso, cump1e su sentido y e1 humano asciende sobre su propio
abismo."
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the next five years studying in Germany, where he gained a
thorough knowledge of German philosophy.

After returning to

Spain in 1910 to become professor of metaphysics at the
University of Madrid, he became active in journalism and
politics as well as philosophy.

Although prolific in

writing essays and articles of general cultural interest,
Ortega wrote fewer strictly philosophical works.

Instead,

his impact on Spanish philosophy was strongest in his role
as teacher and critic--a style that seems appropriate for
one who found "life" (as the career and destiny of an
individual within society and history) to be the touchstone
of ultimate reality (Dobson: 112-114).
Ortega sought to move beyond both idealism and realism
in his philosophy by asserting that self and things are
constitutive of each other and neither one should be
considered prior to or dependent on the other.

"I am I and

my circumstances" (Yo soy Yo y mi circunstancia) was his
most famous summation of this idea (Gray: 187-189).

This

understanding of man as an individual within historical
context is present throughout Ortega's philosophy.

with

regard to knowledge, Ortega emphasized that the world could
only be known from a (one's own) particular point of view,
and that "the only false perspective is the one that claims
to be the one and only perspective" (Ortega quoted in
McInnes: 3).

Ethically, Ortega considered the responsible
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person to be the one committed to a life project or
vocation, while immorality consisted in allowing oneself to
be swept along by transient circumstances--the failure to
'
13
pursue a personal d es t ~ny.

The understanding of people as both self and
circumstance comes together with Ortega's ethical thought to
make an interesting kind of existentialist philosophy.

Life

is seen to present people with a continuous barrage of
choices, and people, through their exercise of reason,
create their own personality by making those choices.

Thus

life has a purpose or goal in the building of a character
through the exercise of human reason.

"It is by intelligent

reckoning with his circumstances that a man gains his being
and becomes himself" (McInnes: 4).
Ortega's philosophy of culture also incorporates his
perspectivism, and it is probably the area of his thought
most relevant to the theme of modernity.

Ortega described

culture variously as "the essential system of ideas
concerning the world and man which belong to our time," "the
system of ideas by which an age conducts its life," and "our
active convictions as to the nature of our world and our

13A position strongly reminiscent of Max Weber's
"Science as a Vocation" (See Weber, 1946: 155-156).
Although he had specific disagreements with Weber on certain
key sociological concepts--such as "social action" (see
Pellicani: 116)--it seems clear that Ortega agreed with many
of Weber's ideas about modernity.
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fellow creatures" (Ortega, quoted in Kerr: 81).

Note how

culture is always presented in dynamic terms and as situated
within an historical context.

While it is true that many

others have characterized culture in similar ways, for
Ortega culture takes on an unusual importance.

In his

philosophy it is, after all, only culture that allows
humanity to forge the oppressions of life into a dignified
expression of human spirit.

If moral life is dedication to

a project or vocation, then culture is the "essential system
of ideas" out of which individuals may put together
"projects" and "vocations" appropriate to the time.

Thus

for Ortega, culture becomes both the hope of the individual
and the highest expression of collective human dignity.
As for the problem of modernity, Ortega essentially
adopted the same conception of the problem that was
originally put forward by Nietzsche and later accepted by
other German social theorists. Nevertheless, his philosophy
of culture lead him to promote a significantly different
response to the problem.

Life as Shipwreck
Life is and has always been a tragedy, a "shipwreck,"
according to Ortega.

In the case of the present age, Ortega

agrees that the problem of modernity is ethical in nature--a
crisis of morality.

"vital disorientation" is the term he
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uses to describe the phenomenon, clearly referring to
modernity as a cultural problem.

Weber would have called it

"disenchantment," but the meaning is the same:
The system of values by which [modern people's]
activity was regulated thirty years ago has lost
its convincing character, its attractive force and
its imperative vigor. The man of the West is
undergoing a process of radical disorientation
because he no longer knows by what stars he is to
guide his life. (Ortega y Gasset, 1961: 79)
Thus Ortega is essentially in agreement with Weber and the
German theorists concerning the cultural problem of
modernity.

His praise of Nietzsche as one of the "seers of

genius" who uncovered the basic problem of values in modern
society also leaves little doubt about his acceptance of the
Central European conception of modernity as a philosophical
problem (Ortega y Gasset, 1961: 78).

Clearly, Ortega has

identified the same problem of modernity already discussed,
thus confirming the continuity of the dialogue from Europe
at least to Spain (with Latin America to follow).
Yet despite substantial agreement about the nature of
the problem, Ortega also refined the German conception of
modernity to fit his own (latin) style.

One subtle, but

important difference is apparent in the way in which the
character of modernity is presented by Ortega.

For Ortega,

the loss of value foundations in modernity is a lively
process, devoid of the "unnatural" quality present in German
warnings about nihilism and 'the abyss':
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A life, then, which finds the exercise of its own
powers more interesting and valuable than the
prosecution of those aims which the taste of
yesteryear garnished with so unique a prestige
will give to its efforts the cheerful, hearty and
even slightly waggish air that is peculiar to
sport ••• It will create its splendors as if in
jest, and will not endow them with any great
importance. The poet will manage his art with his
toes, like a good footballer. (Ortega y Gasset
1961: 83)

By Ortega's view, the attitude toward "life" expressed in
this passage goes on to set up an important contradiction
between relativism (evident in life lived with the attitude
of sport, as expressed above) and rationalism (in which the
importance of unified culture is primary).

This point will

become important later for understanding Ortega's response
to the problem of modernity.

For now, it is sufficient to

note that Ortega's emphasis on "life" gives his conception
of modernity a far different character than the dismal one
commonly presented by other European theorists.
A second, more important, way in which Ortega refines
the standard conception of modernity is to displace the
German emphasis on the constricting structure of modern
culture.

In particular, Weber's image of the "iron cage" of

modern capitalist
Ortega's account.

cul~ure

seems to have fallen out of

Indeed, where Weber saw the culture of

acquisitive capitalism as the force that condemns people in
modernity to a disenchanted existence, Ortega sees culture
itself as the means, not of escape, exactly, but of
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confronting and surviving (with spirit intact) the flood of
modernity.
One way to understand how Ortega is able to avoid
Weber's (fairly discouraging) conclusion about modern
culture is to consider the very different conceptions each
man had about the underlying nature of the problem.

For

Weber, the culture of modern capitalism developed out of an
entirely new, never-before-encountered chain of events.

As

such, the crisis of modernity is for Weber a unique event,
as new and unstoppable to modern man as smallpox must have
been to the native cultures of America.

But for Ortega, the

crisis of modernity is not a unique event in the history of
humanity.

On the contrary, it is only the demon of the

current generation--the most recent of the continuing series
of historical catastrophes that define human existence.
For Ortega, catastrophe is the defining moment of human
life, from which all else must proceed.

People not only

have a stubborn capacity to rise above the tragedy of their
circumstances and forge a dignified existence amid the chaos
of life, but they are also seen to be at their best when
engaged in this struggle.

Thus for Ortega the problem of

modernity is neither the unique event it was for Weber, nor
the suffocating and inescapable "iron cage."
Life is, in itself and forever, shipwreck. To be
shipwrecked is not to drown. The poor human
being, feeling himself sinking into the abyss,
moves his arms to keep afloat. This movement of
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the arms which is his reaction against his own
destruction, is culture--a swimming stroke--.
When culture is no more than this, it fulfills its
function and the human being rises above his own
abyss. (Ortega y Gasset, 1956: 126)
Thus for Ortega culture is not only the problem in
modernity, but also the solution.

It is the creative,

sustaining swimming power that keeps people from sinking
beneath the waves.

To be shipwrecked, as with the problem

of modernity, is not to drown:

"Ortega holds that this poor

shipwrecked humanity can learn to swim, that is, that it
possesses the requisite ability to learn how to confront and
resolve, at least in part, the crisis which threatens its
existence" (Dust: 305).

Indeed, Ortega believed that

"history ••• is filled with examples of ••• improbable
recoveries" from such crises, and that the means of recovery
so decisive in such circumstances has always been the human
capacity to reinvent and adapt "culture."

By Ortega's view,

humanity has been continually confronting and resolving such
crises--treading water--since the beginning of history, and
he clearly considered the problem of the current age to be
"one more manifestation of the same phenomenon" (Dust: 299).
Ortega's refinements of the standard approach to
modernity are thus significant, but his disagreements with
Weber only set the stage for continuing differences on the
issue of the proper response to the crisis of modernity.
Though the essential problem remains the same, Ortega's
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advice concerning "the task of our time" is unique among the
responses to modernity.

Responses to the Crisis of Modernity
There are (at least) three common philosophical
responses to the social problems introduced by modernity.
"Modernism," "post-modernism," and "neo-conservatism" are
philosophical approaches that offer fundamentally different
prescriptions for the modern crisis. 14 Ortega's own
response is distinct from any of these typical approaches,
and sets up an identifiably "latin" style of confronting
modernity.

Modernism
"Modernism" developed in the mid-nineteenth century as
the social pressures of modernity grew powerful.

As a

response to the value crisis of modernity, modernism
retained much of the Enlightenment's confidence in reason
and progress, but it became a confidence tempered by new
appreciation for subjectivity, perspectivism, and the loss
of stabilizing beliefs and meaningful order.

14While it is true that a variety of distinct and
competing theories certainly exists underneath the rubric of
each of these types, they nevertheless may be thought of as
"classes" of responses in the sense that specific theories
within each group all share important characteristics-particularly with regard to the issue of modernity.
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Despite the deeply troubling impact of these
developments, modernism's first achievement was to transform
the shock of their discovery into an enthusiastic release of
creative energy.

Art, architecture, science, and many other

aspects of social life experienced rapid change and adopted
radical new directions as a result of the modernist
propensity to question and tear down old ways of doing
things and quickly erect new constructions in their place.
But fhough modernism's constant innovation and change proved
a comforting diversion for nearly a century, eventually it
would lead to fatigue and finally exhaustion.

without the

direction and temperance provided by an underlying normative
foundation, "progress" was achieved everywhere without ever
seeming to add up to anything meaningful.

By the mid-

twentieth century the open and forward-looking attitude of
modernism had burnt itself out, and the underlying problems
of sUbjectivity and ethical uncertainty became more
compelling than ever before.
Today's modernism remains an important response to the
changed social conditions of modernity, but without the
allure that it once possessed.

Late twentieth-century

modernism is most often encountered as an unsophisticated
faith in progress, but even in its more advanced
manifestations modernism suffers from an inability to
recognize the perils of failing to confront the underlying
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ethical crisis of modernity.

It overlooks what Jose Ortega

y Gasset understood to be the basic human condition-shipwreck.

One does not escape shipwreck by ignoring a

breached hull or erecting an impressive new superstructure.
Modernism simply does not recognize the danger that
unchecked human "progress" presents.

Indeed, the nuclear

age has dramatized for everyone the self-destructive
possibilities of continuing to value technological progress
over society's need for cultural renewal.

Postmodernism
A second response to the changed social conditions in
modernity gathered strength as the influence of modernism
declined.

"Postmodernism," as it came to be called, takes

the shattered ethical landscape as its central insight and
"celebrates the latent nihilism in the modernist outlook"
(Selznick: 9).

All truth is contextual for postmodernism,

and therefore no single "objective" truth is possible.
Furthermore, since every perspective--every truth--must be
biased in some way, it must also be possible to uncover that
bias and lay bare the underlying power relationships that
created it.

In this way the modern penchant for destruction

before re-construction becomes the postmodern thirst for
"deconstruction"--the uncovering of power relationships
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latent wi thin social forms. 15
While Ortega would not disagree with the basic insight
that all truth is contextual and perspective-bound, he would
certainly take issue with postmodernism's radical conclusion
that cultural forms should be deconstructed and new truths
not be sought.

The postmodern argument is that since human

knowledge is by nature context-bound and incommensurable,
people must learn to enjoy existence in the fragmented world
of disconnected "language games" that modernity has become
(see Lyotard, 1984).

To try to build greater cultural

truths would be to introduce power relationships that surely
would be biased against some groups and in favor of others.
But such an acceptance of the loss of unified culture
would be anathema to Ortega.

To give up on culture would be

for the poor shipwrecked soul to quit swimming and drown.
Thus for Ortega, postmodernism is the embracing of nihilism
and the murder of culture.

Even though he fully accepts the

postmodern insight of perspectivism, Ortega denies its
radical stand against culture as unnecessary.

Relativism

may be a fact of modern life, but that alone does not
warrant abandoning the effort to create a consistent ethical
system within human culture, any more than the fact of human

15 Some would even characterize "postmodernism" as
merely a kind of modernism--or one aspect of modernism
blown-up to its extreme form. Scaff, for example, regards
postmodernism as "really aesthetic modernity with a prefixed
afterthought" (Scaff: 235).
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mortality warrants suicide (or despair).
Thus while it is true that postmodernism does not
suffer from the same blindness toward cultural deterioration
that modernism does, the other limitations of the approach
are if anything even more problematic.

Postmodernists, for

all their deconstructive acumen, are no more able to support
a renewed moral/ethical order than the modernists were.
Indeed, according to postmodern thought, even the attempt to
do so would be considered counterproductive.

Thus

postmodernism is unable to build--unable to offer humanity
any future other than an endless wallowing in dismal,
hopeless nihilism.

Neoconservatism
The third typical response to modernity comes from
neoconservative philosophy.

Daniel Bell's The Cultural

Contradictions of Capitalism is perhaps the most well-known
and well-respected statement of this response to modernity
(Bell, 1976).

It begins with a forceful critique of

modernism, claiming that modern culture has lead to hedonism
and rebellion against authority in the common people--an
attitude that ultimately gave rise to the moral crisis of
mo d ernl.. t y. 16

16 Note how similar this version of the decline of
Western culture is to the one presented by Ortega in "The
Revolt of the Masses" (Ortega y Gasset, 1932).
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According to Bell, the advent of modern capitalism
first undermined the traditional value system by setting up
a hedonistic system of rewards to compete with the old
theological justifications for hard work and dedication.
Profit, and the pleasure that comes of it, eventually
replaced God as the motive force behind the pursuit of
progress, but was unable to endow work with the depth of
meaning and social responsibility that curbed human excesses
in earlier times.

The result was a radically undirected

culture that promoted the pursuit of progress without regard
to where it might lead.

Thus, by Bell's way of thinking, it

is the shallowness of modern culture that has made people
lose their grip on the moral/ethical foundations of
. t

soc~e

y. 17

The neo-conservative response to this situation is
exactly opposite what postmodernism advocates.

Instead of

accepting the fragmented, valueless world of the modern (or
postmodern), Bell would have people return to the security
of a religious outlook on the world.
"Hubris" is the central issue here, according to Bell.
People must recognize that life is insecure and the world
far more powerful than humanity--even a humanity armed with
the toys of technology (perhaps especially so).

To remedy

17 Note that this account is essentially similar to the
commonly accepted version of "modernity as a cultural
problem" discussed earlier (pp.19-23).
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the situation, people need to accept the fact that they must
reach beyond themselves; only a new revelation can succeed
in both reuniting the fragmented and divided culture of
modernity and establishing a common ethical foundation for
society.
While Ortega would certainly agree with Bell's
diagnosis of the culture of modernity, he would also
denounce the American sociologist's turn to religion as a
misguided hope for deus ex machina.

In effect, the

neoconservative response to modernity is similar to the
postmodern attempt to escape from culture in the sense that
it too would have poor shipwrecked humanity abandon the
effort to stay above the waves.

The difference is that

instead of claiming that humanity should enjoy drowning (as
postmodernism does), the neoconservative response would
simply have humanity stop swimming and look to the sky for
rescue.

Ortega's Response
Whether the rescue hoped for by neoconservatives is
possible or likely is not Ortega's concern.

issue becomes one of responsibility.

Instead, the

For Ortega, it would

be irresponsible for humanity to stop its own efforts to
stay alive whether or not rescue is possible.

This position

has the triple virtue of being a viable response whether or
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not religion has a role to play in the salvation of
humanity, coming entirely from within the human condition,
and looking to the future of culture rather than toward any
return to "the sacred" (Bell: 171).
Ortega's response to the crisis of modernity, while by
no means the final word on the subject, does manage to avoid
the worst offenses of the responses already discussed.
Modernism fails because it does not recognize the fragility
of the human condition and the danger presented to society
by unbridled "progress."

Postmodernism recognizes the

bounds of human knowledge and progress, but rejects any
effort to build renewed cultural and ethical foundations.
Finally neoconservatism, though it recognizes both the need
to put limits on progress and the demand for a coherent
ethical sphere, does not put forward a viable human strategy
for confronting the perils of modernity.
Ortega's philosophy avoids all of these difficulties
without being radically different (in its understanding of
the problem of modernity) from any of the other approaches.
His success stems from what he would surely consider his
most fundamental insight--that "life is, in itself and
forever, shipwreck" (Ortega, 1956: 397).

Once this

essential starting point is accepted, the rest of his
interpretation of "the task of our time" unfolds with
logical precision.
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"The first thing that must be done, however, is to
accept the current situation for what it is: a terrible
disaster with a potential for bringing about the complete
destruction of our planet" (Dust: 305).

For Ortega, the

shipwreck of life always threatens to bring an end to human
society as it is known irrespective of historical setting,
and nuclear arms are just another manifestation of that
threat (albeit a very powerful one).

What is imperative is

that people somehow gain the courage to accept the threat as
real and become fully engaged in the struggle to put off the
impending doom.
The important thing to see here is that this
acceptance and this courage do not take place in
any imaginary realm and that they do not involve
the timely intervention of superhuman forces.
They occur completely within history, within this
flawed and struggling dimension of human society,
where man creates values which are imperfect but
still genuine values nonetheless. This is what
Nietzsche would call a human, all too human,
drama, and if our true situation is to be
accepted, it entails accepting this as well.
Ortega is explicit about this, emphasizing above
all an extraordinary capacity for embracing our
situation, "gladly, in all its effective reality."
Only after taking this step does he believe we can
turn our attention to the possibility of
realistically improving the situation. (Dust:
307) •
The specific peril that nuclear weapons represent in
the image taken from Patrick Dust and in Ortega's philosophy
is the same cultural problem of modernity that has been
consistently recognized by all of modernity's critics; viz.,
that progress (and especially technological progress) is
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moving forward at a rapid pace while society's cultural and
ethical foundations are disintegrating almost as quickly.
Once this peril is recognized for the existential threat
that Ortega makes it out to be, it becomes possible for him
to define more specifically "the task of our time."
Ortega sets his explanation in terms of a confrontation
between "rationalism" (objectivism) and "relativism."

In

modernity, he says, "life" comes to be pitted against
"culture" as postmodern relativism makes inroads against
modern rationalism.

"Rationalism ••• in its design to

preserve culture denies all significance to life," and
"relativism ••• attempts [to get] rid of the objective value
of culture altogether in order to leave room for life"
(Ortega y Gasset, 1961: 86).

At issue here, among other

things, is foundational ethics.

"Rationalists" would have a

unified ethical sphere in culture while "relativists" would
denounce such a foundational construction as an unacceptable
imposition of one point-of-view on everyone.

Rationalists

deny "life" by seeking to exclude non-conforming viewpoints,
while relativists sacrifice cultural and ethical consistency
by seeking to preserve the integrity of all points-of view.
But neither one of these alternatives is acceptable to
Ortega because both cultural consistency and life (or
"vitality") are necessary to have a healthy society.

"Our

own age ••• cannot bring itself either to accept the idea
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that truth, justice and beauty do not exist, or to forget
that their existence requires the support of vitality"
(Ortega y Gasset, 1961: 87).

Without consistency in

cultural and ethical ideas (like justice and beauty) across
society, values will lose their meaning and society will
experience a crisis that will make it sink beneath the
waves.

Similarly, without vigorous testing of social values

and the ongoing pursuit of new ideas, cultural constructions
will lose their meaning and become hollow--resulting in the
same death by drowning.

Thus for Ortega the "task of our

time" must be to overcome the division between these two
perspectives.
It is not hard to see the parallels between
"rationalism" and modernism, and "relativism" and
postmodernism.

In fact, the critique given above could be

easily applied to modernism and postmodernism.

Clearly,

Ortega sees a need to overcome the limitations of these
responses.
The answer is, of course, found in Ortega's unique
interpretation of the nature of the problem of modernity.
Recall that for Ortega all human life is crisis, and humans
are equipped to deal with their crises at least well enough
to stay afloat, even if no permanent "solution" is
forthcoming.

Clearly Ortega is saying that both cultural

consistency and perspectivist vitality are necessary
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responses to modernity.

More than that, he is also saying

that to go too far either toward rationalism (and modernism)
or relativism (and postmodernism) is to invite failure.
Indeed, according to this reading, by advocating one
approach to the exclusion of the other both the modernists
and the postmodernists are leading society to drowning--the
one by exhaustion, the other by hypothermia.

Instead,

society should recognize that the proper response to
modernity is to attempt to achieve some measure of balance;
to keep some measure of culture alive in all of its aspects.
Ortega's response goes beyond Bell and the
neoconservatives by encouraging an active human response to
the crisis of modernity without falling prey to the hubris
that Bell was so keen to avoid.

Poor shipwrecked humanity

must actively try to stay afloat or it will sink beneath the
waves.

There is no hubris in treading water, and Ortega

never suggests that humanity will be able to walk on it.
All solutions will be partial at best, so humanity should be
well aware of its limitations.

In any case, simply waiting

for a new revelation, as the neoconservatives advocate, will
not do the job.

Even if salvation were to come in such a

dramatic fashion, the swimmer would surely drown before its
arrival without first making the (very) human effort of
treading water.
In short, Ortega's response to modernity is at the same
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time more realistic and more hopeful than any of the common
Western responses reviewed above.

It wisely avoids the

excesses of both modernism and postmodernism, and smartly
trumps the distracted neoconservatives.

Of course, Ortega's

response is also far from being a complete strategy for
overcoming modernity.

It only begins to explain how

humanity might stay afloat long enough to weather the crisis
of modernity.

Pragmatism
At this point, another typical response to modernity
should be considered briefly and compared to Ortega's.
Pragmatists such as Richard Rorty and John Dewey have put
forward a response that is in many respects very similar to
Ortega's.

They believe that the answer to the problem of

modern culture is to foster a "de-theoreticized sense of
community" (Rorty 1985: 173), in which the practical
concerns of social engineering will assert themselves over
the philosophical bantering of modernists and
postmodernists.

"The way to re-enchant the world, to bring

back what religion gave our forefathers, is to stick to the
concrete" (Rorty 1985: 173).

In Philosophy and the Mirror

of Nature (1979), Rorty suggests that cultural values
are/could be created by communities to meet their particular
concrete needs.

Truth and knowledge, as well as ethics and
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culture, are thus seen as free-floating--tied only to the
needs and dialogue of the community.
This approach to culture is similar to Ortega's in that
it presents culture as dynamic and based on the immediate
needs of the community, but it is very dissimilar from
Ortega in at least two important respects.

First, it fails

to recognize the peril of the human condition in any way
comparable to Ortega's view.

In not seeing peril as the

spur to cultural change, Rorty's pragmatism puts the
community itself in charge of making those changes--and so
is vulnerable to charges that it could encourage the
manipulation (and abuse) of culture (as postmodernists
fear).

Second, pragmatism does not escape the charge of

hubris.

In Ortega's philosophy, muddling through, or

"treading water," will always be the best for which people
can hope.

Not so with pragmatism, which sees "social

engineering" (Rorty 1985: 174) as the order of the day.
Clearly, Rorty has strong differences with Ortega (not to
mention Bell) on the issue of human capabilities. 1s
Thus while Ortega shares many of his basic insights
with pragmatists like Rorty and Dewey, there are also
important differences between the two approaches--just as
there were important differences between Ortega and

IS

See Bell (1976) for a forceful critique of this view
of human abilities.
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modernism, postmodernism, and neo-conservatism.

Clearly,

despite any similarities that might exist, Ortega is neither
modernist, postmodernist, neo-conservative nor pragmatist in
his approach to the problem of modernity.

(See table 2.1

for a summary of these approaches.)

Ortega's Legacy for Latin America
Ortega's philosophy is unique in its approach.
also, arguably, uniquely Latin.

It is

His response to the

question of modernity in particular has heavily influenced
succeeding generations of Latin American authors.
It is possible to identify four characteristics of
Ortega's response to modernity that are now deeply embedded
in Latin American literature (including especially the works
of octavio Paz, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, and Mario Vargas
Llosa).

Though the list might not necessarily be so

limited, four should suffice to clarify the influence Ortega
has had in Latin America, thus completing the theoretical
link on the question of modernity from Germany, through
Spain and Jose Ortega y Gasset, to Latin American
literature.

The four characteristics can be labeled

personal scope, immediacy, continual struggle, and dignity
in life.
"Personal scope" refers to Ortega's way of defining the
struggle against modern cultural malaise as centered around
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Typical
Responses
Modernism

Postmodernism

Neoconservatism

pragmatism

ortega's
Response

content

Problematic
Aspects

self

Retains faith in
reason and
order.
challenges old
ways, constantly
substituting new
forms. Rapid
change, constant
innovation.

subjectivity is
latent at first,
then leads to
lack of direction, fatigue
and exhaustion.
Ethics become
problematic.

strong in
early
stages;
weak, isolated, and
submissive
in more
developed
forms.

No faith in
reason or order.
All truth is
contextual and
power-oriented.
"Deconstruction"
is primary goal.

unable to
support any
renewed moral or
ethical order.
Abandons culture
to embrace
nihilism.

Weak and
isolated,
but not
submissive.

Rejects reason,
but embraces
traditional
order. Man's
"hubris" is the
problem. Favors
return to
religion; or "a
new revelation."

In seeking "deus
ex machina,"
there is a
failure to
address the
problem in human
terms. Issue
avoidance.

weak and
submissive,
but not
isolated.

seeks a "detheoreticized
sense of community." order is
created through
the practical
concerns of
social engineering, not reason
or philosophy.

"social
engineering"
open to charges
of manipulation.
culture may
easily become
based on powerrelationships.
"Hubris" is a
problem.

strong, not
isolated or
submissive;
Too strong.
Not acknowledge human
weakness.
subject to
abuse of
power.

Individual
responsibility
to struggle for
continual renewal of human
culture. culture
seen as kind of
balanced outcome
of rationalism
and relativism.

struggle has no
easy answers or
even (necessarily) any
final hope, but
problems of
power and hubris
are kept in
their proper
perspectives.

strong,
semiisolated,
semisubmissive.
Admits
weaknesses,
but
survival is
possible.

Table 2.1, Summary of the typical responses to the
crisis of modernity, including Ortega's approach.
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individual choices about a life's project and personal
dedication to that project.

Unlike common European

responses to modernity, Ortega does not see modernity as an
anti-cultural leviathan that is too large for anyone
individual to overcome.

Instead, the battle against

modernity is fought in a thousand different ways by millions
of very different individuals throughout modern society.
Some fail to keep themselves above the waves, but others go
on in the struggle using whatever stroke seems to work best
for them.

Each struggle is a different story, only

collectively do they add up to society's crusade against the
nihilism brought on by modernity.

Most importantly, by this

way of thinking the responsibility for maintaining the
struggle does not rest with society, government, the family,
or any other kind of distant group or association, but with
the individual himself, who must always strive to make the
best of his shipwrecked condition.
"Immediacy" describes Ortega's setting for the struggle
against modernity:

life-threatening catastrophe.

In

contrast to other European responses to modernity, which
invariably emphasize the very abstract philosophical nature
of the problem of modernity, Ortega's response demands
immediate and unequivocal decisions from individuals.

They

must constantly decide how to swim, or simply let themselves
drown.

certainly Ortega's understanding of the problem is
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no less complex than the Germans', but his linking of the
nature of the problem to the concerns of everyday
individuals is much more successful because he brings the
problem home to individuals.

Failure to do anything has

immediate and direct consequences for each person's own
struggle to maintain a secure cultural and ethical
foundation in his own life.
Even more important than these first two
characteristics of Ortega's response to modernity is his
understanding of the struggle against modernity as only an
episode in humanity's "continual struggle" against the
perils of existence.

In effect, this observation changes

the entire nature of the problem.

Instead of being the kind

of "end-of-history" threat that is commonly presented in
German thought,19 modernity loses its eschatological
character and becomes a normal--even essential--part of the
human experience.

Though modernity retains its "crisis"

atmosphere, the "task of our time" is no longer so hopeless
as the "iron cage" image suggests.

It may not ever be

possible fully to escape the cage of modern culture, Ortega
seems to be saying, but there may be ways of working around
or expanding the limits it sets.

Perhaps the cage itself is

not so confining as it first appeared; or perhaps it can be

19Nietzsche, Marx, Weber, Simmel, Horkheimer & Adorno,
and certainly Habermas all have this element present in
their assessments of modern culture to varying degrees.
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made more spacious for fuller living.

Perhaps still it is

the same cage humans have always been living in, seen from
the changed perspective of a new age.

In any case, the

important insight is that the crisis of modernity is not the
final word on human values and culture.

It doesn't even

need to be the depressing fact of life it was for Weber.
Muddling through modernity is simply "the task of our time"
just as past ages had to muddle through their own problems
and future ages will have new crises to face.
The fourth distinctly latin characteristic of Ortega's
response to modernity is its ability to see simple "dignity
in life" as the solution not only to the problem of
modernity, but to all the historical crises that have beset
humanity in the past and will continue to do so in the
future.

This goal of dignified living is in sharp contrast

to typical European responses to modernity because it does
not call for any kind of overcoming of the current situation
or any escape from it.

Instead of rejecting the modern

condition as philosophically untenable, Ortega accepts it as
the environment from which any effort to pursue a successful
life must begin.

Thus the goal of Ortega's philosophy is

not really to overcome modernity at all, but rather to live
successfully within its parameters.
All of these characteristics of Ortega's philosophy are
distinctly "latin" because they do not exist in other
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responses to the problem of modernity and because they have
been repeatedly reflected in the work of Latin American
authors since they appeared in the work of Jose Ortega y
Gasset.

The remainder of this study will show how Ortega's

ideas about modernity participate in modern Latin American
literature, and specifically, how they have informed the
works of three of Latin America's most prominent literary
figures--Octavio Paz, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, and Mario
Vargas Llosa.

It will also discuss how the understanding of

modernity presented by these authors can suggest new
strategies for living successfully within the confines of
modern culture.
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III.
MODERNITY IN THE LATIN AMERICAN NOVEL

There is ••• another idea of art, or
another idea of politics. Art here is
neither subservient to the theoretical
nor itself a kind of criticism of
life ••• Instead there is a confusion of
realms, a confusion of art and politics.
They are the same activity ••• Politics,
work, all human culture is symbol
formation, is poetry.
Jay Cantor (1981: 11)
The Space Between

Why Literature?
The first question that must be confronted in any study
that hopes to shed light on political reality by looking at
literature is, of course, "why look at literature at all?"
What, if anything, can literature teach about real world
conditions?

There are two main ways of approaching this

issue.

The Politics-in-Literature Approach
One of the most common ways of exploring the
relationship between literature and politics is to look at
how politics is portrayed in literature--what may be called
the "politics-in-literature" approach.

Here literature is

read for its political content, be that in terms of
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portraying the structure of real-world political processes
and institutions; criticizing those institutions, processes,
and players; or persuading readers toward a particular point
of view on a topic of political importance.

This kind of

approach is useful because it provides many new insights
into the operations of an existing political system.

Novels

such as upton Sinclair's The Jungle and Robert Penn Warren's
All The King's Men have been analyzed by the politics-inliterature model very successfully (though their importance

is not limited to this kind of reading).
There are limitations to the politics-in-literature
approach though.

Specifically, the novels are all assumed

to relate to some previously existing reality outside of the
novel itself--and their importance is gaged in terms of
their impact or relevance toward this reality.

The

limitations of this kind of approach for a study of
modernity in literature are prohibitive.
Modernity has already been characterized in its aspects
as a philosophical, cultural, and political problem.

In

none of these manifestations can modernity be equated to any
kind of "political system" of the type on which the
politics-in-literature approach relies.

For this reason,

the politics-in-literature method is not the best way to
consider the question of modernity.

A more promising

approach relies upon a completely different understanding of
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the relationship between politics and literature.

The Literature-as-Politics Approach
If politics and literature are understood to be
complimentary activities, both existing within and
processing the same symbolic currency, then the reason for a
literary analysis of Latin American modernity becomes clear.
There is ••• another idea of art, or another idea
of politics. Art here is neither subservient to
the theoretical nor itself a kind of criticism of
life ••• Instead there is a confusion of realms, a
confusion of art and politics. They are the same
activity ••• Politics, work, all human culture is
symbol formation, is poetry. (Cantor: 11)
By this view, literature is not only a reflection of the
social world, but akin to politics itself.

Culturally

relevant symbols are the language of both art and politics,
and since the crisis of modernity has already been shown to
be a value crisis based on the weakening of cultural
meanings and symbols, it follows that literature may be the
most appropriate way to explore the Latin American
confrontation with modernity.20
Another way to approach this "literature-as-politics"
method is to use Marx's "Homo Faber" thesis as a way of
understanding the relationship.

According to the Homo Faber

2°The relationship between politics and cultural
symbols has been established in many different studies, but
the work of Murray Edelman (1967 & 1988, for example)
remains the classic consideration of this subject.
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thesis, "man's needs are historical, not naturalistic ••• "
and human "activity is dynamic not only in relation to the
object but in relation to the subject as well" (Avineri: 73,
75).

That is, man's labor changes both the environment and,

subsequently, man himself; leading to new needs, desires,
etc., and thus new forms of labor in a never ending dynamic
cycle that constantly changes man and his world.

This kind

of analysis could also be applied to literature and politics
.
' t y. 21
on the subJect
of mod
ern~

Politics (as the equivalent

of "labor" in terms of symbol creation and manipulation)
changes the symbolic environment, which is recognized and
re-manipulated through art (and literature), in a neverending cycle that constantly changes human consciousness and
its manifestation in culture.

Since modernity is a problem

defined in terms of the weakening of cultural symbols and
the loss of cultural meanings, it follows that the best way
to understand this problem is in terms of its characteristic
activities: politics and art.
The political route to knowing modernity has already
been pursued by many European social theorists, but in Latin
America the more successful (and characteristic) form of
analysis has been through the use of literature.

Thus

21Though Marx would hardly have agreed with this
application, since it displaces his emphasis on "productive
labor" as the means for transforming the world (see
Avineri: 65-95 for more on the Homo Faber thesis).
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literature is a very appropriate way to consider the
question of the Latin American experience of modernity.
Returning to the original question then, literature can
teach a great deal about real-world conditions in the sense
that it provides a window into the consciousness of society
that is not available elsewhere.

Since modernity is a

question that directly concerns the consciousness of
society, literature is one of the best ways to approach the
subject.

Indeed, with modernity--especially Latin American

modernity--the more difficult question would not be "why
look at literature," but "how can one understand modernity
without looking at literature?"

The Advantage of Literature
The special advantage of literature is that it is
itself a cultural tool that can be used effectively to work
out cultural problems.

Literature meshes comfortably with

Jose Ortega y Gasset's understanding of the continuing
struggle of humanity.

It is one of the most direct ways for

the "poor spent swimmer" to come to terms with his
situation--to express the "movement of the arms" that is
required to stay afloat (Ortega y Gasset, 1956: 126).
That the modernization process itself creates
conditions conducive to the writing of great literature
seems undeniable.

Many of the greatest authors of the
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nineteenth century wrote on themes directly related to
questions associated with development and the social changes
that came with it.

But even more important to the theme

being developed here is the special relationship that seems
to exist between great literature and the experience of
underdevelopment.

Russia is a case in point:

"One of the

remarkable features of Russia's age of underdevelopment is
that in the span of barely two generations it produced one
of the world's great literatures" (Berman: 175).

It should

not then be surprising to find that Latin America is
currently in the midst of a similar generation of literary
masters.
What is at issue are the difficulties involved in
achieving a way of life (or style of living,
"lebensfiihrung" ) 22 conducive to human happiness within the

given conditions of modernity.

Perhaps cultures still

struggling with development are better able to reflect on
these difficulties because they have not yet been completely
swallowed in the rising tide of modernity.

Whatever the

reason, if literature can provide insights into living with
modernity that the science and reason routinely employed by
European social thinkers has not been able to provide, then
the result will surely be an improved understanding of the

22The term is Max Weber's (among others).
(1987: 62-104) for more on this idea.

See Hennis
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modern condition in both Europe and America.

But more to

the point, literature may itself be the most appropriate
response to modernity.

In many ways, literature is culture.

It is the swimming stroke that Ortega hopes will carry the
best of humanity's qualities forward to a time when the
flood waters may recede and a new beginning become possible.

Politics and Literature in Latin America
A brief review of the history of Latin American thought
will reveal that literature is no stranger to politics in
Latin America.

Almost every historical period and

philosophical movement in the region is represented by at
least one fictional narrative expression. 23

In Mexico,

Jose Joaquin Fernandez de Lizardi (1776-1827) supported the
liberal cause of independence in several novels, including
his famous El Periguillo Sarniento (The Itching Parrot) and
Conversations of the Peasant and the Sacristan. 24

In the

age of Argentine independence, poet Esteban Echeverrvia
(1805-1851) and statesman Domingo Faustino Sarmiento (1811-

23 Br ief reviews of the achievements of all of the
following authors may be found in W. Rex Crawford's ~
Century of Latin American Thought (1963) and Harold Eugene
Davis' Latin American Thought: A Historical Introduction

(1972).
24 0riginally published in Mexico as Conversaciones del
payo y el sacristan (1824). English excerpts are available
in Harold Eugene Davis' Latin American Social Thought

(1961).
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1888), author of Facundo,

0

civilizaci6n y barbarie en las

pampas argentinas (or simply Facundo, as it is more commonly

known)25 contributed their literary talents.

Among the

many literary figures associated with the philosophy of
positivism in Latin America are Ecuador's Juan Montalvo
(1832-1889), Cuban hero and poet Jose Marti (1853-1895),
Peruvian Manuel Gonzalez Prada (1848-1918), and Brazilian
Euclydes da Cunha (1868-1909).26

Jose Enrique Rode (1872-

1917) used Shakespeare's figure of Ariel in his book of the
same name to promote a uniquely Latin American blend of
liberalism and traditionalism, positivism and idealism, and
democracy and aristocracy that has since become a classic in
Latin American political thought.
Many reasons could be given for the prevalence of
literature as a vehicle for political expression in Latin
America.

One common explanation is that the authoritarian

governments common in the history of the region make direct
political critique dangerous.

By this way of thinking,

25Translated in English as Facundo: Life in the
Argentine Republic in the Days of the Tyrants, or,
Civilization and Barbarism (1972).
26Euclydes da Cunha's account of the strange revolt at
Canudos in the Backlands of Brazil (Os sert6es: Campanha de
Canudos, translated by Samuel Putnam as Rebellion in the
Backlands) is neither purely literature nor exactly history.
Nevertheless, it would later provide the basis for Mario
Vargas Llosa's masterful The War of the End of the World,
which is considered in detail throughout subsequent sections
of this study.
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fiction provides a kind of shield for social critics.
Another explanation is that social critique through
literature achieves a wider dissemination among the popular
sectors of Latin America--giving the critic's ideas a
greater impact on society than a straight academic
discussion would.
Although both of these ideas are no doubt correct to
some degree, there is another explanation for the use of
literature for political critique in Latin America that is
at least equally valid.

Literature has an advantage over

direct social critique in that it speaks directly to the
"soul" of a culture.

In other words, literature

participates directly in the culture of Latin America in a
way that strictly academic social critique does not.
Consider Jose Ortega y Gasset's characterization of
human life as a series of catastrophes (or shipwrecks) that
can only be overcome through the human capacity for culture.
Literature is a tool for social reform that participates
both within and above culture; speaking the same symbolic
language as culture, and in a sense defining culture at the
same time that it challenges culture.

Academic social

critique, in contrast, is based on rationality--a language
directly opposed to the duplicitous precision and
parochialism of cultural symbols--and therefore somewhat
outside of the Ortegan struggle to overcome catastrophe.
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After all, it is not science that Ortega sees as the force
exerted to keep the poor spent swimmer afloat, but culture.
Latin America has been undergoing a crisis of identity
for many years, the origins of which no doubt stretch back
to the birth of the first criollo in New Spain.

This crisis

can be viewed in Ortegan terms, as it has in many ways
defined the development of Latin American culture to the
present time.

But as the region's cultural self-identity

has become more stable (and more distinctly "American"), the
new crisis of modernity has come to be the chief cultural
concern in Latin America.

It should not be surprising to

find that just as the issue of cultural identity was fought
through in no small part in the pages of Latin American
literature, so is the crisis of modernity being struggled
with today.

The Impact of Underdevelopment
Like Russia in the nineteenth century, Latin America is
currently in the midst of a great "boom" in literary
masters. 27

And the similarities go on from there.

They

range across the spectrum of modern transformations.

It is

even possible to identify what may be called a "modernism of

27 For a full discussion of Russia's "Modernism of
Underdevelopment," see Marshall Berman's All That Is Solid
Melts Into Air: The Experience of Modernity (especially
Chapter IV). Much of what follows is indebted to his
analysis.
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underdevelopment" by comparing the two cases.

The best

place to begin such a comparison is inside the modern city.
In Russia, the archetypal modern city is st. Petersburg.
The closest parallel in Latin America is Brasilia.

Two Modern Cities
st. Petersburg began as a swamp at the mouth of the
Neva (or "mud") river, where Peter the Great envisioned a
mighty city and naval base that would open Russia to modern
Europe.

It was built literally from nothing, achieving a

population of close to 100,000 in only two decades (Berman:
177).

Designed entirely by foreign (European) architects

and engineers, the city was laid out in a modern rectilinear
pattern that was standard in the countries of Western
Europe, but unknown in Russia.

It was to be Peter's (and

Russia's) great "window to Europe" and all the modern
influences emanating from that region of the world.

Indeed,

st. Petersburg was built to replace and deny medieval
Moscow, with all its "centuries of tradition and •••
religious aura," as both the capitol of Russia and the
symbolic core of the nation (Berman: 176-177).
Not everything about st. Petersburg was modern,
however.

In many ways, the construction of the city

proceeded by methods inconceivable in the West:
Peter commanded every stonemason in the whole
Russian Empire to relocate to the new construction
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site, and forbade building in stone anywhere else.
He ordered a large proportion of noblemen not only
to move to the new capital but to build palaces
there, or forfeit their titles. Finally, in a
serf society where the vast majority of people
were property either of noble landowners or of the
state, Peter had total power over a virtually
infinite labor force. He forced these captives to
work breathlessly to cut through the growth, drain
the swamps, dredge the river, dig canals, raise
and build the city at breakneck speed ••• In his
will and his power to destroy his subjects en
masse for the sake of construction, Peter was
closer to the Oriental despots of ancient times-the Pharaohs with their pyramids, for instance-than to his fellow absolute monarchs in the West.
(Berman: 177-178)
The result was a city rich in folklore and rich in
contradictions between its modern ambitions and the medieval
practices that continued to bind it to the past.

In short,

st. Petersburg became the archetypal image of "the modernism
of underdevelopment." 28
Brasilia is in many ways a Latin American version of
st. Petersburg.

Like St. Petersburg, it was built from

nothing (in this case the jungle of central Brazil) for the
expressed purpose of becoming one of the most modern cities
in the world.

Like Petersburg, its construction was a

massive undertaking made possible only though the full
mobilization and centralized administration of state power.
Like Petersburg, it was designed to be not only the new seat
of political authority, but also the foundation for an

28 The term is Marshall Berman's (Berman: Chapter IV,
"Petersburg: The Modernism of Underdevelopment").
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entirely new self-understanding in Brazil.

As the Moscow-

Petersburg axis represented the heart-brain struggle in
Russia, so too would the contest between Brasilia and the
old coastal cities of nineteenth century Brazil.
Brasilia is a city that was specifically designed to
transform Brazilian society.

It seeks both to create

radically new social practices and to eliminate or deny
older values.

The ultimate goal of its designers was to

"propel the country as a whole into the planned future it
embodies" (Holston: 4, 79).

The city itself is organized in

the shape of a cross, with two wide transportation
corridors: the North-South or 'Residential-Highway Axis' and
the East-West or 'Monumental Axis'.

Public buildings line

the Monumental Axis, with the national executive,
legislative, and judicial buildings at the East end in the
"Square of the Three Powers," and municipal buildings on the
West terminus (see figure 3-A).

Great residential

"superquadras" ("superblocks"--large apartment developments)

fill the East and West wings of the city along the
Residential-Highway Axis.

It was originally hoped that the

leveling effect of the superquadras would minimize class and
status differences in Brasilia, and lead to a whole new
level of economic development across the country.
Capitalist values of profit and property were to be
minimized through the creative influence of architectural
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design (Holston: 76).

It is precisely on this point--the

perceived value of architectural style for bringing about
social transformation--that the resemblance to St.
Petersburg is most unmistakable.
Even the affectations of each city are similar,
beginning with the methodical and ubiquitous presence of
geometric patterns and extending to the apathy shown toward
less prominent aspects of life in the city.

In Petersburg,

"the use of space behind the building facades was completely
unregulated, so that, especially as the city grew, imposing
exteriors could conceal festering slums" (Berman: 179).
Brasilia is itself a similar kind of facade, as the numerous

favelas, or squatters' settlements (officially known as
"satellite towns") that ring the central district make
clear.

These settlements are not allowed to take root in

the city itself, in order to preserve the aesthetic unity of
Brasilia's design.

"Thus it is possible to admire the

science-fiction architectural marvels of the new capital,
its miles and miles of soaring steel-and-glass edifices, and
its heroic monuments, without being disturbed by the sights
and smells of the poor" (Berger: 117).

The Modernism of Underdevelopment
There is one other important quality that these two
cities share:

Brasilia has acquired Petersburg's reputation
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as "a strange, weird, spectral place," full of paradox and
contradiction.

In particular, like St. Petersburg it

practices "a politics of enforced backwardness in the midst
of forms and symbols of enforced modernization" (Berman:
192-193).29

It is precisely this paradox that Berman

identifies as "a distinctively weird form of modernism,
which we might call the 'modernism of underdevelopment'"
(Berman: 193).
The paradox underlying the modernism of
underdevelopment can take many forms.

In Brasilia, the most

important contradiction is between the utopian vision of a
fully modern city and the anti-utopian methods used to
promote that vision:
Founded on a paradox, Brasiliense society
developed from the interaction of its utopic and
dystopic elements. This dialectic generated new
administrative initiatives as planners tried to
keep the actual in line with the imagined. These
directives, however, only reiterated the initial
paradox: for planners responded to the
deformation of their plans by exorcising the
factors they held responsible (such as illegal
squatter settlements, chaotic growth, and
subversive political organization) by the same
dystopic measures (such as denying political
rights, repressing voluntary associations, and
restricting the distribution of public goods).
Thus, in compounding the basic contradictions of
Brasilia's premises, they created an exaggerated
version--almost a caricature--of what they had
sought to escape. Their initiatives produced a
unique city, but not the one they imagined.
Rather, they turned Brasilia into an exemplar of

29 The words are from Berman's description of st.
Petersburg; they are equally valid for Brasilia.
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social and spatial stratification--one that
clearly demonstrates, moreover, the role of
government in promoting inequality. (Holston:
200)

The paradox of seeking to impose a facade of
modernization from above and at the same time opposing the
gathering momentum for social modernization from below is
the defining characteristic of the modernism of
underdevelopment.

Nineteenth-century st. Petersburg and

twentieth-century Brasilia are both spectral, ghostly towns
because they seek to render invisible the common men and
women who live and work behind their futuristic facades.
The spirits walk their streets because for the first time in
the history of their respective nations, the men and women
of the great anonymous urban mass are no longer willing to
remain undefined and unheard.
A powerful tension is created when social forces are
arrayed in this way.

When the common people begin to be

ready to take possession of their public space but do not
yet have the strength to overcome the powers that be, the
result is a unique underground culture where those who are
forbidden to live openly in the city streets and plazas live
vigorously in the surreal half-light of "ill-lit lonely
rooms" (Berman: 183).

Sometimes, when the underground man

surfaces to openly confront the powers, this shadow world
erupts into the daylight world of city streets and police
officers, but more often the struggle remains spectral--
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still political, but experienced in the realm of culture and
expressed through literature.
In st. Petersburg, the first open clash between
"underground men" seeking the benefits of political
modernity and the political authorities of the time occurred
on December 14, 1825.

The "Decembrist" revolt, as it came

to be known, was a demonstration held in the Senate Square
of st. Petersburg to protest the ascension of Tsar Nicholas
I and promote constitutional reform.

It was quickly and

forcibly suppressed, but its importance for the underground
culture of Petersburg cannot be overemphasized:
If we see the city itself as a symbolic expression
of modernization from above, December 14
represents the first attempt to assert, at the
city's spatial and political center, an alternate
mode of modernization from below. Till then,
every definition and initiative in St. Petersburg
emanated from the government; then suddenly the
people--at least a segment of the people--were
taking initiative into their own hands, defining
Petersburg public space and its political life in
their own way. (Berman: 181)
What followed this event was the full blossoming of
Petersburg's brilliant literary tradition, "a tradition that
focused obsessively on their city as a symbol of warped and
weird modernity, and that struggled to take possession of
this city imaginatively on behalf of the peculiar sort of
modern men and women that Petersburg had made" (Berman:
181).

For the next century, the tradition of writing

literature as "a political as well as an artistic act" would
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be carried on by such celebrated figures as Alexander
Pushkin, Nickolai Gogal, Feodor Dostoevsky, Leo Tolstoy,
Sergi Eisenstein, Andrei Biely, Evgeny Zamyatin, and Osip
Mandelstam. 30
The literary reaction to the conditions of modernity in
Latin America has followed this same pattern of development.
Although Brasilia has experienced no revolt equivalent to
Petersburg's Decembrist rebellion, the region as a whole has
suffered through many such clashes between the common people
and the powers that be.

To list all the popular uprisings

that have taken place in Latin America would be time
consuming and unnecessary.31

The important thing to note

here is that many were similar to the Decembrist revolt in
that they were carried out by "underground men" seeking to
challenge the false modernity being imposed on them from
above and begin the process of democratic modernization from

30For a zesty discussion of the most well-known works
of these figures, see Berman's (173-248) chapter on the
modernism of underdevelopment.
31Some of the most important include the Mexican
Revolution (1910-1920), resistance to the dictatorship of
Gertulio Vargas in Brazil (1950s), the Cuban Revolution
(1969), the Nicaraguan Revolution (1979), resistance to the
rule of Augusto Pinochet in Chile (1980s), and the current
"Zapatista" rebellion in the Mexican state of Chiapas.
Numerous other uprisings have occurred throughout the last
half-century in Colombia, Venezuela, EI Salvador, and Peru
(to name a few).
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below. 32
It is possible to argue that the Latin American
uprisings of the twentieth century, even when unsuccessful,
marked the beginning of the great "boom" in Latin American
literature in the same way that the Decembrist rebellion
marked the beginning of st. Petersburg's classic literary
tradition.

Even more importantly, both literary movements

can be understood to be the cultural forces deployed to
assist their respective nations in a very political war--the
war to break out of the modernism of underdevelopment and
achieve a full modernity for all the people of Petersburg
and Latin America.

Three Important Critiques
It was said earlier that classic Russian literature was
practiced as "a political as well as an artistic act" during
the nineteenth century, and that the same may be said of
twentieth-century Latin American literature.

There are many

ways that the political aspects of these literatures could
be characterized, but one of the best ways to understand
their impact on the issue of modernity is to focus on how

32There has been much discussion in the united States
concerning the extent to which many of these rebellions have
been instigated by Cuba or communist states outside of the
Western Hemisphere. The issue remains largely unresolved,
but there can be little doubt that many of Latin America's
uprisings were in fact home-grown expressions of popular
displeasure with dictatorial and oppressive regimes.
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they sought to challenge people's perceptions of day to day
experiences amid the growing pressures of modernization.
Three aspects of life were especially important targets for
literary critics:

natural, physical reality; the increasing

distance between individuals and isolation of the self in
modern culture; and the politics of enforced modernization
amid conditions of underdevelopment.

These "targets" for

criticism may be summarized as the • critique of natural
reality', the • critique of culture', and the • critique of
power'.

Through these critiques, both nineteenth century

Russian and contemporary Latin American literature challenge
people's perceptions of the physical, cultural, and
political realities of their existence.

Thus they are (or

were) revolutionary in more than just a political way.
The three critiques outlined above convey both a
critical edge and a positive concern for building conditions
better suited to human happiness.

Though the Russian and

Latin literatures share many common themes in their
criticisms of prevailing conditions, their prescriptions for
healthier living often diverge widely.

The similarities

between the two literatures no doubt stem primarily from
their opposition to a common enemy--the modernism of
underdevelopment--while their differences spring from
distinct underlying philosophies about the proper response
to the impending conditions of modernity.
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In their "critique of power," both classic Russian and
contemporary Latin American literature express nearly
identical denunciations of the "modernism of
underdevelopment."

Their analysis was explained in the

previous section and will be evident throughout the Latin
American works reviewed in subsequent chapters.

Neither

literature tolerates the contradiction of enforced political
backwardness in the midst of enforced technical
modernization--even if the specific factors seen as
responsible for this contradiction may vary widely between
the Russian and Latin American cases.
with regard to their critique of natural reality, both
nineteenth century Russian and contemporary Latin American
literature depict physical reality as somewhat unstable,
contradictory, or otherwise of questionable reliability.

In

much the same way that Caesar's death was said to be
foretold by unnatural events, so too do these literatures
depict the immanent dawn of a new style of human life with
images of an unnatural reality.33

Again, the philosophical

33
.
.
Shakespeare's play ~s typical of the stor~es commonly
told in the Roman Empire about the day of the great man's
fall:
A lioness hath whelped in the streets,
And graves have yawned and yielded up their dead.
Fierce fiery warriors fought upon the clouds
In ranks and squadrons and right form of war,
Which drizzled blood upon the Capitol.
The noise of battle hurtled in the air,
Horses did neigh, and dying men did groan,
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understandings underpinning such imagry may differ even if
both literatures' critiques of the "unreality" of reality
show many similarities.
It is the "critique of culture" that reveals the widest
separation of the two genres.

Here the focus is on the

lifestyle of individuals living in the conditions of
modernity.

On this point, the Russian and Latin literary

traditions are strikingly different, for while nineteenth
century Russian literature is clearly modernist in its
rebellion against the social structures of the past and its
search for new forms, Latin literature largely adopts
Ortega's more existentialist philosophical perspective.

The

Latin American condition between underdevelopment and
modernity is thus made different both by the presence of
Jose Ortega y Gasset and by the intervening years which
allowed ideas about modernity to crystalize.

It is also

made different by the changed conditions of two centuries:
Latin America's problems--and indeed, those of the twentieth
century--are at the same time more deeply rooted and far
less tangible than those of nineteenth century Russia.
Ortega's approach to modernity was covered in some
detail in the previous chapter, so there is no need to
review it again here.

What is important to understand at

And ghosts did shriek and squeal about the streets.
From "Julius Caesar"
(Shakespeare: 64)
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this point is that just as nineteenth century Russian
literature is considered classic because it spoke clearly to
people all around the world--including those of both
developed and underdeveloped lands--so Latin American
literature seems to have something to say that rings true
for modern audiences both inside and outside of the less
developed Latin American context.

This broad appeal is the

most persuasive argument for a review of contemporary Latin
American literature within the context of philosophical
thought about modernity.
Thus there are (at least) three important critiques of
modernity present in contemporary Latin American literature:
the critique of natural reality, the critique of culture,
and the critique of power.

These three critiques will be

used to pattern the investigation that makes up the next
three chapters.

Research Strategy
An effective strategy for understanding the Latin
American approach to modernity can be achieved by looking at
important topics related to the three critical approaches
described above.

In the works of Gabriel Garcia Marquez,

octavio Paz, and Mario Vargas Llosa, several common images
and ideas stand out in this respect.
All three authors manipulate their depiction of 'time'
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and 'reality' to express a critical interpretation of the
changed reality in modernity.

Chapter IV examines these

themes, seeking to uncover the Latin American understanding
of the problems brought on by modernity.

All of the

familiar aspects of the problem of modernity are readily
apparent here--especially those having to do with the
problem of radical sUbjectivity.
'Solitude' and' love' are often employed as important
concepts in the individual's struggle to overcome the
cultural constraints of modernity.

The' self' is the

central figure of this struggle, and like Ortega y Gasset's
poor spent swimmer, it is often seen as fighting a long
dreary battle of endurance.

Still, identity and love are

often portrayed as lifelines (or life-preservers) in this
long ordeal, helping to buoy the self long enough to make
perseverance more manageable.

Chapter V examines the

development of these themes in the works of Paz, Garcia
Marquez, and Vargas Llosa.
Finally, chapter VI takes on the themes of "Power,
Politics, and Recovery" amid the onslaught of modernity.
All three authors focus much of their attention in this
respect on the age-old problem of power--but now in the
contemporary context of underdevelopment.

This concern with

power is not surprising given Latin America's historical
problems with dictatorship.

Nevertheless, some clues to a
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healthy modern politics may be found scattered in bits and
pieces around the works surveyed here--especially those of
Octavio Paz, whose suggestions about "Zapatism" and the role
of "criticism" in modern society may be helpful to people in
any modern context, developed or underdeveloped.
Each of these three themes is important for
understanding the Latin American approach to modernity.
They are also likely to yield new ways of looking at the
problems introduced earlier as the philosophical, cultural,
and political aspects of modernity.

In the end, many ideas

about modernity prominent among European philosophers may
have to be reconsidered.

At the very least, this review of

prominent themes is sure to reveal a very non-European way
of confronting the problem of modernity.
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IV.
TIME

AND

REALITY

The reality to which we give the name of
civilization does not allow of easy
definition. It is each society's vision
of the world and also its feeling about
time. 34
Octavio Paz (1985: 358-359)
Mexico and the United states

The Critique of Natural Reality
The critique of natural reality presented in much Latin
American literature serves to undercut and cast doubt on the
Western understanding of reality as something objective and
separate from the observing individual.

This kind of

critique is, of course, not new in the philosophical
discourse of modernity.

Modern people's fragmented

experience of time is closely related to the characteristic
transformations of modernity identified by Western scholars
an d

' t '~cs. 35

cr~

The theme of broken reality is also not

unique to the Latin American context.

It recalls much of

34 La realidad que nombra la palabra civilizacion no se
deja definir con facilidad. Es la vision del mundo de cada
sociedad pero asimismo es su sentimiento del tiempo (Paz
1978: 439).
35

,

See pages 15-47 for a rev~ew of the
transformations of modernity.

,

character~stic
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what was characterized earlier as the philosophical and
cultural problems of modernity.
Nevertheless, the fact that Latin American authors
frequently use these themes highlights their concern with
the problems of modernity.

Moreover, the unique ways that

they have of presenting the Latin American experience of
time and reality reveals much about their understanding of
modernity.

octavio Paz, Mario Vargas Llosa, and Gabriel

Garcia Marquez have each addressed the themes of time and
reality in their work.

Their work presents a broad canvass

from which a general appreciation of Latin American
literature's approach to time and reality can be discerned.
In the end, these authors' presentation of time and reality
shows that their appreciation of the problem of modernity is
very similar to that of European thinkers and also uncovers
the region's indebtedness to the ideas of Jose Ortega y
Gasset.

Time
Octavio Paz divides time into two main categories, or
types: "chronometric time" and "mythological time."

This

division sets up an opposition through which much Latin
American literature can be interpreted.

It is an opposition

that Paz attributes, indirectly, to Jose Ortega y Gasset
(Paz 1985: 212).

In fact, many of the Spanish philosopher's
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ideas can be found by analyzing how "time" is presented in
modern Latin American literature.
"Chronometric time" is, according to Paz, "a
homogeneous succession lacking all particularity.

It is

always the same, always indifferent to pleasure or pain"
(Paz: 209).

Chronometric time is, of course, associated

with modern, developed states and with the lifestyle of
modern individuals who measure their lives in minutes and
hours, months and years.

This is normally not a very

difficult concept for people to grasp.

Mythological time

(or "original time," as Paz also refers to it), on the other
hand, is more challenging:
Mythological time ••• is impregnated with all the
particulars of our lives: it is as long as
eternity or as short as a breath, ominous or
propitious, fecund or sterile. This idea allows
for the existence of a number of varying times.
Life and time coalesce to form a single whole, an
indivisible unity. (Paz 1985: 209) 36
The contrast is meant to highlight not merely two
different ways of understanding time, but two completely
different modes of living.

The difference is between the

normal, everyday experience of living in a sequential flow
of time from moment to moment, and living in a perpetual
36 El tiempo mitico...
se halla impregnado de todas las
particularidades de nuestra vida: es largo como una
eternidad 0 breve como un soplo, nefasto 0 propicio, fecundo
o esteril.
Esta noci6n admite la existencia de una
pluralidad de tiempos. Tiempo y vida se funden y forman un
solo bloque, una unidad imposible de escindir. (Paz 1959:
189)
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present that Paz associates with a kind of universal
transcendence:
There was a time when time was not succession and
transition, but rather the perpetual source of a
fixed present in which all times past and future,
were contained. (Paz 1985: 209) J7
In this universal transcendence, man's "subjective life
becomes identical with exterior time, because this has
ceased to be a spatial measurement and has changed into a
source, a spring, in the absolute present, endlessly recreating itself" (Paz 1985: 211).

Moreover, original time

also transcends the individual's isolation in modernity, and
"opens the doors of communion" (Paz 1985: 211).
According to Paz, everyone starts life in the absolute
present of original time, but individuals lose it--or are
"expelled" from it--upon becoming aware of other 'presents',
as well as the past and the future:
My time--the time of the garden, the fig tree, the
games with friends, the drowsiness under the sun
at three in the afternoon amid the grasses ••• --was
a fictitious time. In spite of what my senses
told me, the time from over there, that of the
others, was the truth, the time of the real
present. I accepted the inevitable: I was grown
up [adult]. That was how my expulsion from the
present began. (my translation) 38
37 Hubo un tiempo en e1 que e1 tiempo no era suces~on y
transito, sino manar continuo de un presente fijo, en e1 que
estaban contenidos todos los tiempos, e1 pasado y e1 futuro.
(Paz 1959: 188)
38Mi
tiempo, e1 tiempo del jardin, 1a higuera, los
juegos con los amigos, e1 sopor bajo e1 sol de las tres de
1a tarde entre las yerbas ••• --era un tiempo ficticio. A
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The need for transcendence arises with the presence of
chronometric time, which Paz has referred to as a
"rationalization" of the "flow of reality" (Paz 1985: 210).
When man was exiled from that eternity in which
all times were one, he entered chronometric time
and became a prisoner of the clock and the
calendar ••• Man ceased to be one with time,
ceased to coincide with the flow of reality •••
These spatial measurements of time separate man
from reality--which is a continuous present--and
turn all the presences in which reality manifests
itself ••• into phantasms. (Paz 1985: 209)39
For Paz (and other Latin American writers), the crying
need of modernity is to reassert the presence of original
time in the modern world.

Speaking of the contemporary

crisis in rational modernity, Paz asserts that "the present
requires much more than attention to immediate needs; it
demands global soul-searching.

For a long time I have

firmly believed that the twilight of the future heralds the

pesar del testimonio de mis sentidos, el timepo de alIa, el
de los otros, era el verdadero, el tiempo del presente real.
Acepte 10 inaceptable: fui adulto. Asi comenzo mi expulsion
del presentee (Paz 1990: 49)
39 El hombre, despredido de esa eternidad en la que
todos los tiempos son uno, ha caido en el teimpo
cronometrico y se ha convertido en prisionero del reloj [y]
del calendario ••• El hombre cesa de ser uno con el tiempo,
cesa de coincidir con el fluir de la realidad ••• La
medicion espacial del tiempo separa al hombre de la
realidad, gue es un continuo presente, y hace fantasmas a
todas las presencias en que la realidad se manifiesta. (Paz
1959: 188-189)
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advent of the now" (Paz 1990: 30). 40
There are a variety of ways for individuals to
experience original time, but the archetypal method (at
least in Mexico) is through the religious ritual, or fiesta.
A fiesta is something more than a date or
anniversary. It does not celebrate, but
reproduces an event: it opens [breaks, splits] in
two chronometric time so that, for the space of
some brief but immeasurable time period, the
eternal present is reinstated. The fiesta becomes
creator of time. Repetition becomes conception.
Time is begotton. The golden age returns. (my
translation) 41
In this way the experience of original time is brought about
through a • return' to what Paz characterizes as "the
absolute present" (Paz 1985: 211).

The place of tradition

in this return to the present is not an error--"modernity
breathes life in to tradition, and tradition responds by
providing depth and gravity" (Paz 1990: 20).42
But ritual is not the only way of reawakening the
4°E1 presente requiere no solamente atender a sus
necesidades inmediatas: tambien nos pide una ref1exion
global y mas rigurosa. Desde hace mucho creo, y 10 creo
firmemente, que e1 ocaso del futuro anuncia e1 advenimiento
del hoy. (Paz 1994: 64-65)
41 La fiesta es a1go mas que una fecha 0 un aniversario.
No ce1ebra, sino reproduce un suceso: abre en dos a1 tiempo
cronometrico para que, por espacio de unas breves horas
inconmensurab1es, e1 presente eterno se reinsta1e. La
fiesta vue1ve creador a1 tiempo. La repeticion se vue1ve
concepc~on.
E1 timepo engendra. La Edad de Oro regresa.
(Paz 1959: 189)

42 Las tradiciones se petrifican y las modernidades se
vo1ati1izan; en conjuncion, una anima a 1a otra y 1a otra 1e
responde dando1e peso y gravedad (Paz 1990: 54).
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absolute present.

For Paz the theater, the poem, and the

novel or story are all ways of reproducing events in such a
way that chronometric time is destroyed and the eternal
present reinstated.

"Being a Mexican writer means listening

to the voice of that present--that presence.

Listening to

it speaking with it, deciphering it, expressing it ••• " (Paz
1990: 10).43

In fact, not only Mexican but much of Latin

American literature in general seeks to achieve this
liberation from the chronometric time of modernity.

It is

an effort that Paz traces back to the thought of Jose Ortega
y Gasset,44 and it is also an effort that is actively
pursued by both Mario Vargas Llosa and Gabriel Garcia
Marquez.

Mario Vargas Llosa's first three major novels--The Time
of the Hero, The Green House, and Conversation in the
CathedraI 45 --are marked by an extraordinary attempt
(largely successful) to use literary technique to master the
way time is presented in the written story.

His particular

43Ser escritor mexicano significa oir 10 que nos dice
ese presente esa presencia. Oir1a, hab1ar con ella,
dscifrar1a: decir1a ••• (Paz 1990: 44).
44"The sterility of the bourgeois world will end in
suicide or a new form of creative participation. This is
the I theme of our times,' in Ortega y Gasset's phrase" (Paz
1985: 212).
45La ciudad y los perros (1963), La casa verde (1966),
and Conversaci6n en La Catedra1 (1969).
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genius is the ability to force readers to experience a taste
of what Paz might call "the absolute present."

Speaking of

The Green House, but in words that could be applied equally
well to any of the three novels mentioned above, Vargas
Llosa claims of his novel that "there is no linear order.

I

have tried to give all of the worlds--so opposite, so
different--as a totality" (Vargas Llosa, quoted in Moody:
408).

Key to Vargas Llosa's effort to capture a 'total

present' are the techniques of multiplicity, disjunction,
simultaneity, and ambiguity.

These techniques are used most

forcefully in Vargas Llosa's employment of what critics call
"telescoped dialogues" (Williams 1986: 51). 46
Telescoped dialogues appear toward the end of The Time
of the Hero, are used frequently in The Green House, and
achieve a bewildering effect in Conversation in the
Cathedral.

They involve multiple dialogues from different

times and places being interpolated into one narrative
conversation in such a way that the segments seem to fit
with each other in tone and/or theme.

Consider the

following simple dialogue from The Green House:
"But you already told me about that when we
left the island, Fushi.a," Aquilino said. "I want

46 Dick Gerdes names it "the technique of interpolating
dialogues" (Gerdes: 69) and Sara Castro-Klaren refers to it
as "the technique called assimilated dialogue" (CastroKlaren: 65). Their meanings are the same as Williams', but
most critics have found the "telescope" image more
attractive.
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to hear how you escaped."
"with this picklock," Chango said. "Iricuo
made it from a wire on his cot. We tried it out
and it can open the door without any noise. You
want to see, Jappy?" he said to Fushia.
Chango was the older one, he was in for drugs
or something, and he was good to Fushia. Iricuo,
on the other hand, was always making fun of him.
A slippery guy who had swindled a lot of people
with a story about an inheritance. He was the one
who made the plans.
"And it happened just like that, Fushia?"
Aquilino asked.
"Just like that," Iricuo said •••
(Vargas Llosa 1968: 22)47
The dialogue seems to fit together logically, but the
conversation actually takes place on two different temporal
levels.

The Fushia-Aquilino dialogue takes place in the

immediate present, while the Fushia-Chango-Iricuo dialogue
happens in a kind of past present.
This technique has two effects. On the one hand,
the use of actual dialogue from the past--rather
than a character's observation of it--makes the
reader's experience with even the remote past
direct ••• On the other hand, this technique of
telescoping dialogues creates juxtapositions of an
occasionally contradictory and paradoxical nature:
the reader experiences a capricious reality that
seems to be perpetually relative to circumstances
47 __ pero eso ya me 10 contaste al salir de la isla,
Fusia--dijo Aquilino--. Yo quiero que me digas como fue que
te escapaste.
--Con esta ganzua--dijo Chango--. La hizo Iricuo con
el alambre del catre. La probamos y abre la puerta sin
hacer ruido. lQuieres ver, japonesito?
Chango era el mas viejo, estaba alIi por cosas de
drogas, y trataba a Fushia con carino. Iricuo, en cambio,
siempre se burlaba de el. Un bicho que habia estafado a
mucha gente con el cuento de la herencia, viejo. El fue el
que hizo el plan.
--l Y resulto tal cual, Fushia? --dijo Aquilino.
--Tal cual --dijo Iricuo--. (Vargas Llosa 1968: 29)
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and the sUbjectivity of the individual speaking.
(Williams 1986: 52)
The end result is often "a kind of psychic leak in which
emotions abound that mayor may not be attached to any
single character, thus lending the text or scene a sense or
feeling as though it were a character itself" (Cheuse: 449).
Or, as another critic has put it:

"the use of these new

techniques makes possible not only the expression of
different levels of reality but also the exclusion of
distance between reader and narrator, taking the former
directly into the reality created by the book.

(Moreno

Turner: 27)
Consider the following telescoping dialogue from
Conversation in the Cathedral:
"He doesn't want to go to the Catholic
University but to San Marcos," senora Zoila said.
"that upset Fermin very much."
"I'll bring him to his senses, Zoila, don't
you get involved," Don Fermin said. "He's at the
foolish age, you have to know how to lead him. If
you fight with him, he'll get all the more
stubborn."
"If instead of advice you'd give him a couple
of whacks, he'd pay more attention to you," Senora
Zoila said. "The one who doesn't know how to
raise him is you."
"She married that boy who used to come to the
house," Santiago says. "Popeye Arevalo, Freckle
Face Arevalo."
"Skinny doesn't get along with his old man
because they don't have the same ideas," Popeye
said.
"And what ideas does that snotnose still wet
behind the ears have?" The senator laughed.
"Study hard, get your law degree and you can
dip your spoon into politics," Don Fermin said.
"Right Skinny?"
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"Skinny gets mad because his old man backed
Odria in his revolt against Bustamante," Popeye
said. "He's against the military." (Vargas Llosa
1975: 22-23)
There are six separate dialogues going on in this passage,
each distinct not only in space but also in time. 48

The

result is that "the textual continuity and coherence is
effected not by chronological sequencing, but rather by an
intricate series of verbal and pragmatic clues, which allow
a temporally disconnected set of discourse to be interpreted
as textually connected" (Lipski: 73).

By using this method,

Vargas Llosa "does not violate the characters' independent
viewpoints.

Nor does he resort to the generalizing and

poeticizing which some Latin American novelists have relied
upon to establish distance between themselves and the
narrative context" (Edwards: 23).
At one point in Conversation in the Cathedral, no fewer
than eighteen separate dialogues are interlaced in a single
conversation.

The net result of all these conversations,

together with other techniques for achieving the kind of
displacement that Vargas Llosa is striving to achieve, is
reminiscent of Paz's ideas concerning the absolute present:
For the reader, all of the fragments seem to

48

The comments of Gregory Rabassa, translator of The
Green House and Conversation in the Cathedral are
instructive: "Vargas Llosa doesn't really change tenses; he
changes times. It's the old problem of the aspects of the
verb. I am not thinking so much of grammar, then, as of the
temporal point of view" (Rabassa: 17).
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coexist within a framework where the point of
reference is always the present ••• Vagueness in
the treatment of time is a deliberate part of the
author's method and quite essential to the novel's
meaning. By dramatizing the content of the
characters' memories as well as their present, he
makes all of reality seem contemporaneous. within
each fragment of narrative, everything merges into
simultaneity. Guided by this kind of portrayal,
the reader experiences an immensely heightened
sense of immediacy. (Moody: 425)
Thus Paz's absolute present is recreated in the literary
style and technique of Mario Vargas Llosa.
But Paz's absolute present is of course more than
simply the dominance of the present tense.

Paz clearly also

includes a kind of wholeness or completeness in his
conception of the 'golden age.'

This wholeness can also be

found in Mario Vargas Llosa's rendition of the absolute
present.

The Green House is exemplary in this respect.

The Green House is built around five separate plot
lines taking place in different locations (notably the town
of Piura in Northern Peru and the Peruvian jungle), and each
involving "not only a different time level but a different
internal ordering of time" (Moody: 415).49
As he progresses through the novel, the reader
does not perceive the internal temporal design
that underlies the arrangement of each narrative
and that thus serves as a source of unity for the
many dislocated fragments. Instead, he observes

49 It is interesting to note that The Green House
actually began as two separate novels. Vargas Llosa,
complaining that he could not keep the characters from
travelling between the stories, eventually combined them
into one (Diez: 1978).
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the concurrent advance of all the plots, which
produces a continual overlapping of temporal
levels so that characters and events are
simultaneously viewed from various perspectives
and at different distances in time. (Moody: 415)
The overall effect is one of what Gregory Rabassa,
Vargas Llosa's translator for The Green House, has called
"total time":
Vargas Llosa has tried to present total time, the
time of this whole period, where moments are only
relative to each other, relative to the way in
which they are seen together in what is
deceptively the same time. It might be compared
to what happens at night when we go out and look
at the stars. We see all the stars together'at
the same time. But we don't. The light from each
star is arriving here at a different time. No two
stars are that close together. Vargas Llosa
brings all the times together to show their
relevance to this moment, not to history.
(Rabassa: 21)
Thus the fragmentation of time gives rise to a kind of
wholeness in which all times are one.

Divisional

measurements cease to exist and all is, as Paz would have
it, a timeless condition of the eternal present.
It is within this timelessness that the first traces of
a cyclic--or traditional--wholeness can be discovered.
Events themselves, as they are portrayed in each
story, strongly suggest that human existence in
all its facets is cyclic and, in a sense,
timeless. While structural fragmentation
underscores the breakup of individual personality
in a disordered world, certain elements within the
stories establish temporal continuity on other
levels. Something humanly permanent exits beneath
the fleeting, disconnected moments experienced by
the characters. Although disassociated from
themselves and from their personal histories, the
characters enact human dramas that are framed by
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either generic or symbolic reference and,
therefore, belong to the cyclic flow of an endless
past •••
On the level of symbolism, the cyclic quality
of time acquires its full meaning in yet another
dimension ••• The appearance of archetypal
patterns suggests that man must relive the same
conflicts and imperfections that compose the
unchanging realities of human experience. (Moody:
426-427)
The appearance of these archetypal patterns is what
introduces the traditional element into Vargas Llosa's
version of the absolute present and also what has lead some
critics to point to "myth" as a constitutive element of his
work. 50
However one understands the wholeness that lies behind
the fragmented pieces of time with which Vargas Llosa
assembles The Green House, the net effect is to "reveal the
timeless dimension of human tragedies" (Moody: 427).

This

is an equivalent to Octavio Paz's conception of the absolute
present.

It is also equivalent to Ortega y Gasset's

existentialist vision of life as shipwreck.

Life is seen to

compel the characters of the Green House to participate in
shaping their own destiny, but it also limits severely the

50 Consider Mary Davis' statement, which highlights the
difficulties critics have had in trying to reconcile this
highly abstract quality of Vargas Llosa's novels with his
otherwise very realistic style: "Critics have always sensed
that aspects of the ambiguity of the Peruvian's texts arise
from the combination of realistic elements of style with
something else. Finding a term adequate to designate the
other aspect has led to a minor polemic over whether or not
the term "mythic" should be employed with Vargas Llosa's
peculiar verbal world" (Davis, M.: 136).
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possibilities available to them.
For nearly all the characters, life represents an
intolerable cycle of entrapment and escape that
reduces their aspirations to thoughts of a
sanctuary where, in the places of their origins,
they might find some alleviation from the final
experience of extinction. (Moody: 427)
That sanctuary in the place of their origin is in the
communal experience of Paz's original time.

Their efforts

to experience this sanctuary are the swimming motion of
Ortega y Gasset's poor shipwrecked human being.

The timeless wholeness that Vargas Llosa illuminates
through his method of fragmenting present moments of time
into a kind of universal collage is summoned in a more
direct way by Gabriel Garcia Marquez.

In such novels as One

Hundred Years of Solitude, The Autumn of the Patriarch, and
Chronicle of a Death Foretold,Sl Garcia Marquez presents
time as cyclical and mythical--achieving the same kind of
vision of a timeless present where all the successes and
failures of human life are played out in an endless
repetition of the human drama.

At the same time, linear

time is portrayed in a struggle against the cyclical
patterns of life, leading individuals against the circular
flow of time and into modernity.

Once again, one cannot

fail to appreciate the similarities between this vision of
SlCien Anos de Soledad (1967), El Otono del Patriarca
(1975), and Cronica de una muerte anunciada (1981).
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the human condition and those of Octavio Paz and Jose Ortega
y Gasset.
One Hundred Years of Solitude is Gabriel Garcia
Marquez's most famous novel.

It traces the history of the

Buendia family and at the same time tells the story of their
town, Macondo, from its original founding to its ultimate
obliteration in a hurricane.

The movement from origin to

destruction is a sign of the mythical dimensions of Garcia
Marquez's use of time, but the conditions prevailing at the
time of the founding of Macondo give readers a clear
impression of the "absolute present" of Paz's "original
time" :
Macondo's establishment takes place in a primeval
setting, and it represents the union of man with
nature. Octavio Paz suggests that the myth of the
golden age "no esta en la naturaleza ni en las
historia sino entre elIas: en ese instante en que
los hombres fundan su agrupacion con un pacto que,
simultaneamente, los une entre ellos y une al
grupo con el mundo natural." Garcia Marquez
considers this vision more important than the
discovery and conquest themes. Macondo,
therefore, becomes a variant of the myth of the
golden age, or paradise. 52 (Sims: 142)
Additionally, the format of the novel itself is
conducive to giving readers an impression of the 'absolute
present', for the novel is functionally equivalent to the

52 Paz suggests that the myth of the golden age "is
neither in nature nor in history but between them: [it is]
at that moment when men establish their grouping with an
agreement which, at the same time, unites them with each
other and ties the group with the natural world."
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family history that the gypsy Melquiades presents to Jose
Arcadio Buendia within the story.

In that family history,

"Melquiades had not put events in the order of man's
conventional time, but had concentrated a century of daily
episodes in such a way that they coexisted in one instant"
(Garcia Marquez 1970: 382).

The first sentence of the novel

conveys as well as any the way that Garcia Marquez
(Melquiades?) is able to do this:

"Many years later, as he

faced the firing squad, colonel Aureliano Buendia was to
remember that distant afternoon when his father took him to
discover ice" (Garcia Marquez 1970: 11).
Action in passages like these is not chronological.
Instead, "it has the function of evoking the end of a vital
cycle from its beginning, so that the present is seen from
the perspective of the past, a projection the future will
give it" (McNerney: 19-20).

In effect, "throughout the

novel the narration is in a closed time, with a beginning
and an end; and all of whose 'times,' present, past, and
future, can be recounted at any time by the narrator, who is
equidistant from them all" (McNerney: 20).

The end result

for the reader is an odd feeling of uncertainty about time:
Garcia Marquez's manipulation of time and creation
a closed, all-encompassing system within the book
forces the reader to doubt the usual linear
conception and measurement of time, and in fact
calls into question the very time of the book
itself. For if Melquiades's parchments are a
history of the family, they are also its prophecy;
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they predate the actions they describe.
(McNerney: 20-21)
In this way, cyclical time and the absolute present subtly
become one of the first things the reader encounters in One
Hundred Years of Solitude.
The golden age of original time is also captured in the
cyclicality of Garcia Marquez's novels.

The structure of

The Autumn of the Patriarch presents a fine example:
The novel's spiral structure conveys an impression
of mythical time, i.e., a sense of endless
renewal, tending to negate temporal progression,
and thus escape from the terrors of history, into
a realm of absolute stability. (McMurray 1977:
135)

Even Chronicle of a Death Foretold gives the impression
of cycles of time--though here they are somewhat sinister in
that the cycles help to cover-up the specifics of a murder
to which time seems an accomplice.
The wisdom of "Time will tell" does not apply
here. The opposite is true; time will reduce to
silence. The narrator's efforts are to rescue an
event from the leanness it has acquired in memory,
as he tries to flesh out the details of a story
that is starting to evaporate, to rot, with water
invading the town archives, and with language and
memory still circling like scavengers over a death
that remains inexplicable, even if many times
foretold and retold. (Pope: 186)
The murder of Santiago Nasser is "foretold" because the
traditions of the "golden age" of cyclical, original time
demand it--it is a foregone conclusion that he must die and
the whole town expects it.

His "death" is a tragedy because

he is innocent of any wrongdoing, but the cycles of renewal
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characteristic of "original time" serve to wipe away the
stain of the murder (a more correct term for his departure)
and the town soon forgets the whole affair.

As a final

symbol of renewal, the rejected bride (Angela Vicario) and
her would-be husband (Beyardo San Roman) are eventually
reconciled and reunited.
One Hundred Years of Solitude also uses cyclical
patterns--with tremendous success--to achieve the effect of
the continual renewal associated with mythical and original
time:

"Although the novel is essentially chronological,

author and characters perceive life not as an episode
adventure-story along the lines of the "traditional novel,"
but as a recurring design" (Foster: 36).

In fact, the whole

novel is contained within a grand, overarching cycle based
on the Buendia family's fear of revisiting a family curse:
The narrative is a tale with a tail on both ends.
It begins with incestuous love resulting in the
birth of a son with a pig's tail, and ends with
incestuous love resulting in the birth of a son
with a pig's tail. This rounds out the tale,
which begins where it ends, and ends where it
begins. The basic form of the novel, then, is a
circle. (Watson: 90)
The Autumn of the Patriarch has a similar way of coming full
circle, but here the image is one of the impending end of
time itself:
In the closing of the circle, when the body is
finally accepted as the general's and his death
can be believed at last, it can be announced to
the world that "the uncountable time of eternity
had come to an end" (251). (McNerney: 60)
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The repetition of cycles in these novels injects
mythical (or original) time into the flow of events,
offering "a temporary escape from the harsh realities of
history by rendering the impression of an eternal present,
constantly revitalized by recurring configurative patterns"
(McMurray 1977: 76).

The most obvious recurring pattern in

One Hundred Years of Solitude is the repetition of names and
traits across generations in the Buendia family (see figure
4-a).

Not only do the names Jose Arcadio and Aureliano

reappear with each new generation, but also their traits-the Jose Arcadios are invariably passionate and industrious
while the Aurelianos are clearheaded but distant.
Similar kinds of repetitions are abundant and reinforce
the circular structure of the novel and cyclical concept of
time.

Colonel Aureliano's little gold fishes are a

memorable example:
It is not just that they get made and then melted
down again over and over (content), but that the
story of their getting made and melted down, and
of other things getting built and torn down and
built up again, keeps getting repeated over and
over (form). (Watson: 90)
Similarly, Aureliano Segundo's destruction of the Buendia
house's vases and mirrors during the rain of "four years,
eleven months, and three days" (Garcia Marquez 1970: 291)
represents the end of one cycle and the beginning of a
renewal for the family.
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"everything that was breakable, from parlor to pantry" he
"threw the oilcloth over himself, and before midnight
returned with a few strings of meat •••

From then on there

was no more lack of food" (Garcia Marquez 1970: 302).
A most amusing cycle that also reinforces the image of
cyclical time is identified by critic Richard Watson:
Here is a final epicycle. Colonel Aureliano dies
standing under the chestnut tree with this head
propped against the trunk. If his father's body
is not buried under that tree, at least his ghost
is still rotting there, so the circle goes from
the ghost of Colonel Aureliano's father through
the ground, into the tree, from the tree trunk
into Colonel Aureliano's forehead down through his
body to his feet to the ground again. What is
more, the critical tool that opens and closes this
story is hanging out, for Colonel Aureliano dies
in the business of pissing on his father's ghost,
which he has been doing over and over again for a
very long time. There is a pig's tale for you.
(Watson: 91)
Finally, the history of the family itself is the story
of a cyclical rising and falling of family fortunes.

Pilar

Ternera's knowledge of the Buendias is revealing:
There was no mystery in the heart of a Buendia
that was impenetrable for her because a century of
cards and experience had taught her that the
history of the family was a machine with
unavoidable repetitions, a turning wheel that
would have gone on spilling into eternity were it
not for the progressive and irremediable wearing
of the axle. (Garcia Marquez 1970: 364)53

53 No habia ningun misterio en el coraz6n de un Buendia
que fuera impenetrable para ella, porque un siglo de naipes
y de experiencias le habian ensenado que la historia de la
familia era un engranaje de repeticiones irreparables, una
rueda giratoria que hubiera seguido dando vueltas hast a la
eternidad, de no haber sido por el desgaste progresivo e
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Needless to say, despite the presence of mythical time
in Garcia Marquez's novels, the 'harsh realities of history'
are also present.

In many ways, it is the individual's

tendency to experience time as a linear progression--rather
than as a repeating cycle--that leads to the tragedies of
human existence.

For it is only within the context of the

linear experience of time that human tragedies are actually
seen as tragic.

When put into the context of mythical time,

the troubles of individual characters become the timeless
tragedies of human existence--Iending them the same immortal
quality that distinguished Vargas Llosa's eternal present.
For Macondo, the end of the innocence that
characterized the golden age of original time is represented
by the insomnia and forgetfulness plague of chapter three.
Up to this time (and for a little while after) no one has
yet died in the town of Macondo (Garcia Marquez 1970: 61)--a
symbol of the renewing effects of cyclical time.

But the

advent of reason would bring about the destruction of memory
(tradition/ritual) and lead to a new conception of time:
The destruction of memory, the efforts to retain
human knowledge, and Melquiades's magic potion,
convey metaphorically the emergence of Macondo
from the status of an archaic, prehistoric
community constantly revitalized by the principle
of cosmogonic, cyclical renewal to a society
characterized by its detachment from nature, its
awareness of the historic past, and its acceptance
of irreversible lineal time. (McMurray 1977: 75)

irremediable del eje.

(Garcia Marquez 1967: 309-310)
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Similarly, the life of Ursula Buendia may be
interpreted as one long struggle against the ravages of
linear time.

She is repeatedly associated with cyclical

events and constantly depicted as attempting to rejuvenate
the life of the family.
An archetypal representation of the wise and
energetic matriarch, Ursula does her utmost to
bolster family unity, ward off the curse of
incest, and prevent injustice. Her quest for
permanence and stability in a world increasingly
menaced by chaos is underscored by her acute
awareness of the cyclical nature of time. Thus,
as she observes the irrational behavior
reappearing in each generation of her descendants,
her oft-repeated statement that time is not
passing but turning in a circle does not
necessarily convey despair but rather an illusion
of a perpetual present. Her own actions also
emphasize the principle of regeneration as
exemplified by her repeated renovations of the
Buendia home, the first time in order that
Amaranta and Rebecca can entertain their young
friends, again at the end of the civil wars, and
finally after the rains have ceased. 54 (McMurray
1977: 77-78)
Ursula thus plays a role that Garcia Marquez has often
identified as characteristic of the women in his novels.

"I

think women keep the world going and stop everything falling
apart while men try and push history forward" (Mendoza and
Garcia Marquez: 76).

54There are many examples of Ursula's connections to
cyclical time: "Once again [Ursula] shuddered with the
evidence that time was not passing, as she had just
admitted, but that it was turning in a circle" (Garcia
Marquez: 1970: 310); " I I know all this by heart,' Ursula
would shout. I It's as if time had turned around and we were
back at the beginning.'" (Garcia Marquez 1970: 185).
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Ursula is the longest-lived character in One Hundred
Years of Solitude and her longevity is surely attributable
to her many connections with cyclical time.

Nevertheless,

as linear time becomes dominant in Macondo, even Ursula
cannot resist its destructive consequences.
As the years pass, Ursula begins to sense
"everyday reality slipping through her hands" and
gradually comes to realize that "the progressive
disruption of time" is her worst enemy. In spite
of her astonishing will to survive, her
frustrations due to blindness and old age make her
increasingly aware of the lack of meaning in her
existence. Her situation reaches the height of
the absurd during the rains when, shrunken and
failing mentally, she becomes a toy for her
mischievous great-great-great-great-grandson
Aureliano Babilonia ••• After the rains she makes
a brief but valiant effort to restore order to the
household, but she soon loses contact with
reality, begins to live in the distant past, and
finally falls victim to the lineal time she has
resisted all her life. 55 (McMurray 1977: 78-79)
Just as Ursula eventually succumbs to lineal time, so
too does her husband, Jose Arcadio Buendia.

Unlike Ursula's

long drawn-out process of waning, however, Jose Arcadio
Buendia'S demise is an abrupt leap into madness.
Significantly, his madness is due not to the corrosive
effects of linearity as to an outright recognition of its

55Ursula's destruction is a consequence of the demise
of cyclical time in Macondo. An interesting symbol of this
relationship is provided in the passage quoted here.
Aureliano Babilonia, the mischievous great-great-greatgreat-grandson who treats Ursula as a plaything in her old
age, will one day become the translator of Melquiades'
parchments--representing the final triumph of reason over
myth and tradition.
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futility.
It is time's refusal to move on that drives Jose
Arcadio Buendia to madness, as he seeks some
evidence that it is linear, as everyone believes.
His positivistic mind will not allow him to
believe anything he cannot "prove," and so when he
seeks proof that Tuesday is different from Monday,
and Wednesday from Tuesday, he gets stuck •••
(McNerney: 22)
In the end, "Jose arcadio's anguish before a static
universe ••• where all is rigidly determined is converted
into a desire for a return to the origin, to a communion
with himself in the illud tempus ••• " (Merrel: 68), and hence
he departs into madness.
There is an escape, of course, built into the fabric of
Garcia Marquez's novel that does provide some respite from
the onslaught of lineal time.

It is the room that

Melquiades used to inhabit and in which Aureliano Babilonia
finally manages to interpret the parchments left by the
curious gypsy.

As the rest of the house falls into

disrepair with the passage of time, Melquiades' room remains
strangely untouched.

"There was the same pureness in the

air, the same clarity, the same respite from dust and
destruction that Aureliano Segundo had known in childhood"
(Garcia Marquez 1970: 289).

"The room, needless to say, is

[the] timeless space of memory, domain of history and
literature (Garcia Marquez in his writer's solitude)"
(Martin: 109).

Among the Buendias, only Colonel Aureliano

Buendia "fails to see Melquiades's room as a mythical realm
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of timelessness, being aware only of the dust and debris
that have accumulated there over the years" (McMurray 1977:
81).

This is no doubt because the Colonel is not a literary

man and cannot appreciate the timeless quality of the
written word. S6
As Macondo is swallowed up in the hurricane that ends
the novel, Melquiades' room is the last to be destroyed.
Inside, Aureliano Babilonia is translating the last portions
of the family history of the Buendias left by Melquiades.
In skipping through Melquiades's book, while
outside the wind erases Macondo forever, Aureliano
perhaps discovers what the other reader (the
reader) has discovered a while back: that he and
the room in which he reads are immune to the
destructions of time because they have always
lived in another dimension, that of the speaking
mirror of a book. A mirror which is also a
mirage, composed of solitude and sudden
revelation, but above all of the immortality which
the word confers. (Rodriguez Monegal: 150)
Here again is the reflection of the timeless, absolute
present so important to Octavio Paz and Jose Ortega y
Gasset.

The reader experiences the timeless present outside

of the novel, but also exists within a linear time of his
own.

It is a moment of communion that carries an eloquent

indictment of linear time and modernity.

Time, the message

seems to be, is constitutive of reality--and time without
periodic regeneration and renewal is death.

S6 Note that the soldiers who come to arrest Arcadio
Segundo were also unable to perceive the timeless qualities
of Melquiades' room (Garcia Marquez 1970: 288-289).
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Reality
Time and reality are closely related to each other in
the thought of octavio Paz and the novels of Mario Vargas
Llosa and Gabriel Garcia Marquez--that much should already
be clear.

Just as European philosophical thought about the

theory of modernity treats time and reality as fragmented
and disjointed, so too are these subjects presented in the
literature of Latin America.

Octavio Paz sums the situation

up in a way that is as reminiscent of Macondo's passage from
mythical to linear time as it is of the biblical expulsion
from paradise:
Our situation resembles that of the neurotic, for
whom moral principles and abstract ideas have no
practical function except as a defense for his
privacy--that is, as a complex system he employs
to deceive both himself and others regarding the
true meaning of his inclinations and the true
character of his conflicts. But when these later
are clearly and accurately revealed to him, he
must then confront them and resolve them for
himself. Much the same thing has happened to us.
We have suddenly discovered that we are naked and
that we are confronted by an equally naked
reality. Nothing can justify us now: we alone
can answer the questions reality is asking us.
(Paz 1985: 168)
The structure of all of the Vargas Llosa and Garcia
Marquez novels that have been considered so far reflects the
situation Paz has described very accurately.

Since the

onset of modernity and lineal time, reality has had to be
rethought.

It is no longer something given, but rather

something the reader must put together--or create, or
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recreate--himself from the multiple perspectives and
multiple dialogues presented in the fictional narrative (and
in life).

In Vargas Llosa's novels,

Reality ••• presents itself to man as something
unintelligible, strange, chaotic. A work of
fiction attempts to express this particular
condition and also--what is important--it attempts
to transcend it, to go beyond it. So what at
first sight might seem an obsessive preoccupation
with form and technique, with devices that
sometimes seem contrived and mechanical, must be
interpreted, in the last resort, as an attempt to
turn language into an adequate tool to confront a
particular reality and to recreate it in its
innermost and authentic complexity. (Moreno
Turner: 28)
Similarly, Garcia Marquez "is equally concerned with denying
narrative authority since the natural extension of multiple
perception, multiple points of view in these works is the
notion that no one truth exists, that all fact is relative"
(Christie: 23).
Our inability to provide a coherent
interpretation, a logical meaning, to the events
that so disturb the characters concerned stresses
the author's fundamental belief in the
impenetrable mystery of life and his mockery of
the traditional novel so confident in its
resolution of all cause and effect relationships.
(Foster: 40)
Both Vargas Llosa and Garcia Marquez, along with many
writers of the Latin American "boom" generation have been
caught up in an effort to write what they refer to as a
"total novel"--one that aspires "to compete with reality on
an equal basis, confronting it with an image and
qualitatively matching it in vitality, vastness and
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complexity" (Vargas Llosa 1989: 5).

A brief investigation

of each author's most ambitious attempts to achieve this
literary grail--Vargas Llosa's Conversation in the Cathedral
and Garcia Marquez's One Hundred Years of Solitude--will
quickly reveal the radically fragmented reality that each
author perceives in the modern world.
The premise of Vargas Llosa's Conversation in the
Cathedral is the chance meeting of two friends and their
subsequent conversation of several hours duration in a bar
by the name of "La Catedral."

All of the action in Vargas

Llosa's immense novel takes place within the dialogue of
' conversa t'~on. 57
th ~s

Of course, there are many dialogues

within dialogues and "past-presents" and other pseudopresent tenses within the "present" of the immediate
dialogue--even some that introduce knowledge and/or
perspectives that neither of the two speakers in La Catedral
could possibly have known--but all these are related within
the structural brackets of the conversation in La Catedral.
Already the dimensions of Vargas Llosa's project and
its depiction of reality are becoming clear.

By presenting

as immediate the thoughts and perceptions of many people in
many different times and places in the history of Peru

57 The original spanish version of the novel was
published in two volumes. The English translation is in one
large volume of over six hundred pages.
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during the Odria regime,S8 a mUltiplicity of perspectives
on reality and fragments of reality are stirred-up in such a
way as to make the reader sense his own version of reality-or put it together--from the many bits and pieces floating
around in the narrative.

"This multiplicity, this

simultaneity, this amplitude is the concept of
Conversation •••

The organization of [Vargas Llosa's] novel,

far more than the matter it presents, demonstrates the
premises of the society he describes ••• " (Christ: 30):
What Vargas Llosa is after is reality and what
bothers us in reading the novel, what seems
terribly complex about the style, is just
what's terribly complex about reality itself •••
The novel takes up these little moments ••• as they
come. That is a political reality. (Rabassa: 21)
By the end of the novel, the reader is vividly aware of the
kind of modern reality that Vargas Llosa is reflecting:
For the reader, vagueness and uncertainty are
subjective values that arise inevitably when a
constant disruption of temporal and spatial
sequences obscures perception of larger formal
designs. Yet, on a thematic level, this negation
of omniscience on the part of the author,
demonstrating an unwillingness to give a total
interpretation of a world seen as multiple and
diverse, is itself a statement underscoring the
relative nature of reality. (Moody: 409)
Furthermore, though the reader may hope for some
resolution of the story for the main characters in the
novel, none is forthcoming.

Reality, unlike the novel, is

SBThe Odria dictatorship lasted from 1948 to 1956 and
corresponds to the time period covered in Conversation in
the Cathedral.
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not something that ever resolves itself like a storybook,
but rather just keeps rumbling on.

The close of the novel

is somewhat unsatisfying for readers, but true to the Latin
American perception of modernity:
You wait for Ambrosio or Zavala to have been saved
in a Dostoyevsky ending. And they're not! One
goes back to his dogs and the other goes back to
his dog. In that sense, it's a good Latin
American novel: it doesn't really end. They go
back to their morass. (Rabassa: 19)
Conversation in the Cathedral remains true to its
depiction of reality throughout.

It is a picture of reality

as relative and subjective, and it is typical of the kind of
reality in which all of Vargas Llosa's novels are set--even
those that do not share the same kind of fragmented literary
technique that makes this novel one of Vargas Llosa's most
successful attempts to achieve the "total novel."
One Hundred Years of Solitude has also been identified
as worthy of being called a "total novel" in the sense that
it aspires to compete with reality on an equal basis by
presenting a multitude of realities (or perspectives on
reality).

According to Mario Vargas Llosa,

The novel does not leave out any of the levels of
reality in which the history of Macondo is
recorded: it includes the individual and the
collective, the legendary and the historical, the
daily and the mythical. (Vargas Llosa 1988: 17)
By the author's own admission, "Every single line in One
Hundred Years of Solitude ••• has a starting point in
reality.

I provide a magnifying glass so readers can
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understand reality better" (Playboy: 74).59
The "magnifying glass" of which Garcia Marquez is fond
of speaking is best employed in the author's use of the
style that critics call "magic realism."

This is a style in

which normal, everyday events are treated as extraordinary
and fantastic events are related as common occurrences.
Consider the famous passages relating to Jose Arcadio's
Buendia's discovery of ice and Jose Arcadio's death.
The children ••• insisted that their father
take them to see the overwhelming novelty of the
sages of Memphis that was being advertised at the
entrance of a tent that, according to what was
said, had belonged to King Solomon. They insisted
so much that Jose Arcadio Buendia paid the thirty
reales and led them into the center of the tent,
where there was a giant with a hairy torso and a
shaved head, with a copper ring in his nose and a
heavy iron chain on his ankle, watching over a
pirate chest. When it was opened by the giant,
the chest gave off a glacial exhalation. Inside
there was only a an enormous, transparent block
with infinite internal needles in which the light
of the sunset was broken up into colored stars.
Disconcerted, knowing that the children were
waiting for an immediate explanation, Jose Arcadio
Buendia ventured a murmur:

590ften Garcia Marquez's "starting point in reality"
can be rather bizarre. The reality behind the ghost of
Prudencio Aguilar in One Hundred Years of Solitude, for
example, may go back to Garcia Marquez's childhood memories
of his grandfather: "The grandfather had a devil who
haunted him: he had once killed a man. He would take his
grandson to the circus and, quite suddenly, he would stop in
the street and exclaim: 'Ohl You don't know how much a
dead body weighs'" (Vargas Llosa 1988: 7). Garcia Marquez's
own reputation for premonitions, his fear of "pava" (a kind
of jinx that attaches to certain things), and his belief in
the magical qualities of yellow flowers may also be
revealing in this respect (see Mendoza and Garcia Marquez:
111-117).
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"It's the largest diamond in the world."
"No," the gypsy countered. "It's ice."
Jose Arcadio Buendia ••• put his hand on the
ice and held it there for several minutes as his
heart filled with fear and jubilation at the
contact with the mystery ••• "This is the great
invention of our time."
(Garcia Marquez 1970: 25-26)60
As soon as Jose Arcadio closed the bedroom
door the sound of a pistol shot echoed through the
house. A trickle of blood came out under the
door, crossed the living room, when out into the
street, continued on in a straight line across the
uneven terraces, went down steps and climbed over
curbs, passed along the Street of the Turks,
turned a corner to the right and anther to the
left, made a right angle at the Buendia house,
went in under the closed door, crossed through the
parlor, hugging the walls so as not to stain the
rugs, went on to the other living room, made a
wide curve to avoid the dining-room table, went
along the porch with the begonias, and passed
60A los n~nos •••
estaban obstinados en que su padre los
11evara a conocer 1a portentosa novedad de los sabios de
Memphis, anunciada a 1a entrada de una tienda que segun
decian, pertenecio a1 rey Salomon. Tanto insistieron, que
Jose Aracio Buendia pago los treinta rea1es y los condujo
hast a e1 centro de 1a carpa, don de habia un gigante de torso
pe1udo y cabeza rapada, con un ani110 de cobre en 1a nariz y
una pesada cadena de hierro en e1 tobi110, custodiando un
cofre de pirata. A1 ser destapado por e1 gigante, e1 cofre
dejo escapar un a1iento glacial. Dentro solo habia un
enorme b10que transparente, con infinitas agujas internas en
las cua1es se despedazaba en estre11as de co10res 1a
c1aridad del crepuscu10. Desconcertado, sabiendo que los
ninos esperaban una exp1icacion inmediata, Jose Arcadio
Buendia se atrevio a murmurar:
--Es e1 diamante mas grande del mundo.
--No --corrigio e1 gitano--. Es hie10.

Jose Arcadio Buendia ••• puso 1a mana sobre e1 hie10, y
1a mantuvo puesta por varios minutos, mientras e1 corazon se
1e hinchaba de temor y de jubi10 a1 contacto del misterio •••
--Este es e1 gran invento de nuestro tiempo.
(Garcia Marquez 1967: 21-22)
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without being seen under Amaranta's chair as she
gave an arithmetic lesson to Aureliano Jose, and
went through the pantry and came out in the
kitchen, where Ursula was getting ready to crack
thirty six eggs to make bread.
"Holy Mother of Godl" Ursula shouted.
(Garcia Marquez 1970: 129-130)61
In the first passage, a perfectly mundane item--ice--is
presented against the spectacular backdrop of a troop of
gypsies and all the trappings of a pirate's treasure trove.
The second passage, by contrast, hides a mysterious death
and an extraordinary trail of blood within the banal,
matter-of-fact language of the metro page.

"The seemingly

objective eye which views this reality and the detached,
seemingly uninvolved voice which reports it merely add to
the breakdown of objective reality, undercutting belief in a
continuing, universally accepted physical world" (Levitt:
79).

Thus the author's desire to breach the normal

61 Tan pronto como Jose Arcadio cerro 1a puerta del
dormitorio, e1 estampido de un pisto1etazo retumb6 en 1a
casa. Un hi10 de sangre sa1i6 por debajo de 1a puerta,
atraves6 1a sa1a, sa1i6 a 1a calle, sigui6 en un curso
directo por los andenes desparejados, descendi6 esca1inatas
y subi6 preti1es, pas6 de largo por 1a Calle de los Turcos,
dob16 una esquina a 1a derecha y otra a 1a izguerda, vo1te6
en angu10 recto frente a 1a casa de los Buendia, pas6 por
debajo de 1a puerta cerrada, atraves6 1a sa1a de visitas
pegado a las paredes para no manchar los tapices, sigui6 por
1a otra sa1a, e1udi6 en una curva amp1ia 1a mesa del
comedor, avanz6 por e1 corredor de las begonias y pas6 sin
ser visto por debajo de 1a si11a de Amaranta que daba una
1ecci6n de aritmetica a Aure1iano Jose, y se meti6 por e1
granero y apareci6 en 1a cocina done Ursula se disponia a
partir treinta y seis huevos para e1jPan.
--jAve Maria PurisimaJ --grit6 Ursula.
(Garcia Marquez 1967: 110)
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boundaries of physical reality in order to present a "total"
picture of human reality is accomplished.
Garcia Marquez's treatment of Jose Arcadio's death
and Jose Arcadio Buendia's discovery of ice
illustrates his method of making the fantastic
seem real and the real fantastic, thus eliminating
the barrier between objective and imaginary
realities and creating a total fictional universe.
The role of the practical-minded Ursula in the
[second] episode lends a note of down-to-earth
realism to her son's incredible death, just as her
flighty husband's role in the [first] episode
changes ice into an object of wonder. One can
only conclude that reality is relative, elusive,
and at times even contradictory, its authenticity
depending on the eyes of the viewer or the vantage
point from which it is presented. (McMurray 1977:
90)

"Some critics have argued that the Magic Realism of
Garcia Marquez is fundamentally different from the narrative
art of other writers--a product, this is, not of
I

organization,' as in the case of Vargas Llosa, but rather

of

I

pure invention'" (Levitt: 73).

But this argument--

whatever its merits in other contexts--misses the point that
both narrative techniques are intended to communicate the
same fundamental message about modern reality.

Garcia

Marquez views modern reality in much the same way that
Vargas Llosa does--as relative and sUbjective.
There are other ways in which Garcia Marquez makes
clear his understanding of modern reality.

One has to do

with the banana workers strike related in chapter fifteen.
When union leaders come up with a list of demands against
banana company, its owner, Mr. Brown, at first leaves town.
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Nevertheless, a while later •••
Mr. Brown was surprised traveling incognito in a
third-class coach and they made him sign another
copy of the demands. On the following day he
appeared before the judges with his hair dyed
black and speaking flawless Spanish. The lawyers
showed that the man was not Mr. Jack Brown, the
superintendent of the banana company, born in
Prattville, Alabama, but a harmless vendor of
medicinal plants, born in Macondo and baptized
there with the name of Dagoberto Fonseca. (Garcia
Marquez 1970: 279) 62
Still later •••
In order to foil the strikers and cloud the issue,
the company lawyers produce Mr. Brown's death
certificate "proving" that he has been run over by
a fire engine in Chicago. The workers eventually
take their case to a higher court only to be told
by the "sleight-of-hand lawyers" that their
demands have no validity. It seems that the
banana company does not have, never has had, and
never will have any workers in its service because
they have all been hired on a temporary basis and
therefore, by solemn decree of the court, "the
workers did not exist." (McMurray 1977: 97-98)
Obviously, reality is not something that exists beyond the
reach of the law.
A strike is eventually called by the union leaders, and
it culminates in a massacre of the striking workers.

The

massacre is witnessed by Jose Arcadio Segundo, who himself

62El senor Brown fue sorprendido viajando de incognito
en un vagon de tercera clase, y Ie hicieron firmar otra
copia del pliego de peticiones. Al dia siguiente comparecio
ante los jueces con el pelo pintado de negro y hablando un
castellano sin tropiezos. Los abogados demostraron que no
era el senor Jack Brown, superintendente de la compania
bananera y nacido en Prattville, Alabama, sino un inofensivo
vendedor de plantas medicinales, nacido en Macondo y alIi
mismo bautizado con el nombre de Dagoberto Fonseca. (Garcia
Marquez 1967: 237)
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only narrowly escapes death.
When Jose Arcadio Segundo came to he was
lying face up in the darkness. He realized that
he was riding on an endless and silent train and
that his head was caked with dry blood and that
all his bones ached ••• Only then did he discover
that he was lying against dead people. There was
no free space in the car except for an aisle in
the middle ••• Trying to flee from the nightmare,
Jose Arcadio Segundo dragged himself from one car
to another in the direction in which the train was
heading, and in the flashes of light that broke
through the wooden slats as they went through
sleeping towns he saw the man corpses, woman
corpses, child corpses who would be thrown into
the sea like rejected bananas ••• When he got to
the first car he jumped into the darkness and lay
beside the tracks until the train had passed. It
was the longest one he had ever seen, with almost
two hundred freight cars and a locomotive at
either end and a third one in the middle. It had
no lights, not even the red and green running
lights, and it slipped off with a nocturnal and
stealthy velocity. On top of the cars could be
seen the dark shapes of the soldiers with their
emplaced machine guns... (Garcia Marquez 1970:
284-285) 63

63Cuando Jose Arcadio Segundo desperto estaba bocarriba
en las tinieblas. Se dio cuenta de que iba en un tren
interminable y silencioso, y de que tenia el cabello
apelmazado por la sangre seca y Ie dolian todos los
huesos...
Solo entonces descubrio que estaba acostado
sobre los muertos. No habia un espacio libre en el vagon,
salvo el corredor central ••• Tratando de fugarse de la
pesadilla, Jose Arcadio Segundo se arrastro de un vagon a
otro, en la direccion en que avanzaba el tren, y en los
relampagos que estallaban por entre los listones de madera
al pasar por los pueblos dormidos veia los muertos hombres,
los muertos mujeres, los muertos ninos, que iban a ser
arrojados al mar como el banana de rechazo ••• Cuando llego
al primer vagon dio un saIto en la oscuridad, y se quedo
tendido en la zanja hasta que el tren acabo de pasar. Era
el mas largo que habia visto nunca, con casi doscientos
vagones de carga, y una locomotora en cada extremo y una
tercera en el centro. No llevaba ninguna luz, ni siquiera
las rojas y verdes lamparas de posicion, y se deslizaba a
una velocidad nocturna y sigilosa. Encima de los vagones se
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A most shocking affront to truth arises from this
massacre, because, when Jose Arcadio Segundo returns to town
he finds that no one believes his account of what happened.
"There must have been three thousand of
them," he murmured.
"What?"
"The dead," he clarified. "It must have been
all of the people who were at the station."
The woman measured him with a pitying look.
"There haven't been any dead here," she said.
"Since the time of your uncle, the colonel,
nothing has happened in Macondo." In the three
kitchens where Jose Arcadio Segundo stopped before
reaching home they told him the same thing:
"There weren't any dead ••• "
"You must have been dreaming," the officers
insisted. "Nothing has happened in Macondo,
nothing has ever happened, and nothing ever will
happen. This is a happy town."
(Garcia Marquez 1970: 285, 287)64
Under the cover of this blithe and universally believed
denial (except for Jose Arcadio Segundo), the soldiers are
able finally to exterminate the union leaders one by one.
The malleability of reality in the hands of political
power is a subject that Garcia Marquez returns to again and
veian los bultos oscuros de los soldados con las
ametralladoras emplazadas.
(Garcia Marquez 1967: 241-242)
64_-Debian ser como tres mil --murmur6.
--lQue?
--Los muertos --aclar6 el--. Debian ser todos los que
estaban en la estaci6n.
La mujer 10 midi6 con una mirada de lastima. «Aqui no
ha habido muertosll, dijo. (fDesde los tiempos de tu tio, el
coronel, no ha pasado nada en Macondo. II En tres cocinas
donde se detuvo Jose Arcadio Segundo antes de llegar a la
casa le dijeron 10 mismo: (fNo hubo muertos .1) • • •
(fSeguro que fue un sueiioll, insistian los oficiales.
(fEn Macondo no ha pasado nada, ni esta pasando ni pasara
nunca. Este es un pueblo feliz .1) (1967: 242, 244)
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again.

Ironically, he also sees an example of the same kind

of ability to alter reality at work in his own writing.
Speaking about the episode of the massacre of the striking
workers recounted above, he says •••
There were not 3000 dead, of course. There were
very few deaths ••• Now when they talk about it in
the newspapers, even once in the congress, they
speak about the 3000 who died! And I wonder if,
with time, it will become true that 3000 were
killed. That i,is why, in The Autumn of the
Patriarch, there is a moment when the Patriarch
says, "It doesn't matter if it is not true now; it
will be with time. ,,65 (Playboy 1983: 76)
Another, more humorous commentary on modern reality in
One Hundred Years of Solitude is provided by and around Jose
Arcadio Buendia's scientific attempts to learn about
reality.
Just as Jose Arcadio substituted some the
ingredients in the alchemist's laboratory, dooming
the process to failure, he uses concrete modern
technology to prove abstractions: he refuses to
believe in God unless he can capture an image of
him with his daguerreotype. The technology of the
movies enchants the people from the town until
they become aware of its fiction, or rather its
lack of literalness. When an actor whose death
they lament in one film reappears safe and sound
in the next, they destroy the theater. (McNerney:
36)

65"He put an end to all disagreement with the final
argument that it didn't matter whether something back then
was true or not, God damn it, it will be with time. He was
right, because during our time there was no one who doubted
the legitimacy of his history ••• there was no other nation
except the one that had been made by him in his own image
and likeness where space was changed and time corrected by
the designs of his absolute will ••• " (Garcia Marquez 1976:
159) •
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However Garcia Marquez decides to tell his story, the
results are always the same:
sUbjective.

modern reality is illusive and

Jose Arcadio is eventually driven mad by the

knowledge, but he is also seen to accept and even rise above
the chaos:
In death Jose Arcadio Buendia ••• transcends the
physical and the commonplace through the intensity
of his solitary, lifelong struggle to unravel the
mysteries of the universe. The significance of
his achievements becomes evident through his
emergence as a universal archetype, his mythical
stature having been assured by his Promethean fate
of being tied to the chestnut tree (Prometheus was
enchained for defying the laws of the gods), the
fantastic rain of flowers proclaiming his death,
and the return of his ghost to preserve his
descendants' memory of him as the founding
patriarch. (McMurray 1977: 83)

Resolution: Life as the Present Moment
In this chapter, the works of Octavio Paz, Mario Vargas
Llosa, and Gabriel Garcia Marquez have been shown to portray
time and reality in much the same way that these concepts
are understood within the European theory of modernity.
Time is fragmented, reality is subjective, and both are
easily manipulated and relative to other concerns.
In Contrast to the European thought surrounding the
theory of modernity, however, Octavio Paz has suggested that
an escape may be found in the "absolute present" of what he
calls "original time."

He goes on to explain that this

"absolute present" may be humanity's best hope of finding a
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more healthy reality than the one that we now inhabit.

"The

search for the present is not the pursuit of an earthly
paradise or of a timeless eternity; it is the search for
reality" (Paz 1990: 16).
The reality that Paz seeks in the bosom of original
time is reminiscent of Jose Ortega y Gasset's existential
philosophy.

All of the major ideas that make up Ortega y

Gasset's philosophical legacy to Latin America--personal
scope, immediacy, continual struggle, and dignity in life-are reflected in Paz's conception of the absolute present.
Although original time is characterized by solidarity and
community with others, the struggle to achieve this state of
mind in the face of modernity--and stay above the waves--is
It is also a

an individual struggle (personal scope).

struggle that must be waged every day without hope for any
final victory (continual struggle), though its neglect is
sure to bring doom on an individual (immediacy).

Finally,

human happiness (dignity in life) is the promise held out by
Paz's absolute present.

66

Each of these

•

~deas

may also be

found in the fiction of Mario Vargas Llosa and Gabriel
Garcia Marquez, insofar as they also portray versions of
original time and the absolute present.
Yet the reality pictured in these works of fiction is

66 See pages 99-104 for a more extensive discussion of
these elements of Ortega y Gasset's philosophical legacy for
Latin America.
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not merely a Latin American reality.

One Hundred Years of

Solitude may be "a metaphor for Latin America" as Garcia
Marquez says (Playboy: 74), but it is also a metaphor for
the reality of modernity itself:

"a reality ••• that lives

within us and determines each instant of our countless daily
deaths, and that nourishes a source of insatiable
creativity, full of sorrow and beauty ••• " (Garcia Marquez
1988: 89).
This is not only an exclusively Latin American
reality: it is a spiral of concentric circles,
the first of which would be a family with
characters more or less extravagant, the second
the tiny town of Aracataca with its myths and
problems, the third Colombia, the fourth Latin
America and the last one, humanity. (Vargas Llosa
1988: 18)
In the literature inspired by this far-flung reality of
modernity, "there clearly emerges an indictment of the
stifling impulses of the modern age and of the insidious
mechanisms by which society creates its victims" (McMurray
1977: 106).

There also emerges a general consensus that the

key to achieving a better reality in the modern world may be
found somewhere within the conception of the absolute
present.

Of course, a return to the mythical time of a

primitive age based on the natural regenerative cycle of
seasonal renewal is not possible--at least not beyond the
realm of poetry and literature.
gleaned from this idea.

Still, something may be
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The most important difference between the reality of
modernity and the reality of Paz's "absolute present" is the
way each one is predisposed to create either solitude or
solidarity in its proponents.

For Paz--as well as the other

Latin American authors being considered here--this
opposition deserves greater study, for it might be able to
open the door to more forward-looking ways of dealing with
the problems introduced by modernity.

Therefore it is to

this opposition--the opposition between solitude and love-that the investigation now turns.
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V.
SOLITUDE AND LOVE

Solitude is the profoundest fact of the
human condition. Man is the only being
who knows he is alone, 67and the only one
who seeks out another.
Octavio Paz (1985: 195)
The Labyrinth of Solitude

The Critique of Culture
In Latin America, as elsewhere, the critique of culture
in modernity focuses on the modern way of life.

The' self'

is at the center of this controversy, for the weakening of
the self is the most important consequence of the cultural
problem of modernity.

The iron cage of modern economics,

the separation of the value spheres, and the awesome power
of rational • systems' in modernity are all cultural forces
that tend to separate and isolate individual • selves' from
each other and prevent growth (see chapter IV, pp. 55-62).
without any positive dynamic toward the deepening and
broadening of the internal scope of the • self' in modernity,
individual • selves' become detached from the life of the
community and turn inward on themselves.

The result is a

67" La soledad es e1 fondo u1 timo de 1a condici6n
humana. E1 hombre es e1 un~co ser que se siente solo y e1
unico que es busqueda de otro" (Paz 1959: 175).
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profound and widespread sense of isolation--and the feeling
of quiet desperation so characteristic of modern
individuals; the "dead stare" characteristic of "normal"
, mo d ern1' ty. 68
adulthood 1n

In Latin America, the crisis of the self in modernity
is reflected in the concept of "solitude."

Many Latin

American authors have used this theme to characterize the
modernity of Latin America, including all three of the
authors examined in this study.

Although Europeans and

North Americans have also used the concept of solitude to
explore the culture of modernity, it is a term that seems
particularly well suited to the Latin American context.

For

this reason, "solitude" will be the basis for the first part
of this chapter, which attempts to highlight uniquely latin
aspects of the experience of modernity.
The real contribution of Latin American writers to the
philosophical discourse of modernity may not be their
uniquely intense comprehension of "solitude," however, so
much as their understanding of the importance of "love."

As

a radical negation of solitude, love carries the promise of
renewal and communion.

68

Though passionate love may not

The words are taken from Peter Shaffer's Eguus: "The
Normal is the good smile in a child's eyes:--alright. It is
also the dead stare in a million adults. It both sustains
and kills--like a god. It is the Ordinary made beautiful:
it is also the Average made lethal. The Normal is the
indispensable, murderous God of Health ••• " (Shaffer: 56)
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ignite more than a momentary burst of the wonder of Paz's
absolute present, it could suggest more enduring ways of
dealing with the cultural problem of modernity.

The second

half of this chapter explores love and its possibilities for
contributing to a renewed sense of self in modernity.
The cultural problem of modernity will almost certainly
not be overcome simply through a renewed appreciation for
love in society.

Nevertheless, if the isolation of the self

in modernity can be mitigated through an infusion of love in
the modern lifestyle, then that is all that can be hoped in
any event.

Jose Ortega y Gasset's vision of the shipwrecked

sailor is built on nothing more promising than the effort to
continue to tread water for a little while longer.

The

Latin American return to "love" is no more than this; it is
the "swimming stroke" of a struggling culture not ready to
let itself drown.

Solitude
The theme of solitude is not new to Latin American
literature.

As early as Domingo Faustino Sarmiento'S

Facundo it had already appeared as a major part of the selfunderstanding of Latin Americans.

Since then, the concept

has grown with the region:
Solitude in sarmiento'S Facundo is geographic
isolation ••• As the Latin American novel
gradually turned away from its preoccupation with
the land and the rural setting and more toward man
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himself in the twentieth-century urban setting,
the theme of solitude ceased to be a simple
problem of rivers, mountains, and plains and, by
the 1950s, had become a chronic sociological and
psychological problem seen as having its roots in
the period of Conquest and as still exerting its
influence today.
(Feustle: 522)
For octavio Paz, the fundamental cause of solitude is
division of one from another:
wound •••

"Every separation causes a

Any break (with ourselves or those around us, with

the past or the present) creates a feeling of solitude" (Paz
1985: 64).69

But Latin American solitude--the solitude of

modernity--is far deeper than simple separation.

In Paz's

thought, it is presented as a mythical separation from
original wholeness; or from original time, as discussed in
the previous chapter.

Paz clearly believes that modern life

is a search for the secret ways that might lead back to this
original, lost wholeness:
It is true that the feeling of separation is
universal and not peculiar to Spanish Americans.
It is born at the very moment of our births: as
we are wrenched from the Whole, we fall into a
foreign land. This never-healing wound is the
unfathomable depth of every man. All our ventures
and exploits, all our acts and dreams, are bridges
designed to overcome the separation and reunite us
with the world and our fellow beings. Each man's
life and the collective history of humanity can
thus be seen as an attempt to reconstruct the
original situation. An unfinished and endless

69 Todo desprendimiento provoca una herida •••
Debo
apuntar que cualquier ruptura (con nosotros mismos 0 con 10
que nos rodea, con el pasado 0 con el presente) engendra un
sentimiento de soledad. (Paz 1950: 53)
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cure for our divided condition.
11) 70

(Paz 1990: lO-

Though Paz's very poetic description of humanity's
mythical separation from original wholeness may seem
somewhat detached from the reality of everyday modern
solitude, he does provide another less lofty approach to his
thesis.

Speaking of solitude as a condition characteristic

of certain periods of people's lives, he eventually paints a
picture of modern solitude that many would recognize as a
reflection of their own lives:
Solitude is not characteristic of maturity. When
a man struggles with other men or with things, he
forgets himself in his work, in creation or in the
construction of objects, ideas and institutions.
His personal consciousness unites with that of
others: time takes on meaning and purpose and
thus becomes history, a vivid, significant account
with both a past and a future. Our singularity-deriving from the fact that we are situated in
time, in a particular time which is made up of our
own selves and which devours us while it feeds
us--is not actually abolished, but it is
attenuated and, in a certain sense, "redeemed."
Our personal existence takes part in history,
which becomes, in Eliot's phrase, "a pattern of
timeless moments." During vital and productive
epochs, therefore, a mature man sUffering from the

7°Cierto, el sentimiento de la separac~on es universal
Nace en el
momento mismo de nuestro nacimiento: desprendidos del todo
caemos en un suelo extrano. Esta experienca se convierte en
una llaga que nunca cicatriza. Es el fondo insondable de
cada hombre; todas nuestras empresas y acciones, todo 10 que
hacemos y sonamos, son puentes para romper la separacion y
unirnos al mundo y a nuestros semejantes. Desde esta
perspectiva, la vida de cada hombre y la historia colectiva
de los hombres pueden verse como tentativas destinadas a
reconstruir la situacion original. Inacabada e inacabable
cura de la escision. (Paz 1990: 44-45)
y no es privativo de los hispanoamericanos.
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illness of solitude is always an anomaly. This
type of solitary figure is very frequent today,
and indicates the gravity of our ills. In an
epoch of group work, group songs, group pleasures,
man is more alone than ever. Modern man never
surrenders himself to what he is doing. A part of
him--the profoundest part--always remains detached
and alert. Man spies on himself. Work, the only
modern god, is no longer creative. It is endless,
infinite work, corresponding to the inconclusive
life of modern society. And the solitude it
engenders--the random solitude of hotels, offices,
shops and movie theaters--is not a test that
strengthens the soul, a necessary purgatory. It
is utter damnation, mirroring a world without
exit. (Paz 1985: 204) 71
Thus the modern person is not just alone--separated
from other people--but solitary in a generic sense;
7lLa
madurez no es etapa de soledad. E1 hombre, en
1ucha con los hombres 0 con las cosas, se olvida de si en e1
trabajo, en 1a creacion 0 en 1a construccion de objetos,
ideas e instituciones. Su conciencia personal se une a
otras: e1 tiempo adquiere sentido y fin, es historia,
re1acion viviente y significativa con un pasado y un futuro.
En verdad, nuestra singu1aridad --que brota nuestra
tempora1idad, de nuestra fatal insercion en un tiempo que es
nosotros mismos y que a1 a1imentarnos nos devora-- no queda
abo1ida, pero si atenuada y, en cierto modo, "redimida".
Nuestra existencia particular se insert a en 1a historia y
esta se convierte, para emp1ear 1a expresion de Eliot, en "a
pattern of timeless moments". Asi, e1 hombre maduro atacado
del mal de soledad constituye en epocas fecundas una
anoma1ia. La frecuencia con que ahora se encuentra a esta
c1ase de solitarios indica 1a gravedad de nuestros males.
En 1a epoca del trabajo en comun, de los cantos en comun, de
los p1aceres en comun, e1 hombre esta mas solo que nunca.
E1 hombre moderno no se entrega a nada de 10 que hace.
Siempre una parte de si, 1a mas profunda, permanece intacta
y a1erta. En e1 sig10 de 1a accion, e1 hombre se espia. E1
trabajo, unico dios moderno, ha cesado de ser creador. E1
trabajo sin fin, infinito, corresponde a 1a vida sin
fina1idad de 1a sociedad moderna. Y 1a soledad que
engendra, soledad promiscua de los hote1es, de las oficinas,
de los ta11eres y del los cines, no es una prueba que afine
e1 alma, un necesario purgatorio. Es una condenacion total,
espejo de un mundo sin salida. (Paz 1959: 184)
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undifferentiated, leveled (in Simrnel's [1978] sense), an
abstraction without singularity.

The modern worker,

undifferentiated in both his social class and his economic
activity, is Paz's best example of this kind of unwholesome
solitude:
The modern worker lacks individuality. The class
is stronger than the individual and his
personality dissolves in the generic. That is the
first and gravest mutilation a man suffers when he
transforms himself into an industrial wage
earner ••• His efforts, unlike those of a doctor,
an engineer or a carpenter, cannot be
distinguished from those of other men. The
abstraction that characterizes him--work measured
by time--does not separate him from other
abstractions. On the contrary, it binds him to
them. (Paz 1985: 67)n
But if modern people would recognize this image as one
of unwholesome solitude, they might be less familiar with
the kind of solitude that Paz would characterize as a
healthy part of human existence.

This healthy form of

solitude is the kind that "invites introspection" or
"appears as a challenge"--a "spur to action, to go forth
into the outside world and encounter others" (Paz 1990: 10).
It is the solitude that is the necessary other half of

12El obrero moderno carece de individualidad. La clase
mas fuerte que el individuo y la persona se disuelve en
10 generico. Forque esa es la primera y mas grave
mutilaci6n que sufre el hombre al convertirse en asalariado
industrial ••• Asi, no 10 distingue de los otros hombres su
obra, como acontece con el medico, el ingeniero 0 el
carpintero. La abstracci6n que 10 califica--el trabajo
medido en tiempo--no la separa sino 10 liga a otras
abstracciones. (Paz 1950a: 57-58)
es
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communion, unity--the "wholeness" of which Paz speaks so
lovingly.

"History" in Paz's thought is "a dialectic (or

rhythm) of solitude and communion, the ebb and flow of
liberation/imprisonment, the instante and empty sequential
time" (Wilson: 54).
The "dialectic of solitude," as Paz (1959) calls it, is
the play between (healthy) solitude and communion with
others that Paz sees as a necessary pattern of human life.
When this dialectic is broken, as in modernity, the result
is a kind of unredeemable solitude with symptoms that
resemble those that Durkheim feared might result from an
elimination of "the sacred" in modern society (see appendix
A).

Here "solitude" can be seen as an important part of the

Latin American experience of what was earlier characterized
as the cultural problem of modernity.

Garcia Marquez

interprets solitude in much the same way as Paz, while
Vargas Llosa seems to focus on a more distinctly Latin
American aspect of modern solitude.
Solitude is an important theme in many of Garcia
Marquez's novels, though it appears most strongly in One
Hundred Years of Solitude and The Autumn of the Patriarch.
Nevertheless, Garcia Marquez is not always clear about what
he means when invoking this illusive concept.

Sometimes he

suggests that it means a kind of anti-solidarity:
Solitude, I believe, is the opposite of
solidarity. (Mendoza and Garcia Marquez: 75)
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But at other times he has used it to mean differentness or
strangeness:
When Garcia Marquez, receiving the Nobel Prize,
spoke of the solitude of Latin America ••• he meant
its difference, its strangeness to others, and the
failure of supposedly friendly countries to offer
concrete support to its aspirations. It is true
that he also took pride in what he saw as the
source of this difference, the extravagant
unlikeliness of much of life in Latin America, but
this is precisely the reverse side of the same
coin. Solitude is like progress: one always has
too much or too little. (Wood: 34)
Clearly, "solitude" (or soledad) is a word that
deserves close attention.

On the one hand, it is true that

Garcia Marquez must find the attraction of solitude--or
quietism--a dangerous temptation for politically disaffected
or despairing intellectuals in Latin America (Wood: 36).
But on the other hand,
Solitude seems not an entirely bad thing for
Marquez ••• Melquiades' chronicling of the story,
and the subsequent deciphering of it, both depend
on a willed seclusion. Writing is a homeopathic
form of solitude which serves an ultimate purpose
of solidarity. (M. Bell: 68)
Garcia Marquez's own profession is thus at least partially
distinguished by solitude--even according to his own
confession:
There is no more solitary profession than writing,
in the sense that when you're writing no one can
help you, nor can anybody really know what it is
you're trying to do. You're absolutely alone,
totally isolated, with a blank page in front of
you. (Mendoza and Garcia Marquez: 89)
Through comments like these, it becomes clear that solitude
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has both positive and negative forms (or manifestations) for
Garcia Marquez in much the same sense that it did for
Octavio Paz.

Michael Wood's comments are enlightening:

It is worth pausing over the word. Soledad is an
alluring, mournful, much-used Spanish noun,
suggesting both a doom and a solace, a flight from
love but also from lies, a claim to dignity which
is also a submission to neglect. Loneliness has
some of this flavor, but only some. Soledad is
part of a culture which calls its streets paradise
or bitterness or disenchantment; and gives girls
names like Virtues, Sorrows and Mercies. Soledad
is itself a girl's name, and the name of Octavio
Paz's Mexican labyrinth. (Wood: 34)
The "double edge" of solitude--its healthy and
unhealthy forms--is not nearly as clear in Garcia Marquez as
it is in Paz.

This may have been the author's intention,

though a more likely explanation is that the other side of
solitude--its healthy manifestation--simply crept into the
story and characters through the poetic imagination.

In

either case, two of Garcia Marquez's most solitary
characters, the Patriarch and Colonel Aureliano Buendia,
will serve to illuminate the presence both of these
manifestations of solitude in his work.
When asked how he would define The Autumn of the
Patriarch, Garcia Marquez said "as a poem on the solitude of
power" (Mendoza and Garcia Marquez: 86).

It is an apt

description, for the patriarch is an archetypal depiction of
the victim of the peculiar kind of solitude that comes with
power.
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The solitude of power is a completely unhealthy form of
solitude, in Paz's sense, because it is based not just on
separation from others, but the complete immersion of the
self in itself.

Everything, other people, even reality

itself is manipulated to conform with the patriarch's
personal wishes and desires.

"All he had to do was point at

trees for them to bear fruit and at animals for them to grow
and at men for them to prosper ••• " (Garcia Marquez 1976:
87)

.73

His power was so great that "once he asked what

time is it and they had answered him whatever you command,
general sir ••• " (Garcia Marquez 1976: 86).74

His power

often reaches god-like proportions:
He put an end to all disagreement with the final
argument that it didn't matter whether something
back then was true or not, God damn it, it will be
with time. He was right, because during our time
there was no one who doubted the legitimacy of his
history ••• there was no other nation except the
one that had been made by him in his own image and
likeness where space was changed and time
corrected by the designs of his absolute will •••
(Garcia Marquez 1976: 159)75

73De modo que bastaba con que e1 sena1ara con e1 dedo a
los arboles que debIan dar frutos y a los anima1es que
debian crecer y a los hombres que debian prosperar •••
(Garcia Marquez 1978: 102)
74A1guna vez pregunt6 que horas son y 1e habian
contestado las que usted ordene my general... (Garcia
Marquez 1975: 100)
75Poniendo1e termino a todo desacuerdo con e1 argumento
final de que no imporaba que una cos a de entonces no fuera
verdad, que carajo, ya 10 sera con e1 tiempo. Tuvo raz6n,
pues en nuestra epoca no habia nadie que pusiera en duda 1a
1egitimidad de su historia ••• no habia otra patria que 1a
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The extent of the patriarch's ingrown self and
narcissism is represented in the person of Patricio
Aragones, his perfect double.

Aragones' body is altered to

perfectly match the patriarch's in every respect--even to
the point of flattening his feet, rupturing a testicle, and
forcing him to forget how to read and write (Garcia Marquez
1976: 28).
He not only serves a decoy against all possible
assassination attempts, but also is joined
symbiotically with the patriarch, helping the
latter to withstand the imagined treats to, and
cast off the burden of, his fragmented self
(" ••• he had clung to Patricio Aragones as if he
were himself ••• they spent entire afternoons •••
counting swallows like two decrepit lovers ••• so
apart from the world that he himself [the
patriarch] failed to realize that his fierce
struggle to exist twice [i. e. his struggle to
overcome his fear of self-annihilation through
self-duplication and the projection of his
fragmented self onto another] only nursed the
contrary suspicion that he was existing less and
less ••• " [i. e., he was experiencing the
terrifying loss of self]). (McMurray 1977: 130131)
It is this feeling of "existing less and less" and the
accompanying loss of self that is the outcome of the
solitude of power, for what the patriarch's overwhelming
power does is obliterate his sense of self.
God is to have no equal--no other.

To become like

But without any "other"

to give it meaning, there can be no self.

Thus, by the end

hecha por e1 a su imagen y semejanza con e1 espacio cambiado
y e1 tiempo corregido por los designios de su vo1untad
abso1uta... (Garcia Marquez 1975: 187)
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of his life the patriarch does not remember •••
who he himself is when death appears and calls him
Nicanor. He has too tinkered with facts and
perceptions, at the same time playing such
contradictory roles over the years--patriarch to
the people and devoted son to his mother,
commander of everything within the country and
puppet to foreign forces--that ••• he has lost
track of his own reality. (McNerney: 57)
The results of the solitude exhibited here--the
political solitude of the patriarch--are characteristic of
all forms of what Paz would call unhealthy solitude.

Though

in the case of the patriarch solitude arises from the
experience of too much power, there is in fact a deeper
cause that lies behind all forms of unhealthy solitude.

It

is the failure to achieve meaningful communication with
other people; the failure to, as Paz would have it, return
to the experience of oneness with others.

As happens with

other forms of solitude that do not act as a "spur to
action, to go forth into the outside world and encounter
others" (Paz 1990: 10), the solitude of power in the end
leads only to "a great masturbation" (McNerney: 56) and the
patriarch eventually ends his life as a "solitary drowned
man" (an image that invokes Ortega y Gasset).
Colonel Aureliano Buendia is another famous solitary
figure from Garcia Marquez's fiction.

He is perhaps the

most memorable character in One Hundred Years of Solitude,
and he also appears or exists in the background of a number
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of Garcia Marquez's other works. 76

The Colonel's solitude

is perhaps the most acute of any of the Buendias, but unlike
the patriarch, whose solitude is absolute, Colonel Aureliano
Buendia's solitude exists on a more human scale.

He

exhibits both healthy and unhealthy forms of solitude (in
Paz's sense), though he is eventually overcome by the
latter.

For this reason the Colonel can be seen as a kind

of tragic figure--both more believable to readers than the
patriarch and more telling as a critique of the solitude of
modernity.
Even before his birth, readers of One Hundred Years of
Solitude begin to learn about the character of Colonel
Aureliano Buendia:

"One night when she was carrying him in

her belly [Ursula] heard him weeping.

It was such a

definite lament that Jose Arcadio Buendia woke up beside
her ••• " (Garcia Marquez 1970: 233).77

Ursula takes this as

"an unmistakable sign of an incapacity for love" (Garcia
Marquez 1970: 233).78

Everyone is amazed when the Colonel

is born with his eyes open (Garcia Marquez 1970: 168),

and

76

The Colonel also appears as the central character-though unnamed--in No One writes to the Colonel (1968) and
is mentioned in Leaf Storm (1972).

Una noche, cuando 10 tenia en el vientre, 10 oyo
llorar. Fue un lamento tan definido, que Jose Arcadio
Buendia desperto a su lado... (Garcia Marquez 1967: 198)
77

78 una senal inequivoca de incapacidad para el amor.
(Garcia Marquez 1967: 198)
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many special powers or oddities are attributed to him
throughout his life:
He can see the present and the immediate future,
he reads minds, sees through his own and other
people's illusions. He can picture, we are told,
both sides of his thought [133]. He can't see the
splintered, retarded time in Melquiades' room, the
magical release from dust and decay, but when
Melquiades finally vanishes and the room succumbs
to change, it is eerily said to be the room
Aureliano had foreseen [331]. Even his blindness
is a form of sight: the problem is the misery of
what he perceives, the wintry triumph of his
lucidity. (Wood: 101)
Ursula's judgement about Aureliano's incapacity to love
may not have been wholly correct--at least, not in his
younger days.

He writes poetry as an adolescent, falls in

love with Remedios Moscote, and even when he decides to go
to war against the conservatives his reasons are impeccably
moral:
Aureliano doesn't understand "how people arrived
at the extreme of waging war over things that
could not be touched with the hand" [97]. He
is ••• unmoved by abstractions but provoked by
cruelty, by the sight of victimization ••• In fact
Aureliano's position is not a political one at
all, but a moral response to a political world,
and many ambiguities in the novel revolve around
our feelings about this response. (Wood: 94)
In a turning point of his life, Colonel Aureliano Buendia
returns to his poetry and begins to understand himself:
In the haze of convalescence, surrounded by
Remedios' dusty dolls, Colonel Aureliano Buendia
brought back the decisive periods of his existence
by reading his poetry. He started writing again.
For many hours, balancing on the edge of the
surprises of a war with no future, in rhymed verse
he resolved his experience on the shores of death.
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Then his thoughts became so clear that he was able
to examine them forward and backward. One night
he asked Colonel Gerineldo Marquez:
"Tell me something, old friend: why are you
fighting?"
"What other reason could there be?" Colonel
Gerineldo Marquez answered. "For the great
Liberal party."
"You're lucky because you know why," he
answered. "As far as I'm concerned, I've come to
realize only just now that I'm fighting because of
pride."
"That's bad," Colonel Gerineldo Marquez said.
Colonel Aureliano Buendia was amused at his
alarm. "Naturally," he said. "But in any case,
it's better than not knowing why you're fighting."
He looked him in the eyes and added with a smile:
"Or fighting, like you, for something that
doesn't have any meaning for anyone." (Garcia
Marquez 1970: 133) 79
Clearly, this is the dialogue of someone who has seen into
the abyss of modernity.

The Colonel, with his wide-open

eyes, sees reality as the twentieth-century sees reality;

HEn 1a neb1ina de 1a conva1ecencia, rodeado de las
po1vorientas munecas de Remedios, e1 coronel Aure1iano
Buendia evoc6 en 1a 1ectura de sus versos los instantes
decisivos de su existencia. Vo1vi6 a escribir. Durante
muchas horas, a1 margen de los sobresa1tos de una guerra sin
futuro, reso1vi6 en versos rimados sus experiencias a 1a
orilla de 1a muerte. Entonces sus pensamientos se hicieron
tan c1aros, que pudo examinar10s a1 derecho y a1 reves. Una
noce 1e pregunt6 a1 coronel Gerine1do Marquez:
--Dime un cosa, compadre: lPor que estas pe1eando?
--Por que ha de ser, compadre --contest6 e1 coronel
Gerine1do Marquez--: por e1 gran partido liberal.
--Dichoso tu que 10 sabes --contest6 e1--. Yo, por mi
parte, apenas ahora me doy cuenta que estoy pe1eando por
orgu110.
--Eso es malo --dijo e1 coronel Gerine1do Marquez.
A1 coronel Aure1iano Buendia 1e divierti6 su a1arma.
«Natua1mentell, dijo. «Pero en todo caso, es mejor eso, que
no saber por que se pe1ea.11 Lo mir6 a los ojos, y agreg6
sonreindo:
--0 que pel ear como tu por a1go que no significa nada
para nadie. (Garcia Marquez 1967: 113)
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values are relative, truth is subjective, meaning is
equivocal, and nihilism everywhere.
Michael Wood has presented a masterful reading of
Colonel Aureliano Buendia's character based on these
insights (Wood 1990).
excerpt.

His work is worthy of a rather long

Speaking of his military opponent, Jose Raquel

Moncada--a man of whom Ursula says "his government was the
best we've ever had in Macondo" (Garcia Marquez 1970: 153)-Wood comments that Aureliano •••
is unbendingly honest and principled, willing to
hav'e this same opponent [Moncada] executed,
although he likes and admires him, because "it's
the Revolution" that is doing the shooting, and
the other man would have done the same in his
place [153]. But there is certainly a stoppage of
feelings in Aureliano, and some self-deception:
we are reading a fable about the corruption of
incorruption [my emphasis]. When Aureliano looks
at Jose Raquel, the man he is about to have
killed, he sees him "with his heart": "he was
startled to see how much he had aged, how his
hands shook, and the rather routine air of
acceptance [" la conformidad un poco rutinaria"]
with which he awaited death, and then he felt a
profound contempt for himself which he took for
the beginnings of pity." This is an extraordinary
insight, but kept just beyond the reach of the
character. Aureliano despises the depth of his
own mistake. A man who didn't recognize
abstractions is about to have an abstraction kill
a man he would rather keep alive. But even now
Aureliano himself doesn't understand his own
response. he feels the self-contempt but thinks
it is pity. His heart is in worse shape than he
thinks. (Wood: 96)
Wood calls Colonel Aureliano Buendia's story a "fable
about the corruption of incorruption."

It is also a fable

about--not so much "an incapacity for love," as Ursula would
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have it--but a fear of loving too much within an all too
precarious and relentless rea l ~' ty. 80
As had happened with the death of his wife, as had
happened to him so many times during the war with
the deaths of his best friends, he did not have a
feeling of sorrow but a blind and directionless
rage, an extenuating impotence. (Garcia Marquez
1970: 226)81
Surely we see a man who is chronically afraid of
feeling, romantically risks it, and retreats into
cold fury when calamity occurs. Aureliano's
response is the same when sixteen of his sons are
massacred, a "dull anger", "una c61era sorda",
which puts a frightening glint back into his
eyes--of the kind that at other times made chairs
move just because he looked at them [212: 226227]. (Wood: 97)
The solitude of Colonel Aureliano Buendia begins as the
kind of healthy solitude that Paz says is necessary in order
to experience its opposite--the communion and redemption of
love.

The Colonel does, after all, "risk" love.

His

fault--his tragedy--is that he cannot recover from the
unjust losses inflicted on him by reality; and the
continuing losses that his clear sight of future reality
tells him are sure to come.

Why care at all then?

Colonel Aureliano Buendia's thirty-two armed uprisings
8°Woods calls it "an inability to mourn, abetted
perhaps by a strangled regret, the belated, self-protecting
thought that it would have been better to have felt nothing
at all. (Wood: 97)
81 Como Ie habia ocurrido con 1a muerte de su esposa,
como tantas veces Ie ocurri6 durante 1a guerra con 1a muerte
do sus majores amigos, no experimentaba un sentimiento de
pesar, sino una rabia ciega y sin direcci6n, ena extenuante
impotencia. (Garcia Marquez 1967: 192)
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began with his anger against injustice, but after the sound
and fury of that is past he admits that all he is fighting
for is his own pride.

He knows now that he cannot change

the nature of the world--the nature of reality--by force of
arms.

There is a metaphor of the Enlightenment here.

Enlightened reason and science alone will never eliminate
the capricious injustices of the world.

The twentieth

century is ready to face this fact, much as the Colonel
faces it in his old age.

Seen in this light, his thirty-two

armed uprisings were unwinnable from the start.
The story of the twentieth and twenty-first century is
yet to be played out, but the Colonel's fable ends a dismal
tragedy.

In many ways the strongest and most farseeing

character in the novel, arguably the most fully modern,
Colonel Aureliano Buendia is conquered by his own knowledge.
The mask he put on to protect his "self" from the pain of
the world has become his prison.
The dryness of Aureliano's heart, the coldness of
his entrails which is said to be a source of
vitality [151], are both a mask and a desolate
achievement--since the mask can no longer be
lifted or distinguished from the face. (Wood: 97)
At the end of his years he sees life as Macbeth did; "a tale
told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying
nothing" (Shakespeare 1956: 105).

The Colonel's equivalent

to Macbeth's "poor player" is his vision of a passing parade
on the last day of his life:
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He saw a woman dressed in gold si.tting on the head
of an elephant. he saw a sad dromedary. he saw a
bear dressed like a dutch girl keeping time to the
music with a soup spoon and a pan. he saw the
clowns doing cartwheels at the end of the parade
and once more he saw the face of his miserable
solitude when everything had passed by and there
was nothing but the bright expanse of the street
and the air full of flying ants with a few
onlookers peering into the precipice of
uncertainty. Then he went to the chestnut tree,
thinking about the circus, and while he urinated
he tried to keep on thinking about the circus, but
he could no longer find the memory. he pulled his
head in between his shoulders like a baby chick
and remained motionless with his forehead against
the trunk of the chestnut tree. The family did
not find him until the following day at eleven
o'clock in the morning when Santa Sofia de la
Piedad went to throw out the garbage in back and
her attention was attracted by the descending
vultures. (Garcia Marquez 1970: 250)92
Colonel Aureliano Buendia has pulled his head in between his
shoulders ever since he realized that his armed uprisings
were futile.

He is defeated by the impotence of his

solitude just as the incorruptible champions of modern

92Vio una mujer vestida de oro en el cogote de un
elefante. Vio un dromedario triste. Vio un oso vestido de
holandesa que marcaba el compas de la musica con un cuchar6n
y una cacerola. Vio los payasos haciendo maromas en la cola
del desfile y Ie vio otra vez la cara a su soledad miserable
cuando toda acab6 de pasar, y no qued6 sino el luminoso
espacio en la calle, y el aire lleno de hormigas voladoras,
y unos cuantos curiosos asomados al precipicio de la
incertidumbre. Entonces fue al castano, pensando en el
circo, y mientras orinaba trat6 de seguir pensando en el
circo, pero ya no encontr6 el recuerdo. Meti6 la cabeza
entre los hombros, como un pollito, y se qued6 inm6vil con
la frente apoyada en el tronco del castano. La familia no
se enter6 hast a el dia siguiente, a las once de la manana,
cuando Santa Sofia de la Piedad fue a tirar la basura en el
traspatio y Ie llam6 la atenci6n que estuvieran bajando los
gallinazos. (Garcia Marquez 1967: 211-212)
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rationalism will be defeated by their solitude unless a new,
more human way of living can be found.
life he cannot remember his life.

At the end of his

At the end of the book,

the only evidence of his passing is a street sign.
He can't remember, isn't remembered. He is not
the most necessary character in the book, but he
is the most missed, the one we most need to
understand. He is the first human being to be
born in Macondo, and his humanity, however tenuous
and chilled, is important. He is the novel's dark
conscience. No wonder Garcia Marquez was
reluctant to have him die, and went upstairs
trembling, he says, when he had written the words
[quoted above]. His wife Mercedes knew at once
what had happened. "The colonel's dead," she
said, and Garcia Marquez himself lay on his bed
and cried for two hours. (Wood: 102)
It may seem odd to mourn the passing of such a distant and
unfeeling character as Colonel Aureliano Buendia so
heartily, but in the end his solitude may be our own.
Solitude does not have the same thunderous presence in
Mario Vargas Llosa's works that it has in those of Garcia
Marquez, but Vargas Llosa's appreciation of the theme is no
less important.

Three of Vargas Llosa's cultural themes in

particular are aimed directly at the cultural problem of
modernity and may be interpreted as examples of the theme of
solitude in Latin American literature:

his critique of

bureaucracy in Captain Pantoja and the Special Service
(1978); the analysis of race and class in Peru presented in
many of his works, including The Storyteller (1989a); and
the critique of the code of hombria present in all his
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works, but most notably in The Time of the Hero (1966).83
Vargas Llosa's most amusing critique of modern culture
is presented in Captain Pantoja and the Special Service.
The story is about a young military man, Captain Pantaleon
Pantoja, who has a particular genius for organization. 84
His abilities are noticed by his superiors and he is
assigned the task of solving one of the Peruvian military's
most embarrassing problems.

Citizens living in communities

near remote military posts have been complaining about
soldiers coming to their towns on leave and raping local
women.

The solution, as the army sees it, is to establish a

"special service" to satisfy the sexual needs of its
enlisted personnel.

Thus, Captain Pantoja--a highly self-

disciplined, third-generation military man of exemplary
character--becomes the Peruvian army's pimp-technocrat par
excellence.

The humor of the situation is obvious.

Less obvious, perhaps, is the author's trenchant
critique of bureaucracy and organization in modern life.
Vargas Llosa has referred to Captain Pantoja and the Special
Service as his "parable of an intermediate man" (Christ
1978: 33).

Pantaleon Pantoja is the "ideal type" of the

83Pantaleon y las visitadoras (1973); El hablador
(1987); and La ciudad y los perros (1965).
84 The theme of "organization" itself makes for an
interesting study. For more on this approach, see Williams
(1978).
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twentieth century technocrat--a model of efficiency and
champion of bureaucratic procedure.

He sets up the Special

Service on the basis of rational procedures and observations
of the relevant variables--even to the point of using a
stopwatch to time his own sexual relations with his wife for
use in his calculations (as related this letter from his
wife to her sister):
Do you remember how he's always been so formal
ever since we got married so you always joked a
lot and told me I'm sure with Panta you must be
doing without, Pocha? Well, you can't laugh at
your brother-in-law anymore in that respect, you
bad-mouth, because since he stepped foot in
Iquitos he's become a savage ••• I've told you, I
only got him to tend to his business once every
ten or fifteen days (how embarrassing to talk to
you about this, Chichi) and now the little
bandit's excited every two, three days and I have
to put the brakes on his passion, because it isn't
right, no, really, with this heat and sticky
humidity ••• I have to tell you it makes me laugh
to see your little brother-in-law so horny.
Sometimes he's itching to do a little business
during the daytime, right after lunch, with the
siesta as an excuse, but of course I don't let
him, and sometimes he wakes me at dawn with that
craziness. Picture this, the other night I caught
him with a stopwatch timing how long our business
took us. I asked him about it and he got very
confused. Later he confessed to me he had to know
how long a little business like that took for a
normal couple. Do you think he's turning into a
pervert? (Vargas Llosa 1978: 50).85

85 Te acuerdas como ha sido el siempre tan formalito
desde que nos casamos que tu te buriabas tanto y me decias
estoy segura que con Pantita tu ayunas, Pocha? Pues ya no
te podras buriar nunca mas de tu cunadito en ese aspecto,
maIhablada, porque desde que piso Iquitos se volvio una
fiera ••• Te he contado, Ie provocaba hacer cositas una vez
cada diez 0 quince dias (que verguenza hablarte de esto,
Chichi), y ahora al bandido Ie provoca cada dos, cada tres
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As the supreme bureaucrat, Pantoja breaks down all the
duties of the Special Service, including the sex act, into
their component parts, calculates the time and expenses
involved in each part, and generally "deals with the
situation as a classic case of scarcity, in which the demand
for a commodity (women) and an activity (sexual intercourse)
far exceeds the supply" (Kovacs: 44).

An illuminating

discussion of this situation is presented by Katherine S.
Kovacs (1984).

She interprets Pantoja's behavior in terms

of Gyorgy Lukacs' concepts of alienation and reification:
In Peru as elsewhere throughout the world, work
activities are organized according to "rational"
principles. Managers in factories and in offices
conduct time and motion studies bringing in
mathematical calculations and even psychological
manipulation to facilitate the efficient
functioning of their organizations. Both in the
factory and in the office, the manager views the
worker as an element in the system of mechanized
operations. As Gyorgy Lukacs suggested in his
History and Class Consciousness, the worker's
isolation and specialization lead him to see
himself in similar terms. Thus the relations
between people tend to take on the character of
the relation between things. Lukacs called this
creation of pseudo-things "reification," and saw

dias y tengo que estar1e frenado los impetus, porque tampoco
es plan, pues, lno?, con este calor y esta humedad tan
pegajosa ••• Te digo que me da risa ver a tu cufiadito tan
fogoso, a veces se 1e antoja hacer cositas de dia, despues
del a1muerzo, con e1 pretexto de 1a siesta, pero claro que
no 10 dejo, y a veces me despierta de madrugada con 1a
10cura esa. Imaginate que 1a otra noche 10 chape tomando
tiempo con un cron6metro mientras haciamos cositas, se 10
dije y se confundi6 muchisimo. Despues me confes6 que
necesitaba saber cuanto duraban las cositas entre una pareja
normal: lse estara vo1viendo vicioso? (Vargas Llosa 1973:
70)
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it as a type of alienation which is accepted and
internalized as something natural and normal •••
It is this structure of unitary consciousness that
Vargas Llosa examines in Pantale6n y las
visitadoras. Pantaleon is the ultimate managermiddleman whose extreme efficiency reflects his
total submission to the bureaucratic order.
(Kovacs: 42)
Insofar as he is the perfect bureaucrat--the "genius
clerk"--Pantaleon Pantoja represents the incursion of
rational organization into all aspects of modern life (a
process that was referred to earlier as the trend of
"rationalization").

Recall that this trend is not just the

movement toward mechanistic procedures and working
conditions, but also a way of approaching life •••
which becomes more and more formally rational, of
an even more monstrous intensification of
unilateral specialization violating the human
essence of man ••• a total submission of the
individual bureaucrat to a system of relations
between things, [an] idea that his I honor' and
I sense
of responsibility' demand such a
submission, all that shows that the division of
work has penetrated into ethics. (Lukacs, quoted
in Kovacs: 43)
In this sense then, "Pantaleon ••• is Marcuse's OneDimensional Man, (Marcuse 1964) molded by his work
activities as well as by the superstructural and ideological
elements generated by those activities to perform obediently
and without question" (Kovacs: 47).
The fact that Pantoja's bureaucratization concerns one
of the most intimate aspects of human life--sex--is of
supreme importance.

It is not only the source of humor in
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captain Pantoja and the Special Service, but also the
cutting edge of his critique of the modern lifestyle.
modernity, even sex is subject to rationalization.

In

Now,

"one must speak (of sex) as a thing that must not be simply
condemned or tolerated, but managed, inserted in systems of
utility, regulated •••
administered.

Sex is not only judged, it is

It calls for procedures of management and

must be taken in hand through analytical discourses"
(Foucault: 51).

As Kovacs concludes, "human beings are

assessed as factors in the production and distribution
process, and the relations between men and women, even ones
of such an intimate nature, are converted into the relation
between things--the basis for the process of reification"
(Kovacs: 44).
One may also see Vargas Llosa as attacking the whole
idea of state intervention in the more intimate areas of
life activity.

Pantoja's activity is, after all, a

government effort to control people's behavior through the
granting or withholding of sex.

(Soldiers are disciplined

by having their sexual privileges rescinded.)

In this

respect the Special Service may be criticized on the basis
of Marcuse's idea of 'repressive desublimation'.

"The

Special Service fosters the control of the state not through
prohibition or repression but through intervention in and
manipulation of the instinctual side of human life" (Kovacs:
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45) •

Vargas 'Llosa brings home his critique of this process
by telling the story of Pantoja's downfall.

The perfect

bureaucrat is eventually tempted to violate his own rules by
the presence of "The Brazilian"--a dark-haired beauty who is
depicted as a kind of

I

super-whore' by Vargas Llosa.

When

she is killed by an unlucky bullet in an ambush laid by
young toughs from a local village (who are anxious to
receive the same services they know the soldiers enjoy),
Pantoja is overcome with grief and buries her publicly with
full military honors.

Of course, once the official nature

of the Special Service becomes public knowledge, the
military leadership shuts it down and transfers Pantoja to a
remote Andean outpost--Peru's equivalent to Siberia.
captain Pantoja's symbolic role changes during this
chain of events.

In succumbing to the charms of "The

Brazilian," Pantoja is initiated into the values of nonbureaucratic, emotional discourse.

He ceases to be the

"one-dimensional man" and becomes a composite of two worldviews.

When he speaks at the Brazilian's funeral in full

dress uniform, he is attempting to reconcile these two
ethical orders into one system, but the attempt is futile.
People simply will not accept the bureaucratization of sex,
and, as a now-tainted champion of bureaucracy, Pantoja is
exiled by the Army to a remote outpost to "rehabilitate"
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himself.

For Vargas Llosa, rationalization simply cannot be

extended to intimate areas of human life without causing an
unacceptable loss of humanity:
stripped of mystery and of centuries-old religious
and moral taboos, as well as of the elaborate
rituals that surrounded the practice of it,
physical love has come to be the most natural
thing in the world for the younger generations, a
gymnastic exercise, a temporary diversion,
something very different from that central mystery
of life, of the approach by way of it to the gates
of heaven and hell that it still was for my
generation ••• Perhaps it is a good thing that sex
has come to seem something natural to most
mortals. To me it never was, nor is it now.
Seeing a naked woman in a bed has always been the
most disquieting and most disturbing of
experiences, something that never would have had
for me that transcendental nature, deserving of so
much tremulous respect and so much joyous
expectation, if sex had not been, in my childhood
and adolescence, surrounded by taboos,
prohibitions, and prejudices, if in order to make
love to a woman there had not been so many
obstacles to overcome in those days. (Vargas
Llosa 1994: 188-189)86

86Despojado de misterio y de los tabues religiosos y
morales seculares, asi como de los elaborados ritos que
rodeaban su practica, el amor fisico ha pasado a ser para
las nuevas generaciones 10 mas natural del mundo, una
gimnasia, un pasajero entretenimiento, algo muy distinto de
ese misterio central de la vida, de ese acercarse a traves
de el a las puertas del cielo y del infierno que fue todavia
para mi generacion ••• Tal vez sea bueno que el sexo haya
pasado a ser algo natural para el comun de los mortales.
Para mi nunca 10 fue, no 10 es. Ver a una mujer desnuda en
una cama ha sido siempre la mas inquietante y turbadora de
las experiencias, algo que jamas hubiera tenido para mi ese
caracter trascendental, merecedor de tanto respeto tremulo y
tanta feliz expectativa, si el sexo no hubiera estado, en mi
infancia y joventud, cercado por tabues, prohibiciones y
prejuicios, si para hacer el amor con una mujer no hubiera
habido entonces tantos escollos que salvar. (Vargas Llosa
1993: 191-192)
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Race and Class divisions are another aspect of Vargas
Llosa's critique of modern culture.

Here solitude is

measured not in terms of bureaucratization and alienation,
but in the stratification and isolation of groups.

Vargas

Llosa refers to it as "the national disease" [la enfermedad

nacional] :
In particolored Peruvian society, and perhaps in
all societies which have many races and extreme
inequalities, blanco and cholo are terms that
refer to other things besides race or ethnic
group: they situate a person socially and
economically ••• One is always blanco or cholo in
relation to someone else, because one is always
better or worse situated than others, or one is
more or less poor or important, or possessed of
more or less Occidental or mestizo or Indian or
African or Asiatic features than others, and all
this crude nomenclature that decides a good part
of anyone person's fate is maintained by virtue
of an effervescent structure of prejudices and
sentiments--disdain, scorn, envy, bitterness,
admiration, emulation--which, many times, beneath
ideologies, values, and contempt for values, is
the deep-seated explanation for the conflicts and
frustrations of Peruvian life. (Vargas Llosa
1994: 5-6) B7

B7En la variopinta sociedad peruana, y acaso en todas
las que tienen muchas razas y astron6micas desigualdades,
blanco y cholo son terminos que quieren decir mas cosas que
raza 0 etnia: ellos situan a la persona social y
econ6micamente ••• Siempre se es blanco 0 cholo de alguien,
porque siempre se esta mejor 0 peor situado que otros, 0 se
es mas 0 menos pobre 0 importante, 0 de rasgos mas 0 menos
occidentales 0 mestizos 0 indios 0 africanos 0 asiaticos que
otros, y toda esta selvatica nomenclatura que decide buena
parte de los destinos individuales se mantiene gracias a una
efervescente construcci6n de prejuicios y sentimientos-desden, desprecio, envidia, rencor, admiraci6n, emulaci6n-que es, muchas veces, por debajo de las ideologias, valores
y desvalores, la explicaci6n profunda de los conflictos y
frustraciones de la vida peruana. (Vargas Llosa 1993: 11-12)
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Many of Vargas Llosa's novels display this racism as it
operates in Peruvian society.

Its presence is obvious in

The Time of the Hero, where it creates status divisions
between students at the Leoncio Prado military academy.
Jum's downfall in The Green House is another example.

Its

effects are everywhere in Conversation in the Cathedral, in
which all interpersonal relations are conditioned by one's
social status.

Even Captain Pantoja and the Special Service

does not escape, as "Pantaleon is, above all, a cho1ito":
If Pantaleon had been more of a criollo, if he had
come from a slightly higher social class to begin
with, he would have contrived not to accept his
assignment. He would have suspected that the
whole idea of providing safe and adequate sexual
satisfaction for the army troops based in the
Amazon jungle was by definition an impossible
task. (Castro-Klaren: 137, 138)
In Aunt Julia and the Scriptwriter,88 the divisions
caused by race are interrelated with those set up by
cultural taboos against incest.

As in One Hundred Years of

Solitude, incest is a symbol of solitude because it
represents an unwillingness to break out of the family
circle.

In Aunt Julia, the barrier of the family circle

seems almost insurmountable:
All twenty episodes tell family stories
triangulated on the basis of transgressions of the
kinship code, that in turn harbor the
transgression of the identity code predicated by
kinship. Marito, the adolescent son, grandson,
and nephew in the Llosa family, becomes Varguitas,

88

La tia Julia y e1 escribidor (1977).
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the independent husband and brother-in-law by
virtue of his marriage to his aunt Julia. Upon
his return from Paris, and by virtue of his
marriage to cousin Patricia and his success as a
novelist, Varguitas becomes Mario Vargas Llosa,
grandson of the same grandfather, son and nephewin-law of his Uncle Lucho and his Aunt Olga, and
former husband of his aunt Julia Urquidi.
(Castro-Klaren: 156-157)
The triangular incestuous relations that make up the soapopera world of Pedro Camacho are even more confused-eventually even the identities of characters become mixed up
with each other and the impossibly ingrown scriptwriter
collapses into madness.
A related, but different exploration of the divisions
between people created by culture is presented in Vargas
Llosa's The Storyteller.

This absorbing novel presents

autobiographical sketches of the narrator/author's
friendship with Saul Zuratas--an anthropologist and fellow
student doing field research on the Machiguenga tribe in the
Amazon Basin of Peru--together with alternating chapters in
which an hablador--a Machiguenga "speaker" or cultural
"storyteller"--tells of the beliefs and customs of the
Machiguenga tribe.

The narrator of the autobiographical

sketches informs us that he doesn't feel he can "write about
the hablador because to do so he would have to be a
Machiguenga •••

He does not write because, according to his

ideal of realism, he can only write by getting rid of his
Western mentality and becoming an hablador" (Acosta Cruz:
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135).

The authorship of the alternating hablador chapters

is thus put in doubt, and this creates the tension essential
to the novel's cultural theme.
The reader is never informed unequivocally of the
identity of the hablador speaking in the alternate chapters,
but by the end of the novel it is clear that the storyteller

is Saul Zuratas, who has abandoned Peruvian society to
become a Machiguenga himself.
The paradox of the novel is that even though
Vargas Llosa doubts the wisdom and truthfulness of
Zuratas' position, the novel itself builds a test
case in which the culture of the Machiguengas
referred to as primitive by Vargas Llosa himself
emerges as a self-sufficient, highly civilized,
and enduring human construct •••
By proposing the story of Zuratas'
transformation into the hablador, Vargas Llosa
vitiates the entire argument on behalf of the
cultural self-sufficiency of the Machiguengas.
Since the hablador is in fictional fact Zuratas,
and Zuratas is a modern, trained anthropologist,
it would follow that no authentic hablador could
have rendered the Machiguenga memory and discourse
in as orderly or fascinating a narrative as
Zuratas/the hablador does in the pages of El
hablador. (Castro-Klaren: 219-220)
But there is a deeper paradox in this story--one that
strikes more near the mark of solitude.

It begins with the

knowledge that Saul Zuratas is a social outcast.

He is a

Jew--member of an outcast community, "a pariah among the
world's societies" (Vargas Llosa 1989a: 243)--but he is even
marginal as a Jew, because he was never fully accepted in
the Jewish community of Lima and he had "given up believing

in God" (Vargas Llosa 1989a: 9).

Furthermore, he was born
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with a disfiguring birthmark on his face, making him "a
marginal among marginals" (Vargas Llosa 1989a: 243):
Saul Zuratas had a dark birthmark, the color of
wine dregs, that covered the entire right side of
his face ••• The birthmark spared neither his ears
nor his lips nor his nose, also puffy and
misshapen from swollen veins. He was the u~liest
lad in the world... (Vargas Llosa 1989: 8)
Apparently, Zuratas fled modern society to join the
Machiguengas and become "dissolved in a collective being"
(Vargas Llosa 1989a: 243) where his birthmark would not
separate him from others the way it had in his life up to
that point.

The Machiguengas accepted him, and eventually

he became an hab1ador, which is cause for doubt in the mind
of the author/narrator of the odd-numbered sections.
Becoming a storyteller was adding what appeared
impossible to what was merely improbable •••
Talking the way a storyteller talks means being
able to feel and live in the very heart of that
culture, means having penetrated its essence,
reached the marrow of its history and mythology,
given body to its taboos, images, ancestral
desires, and terrors. It means being, in the most
profound way possible, a rooted Machiguenga, one
of that ancient lineage who ••• roamed the forests
of my country, bringing and bearing away those
tales, lies, fictions, gossip, and jokes that make
a community of that people of scattered beings,
keeping alive among them the feeling of oneness,
of constituting something fraternal and solid.

89 Sau1 Zuratas tenia un lunar morado oscuro, vino
vinagre, que 1e cubria todo e1 1ado derecho de 1a cara •••
E1 lunar no respetaba 1a oreja ne los 1abios ne 1a nariz a
los que tambien erupcionaba de una tumefaccion venosa. Era
e1 muchacho mas feo del mundo... (Vargas Llosa 1987: 11)
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(Vargas Llosa 1989a: 244)90
In fact, Saul Zuratas does not live up to this image.
Though he is accepted into Machiguenga society, he is not
content.

Readers learn that he is not entirely faithful to

Machiguenga culture.

For example, his "stories continually

display odd, off-centered women who do not fit any tribal
behavioral pattern •••

these examples of difference are

meant to open up the tribe to new ways of perceiving women"
(Acosta Cruz: 140).

The key word here is "difference."

In

his quest to have Machiguengas treat women better, Zuratas

is dividing individuals from the whole "oneness" and
"sameness" of Machiguenga society.
Machiguenga society is described as a model of premodern wholeness.

Divisions in the society do not exist.

Even the basic division between men an women is really more
of a division between men and property (hence Zuratas'
attempts to change the status of women).

The Machiguengas

90Convertirse en un hab1ador era anadir 10 imposib1e a
10 que era s610 inverosimi1 ••• Porque hab1ar como hab1a un
hab1ador es haber 11egado a sentir y vivir 10 mas intimo de
esa cu1tura, haber ca1ado en sus entresijos, 11egado a1
tuetano de su historia y su mito10gia, somatizado sus
tabues, ref1ejos, apetitos y terrores ancestra1es. Es ser,
de 1a manera mas esencia1 que cabe, un machiguenga raiga1,
uno mas de 1a antiquisima estirpe que ••• recorria los
bosques de mis pais 11evando y trayendo las anecdotas, las
mentiras, las fabu1aciones, las chismografias y los chistes
que hacen de ese pueblo de seres dispersos una comunidad y
mantiene vivo entre e110s e1 sentimiento de estar juntos, de
constituir a1go fraterno y compacto. (Vargas Llosa 1987:
233-234)
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have no individual names for different members of the tribe.
The men are all called Tasurinchi and the women only
described as the wife of Tasurinchi (i. e. 'wife' in a
collective sense).

Most importantly, The Machiguenga custom

of physical purity--enforced by infanticide--assures that
physical perfection will keep the tribe's homogeneity
relatively intact.

This custom's "naturalness" or

appropriateness for a pre-modern native culture is
reinforced by the revelation that wild animals generally
kill their young when they are born different.
But Zuratas challenges the custom of physical purity.
He rescues a baby parrot, born with a physical deformity,
before it is killed by its mother and makes it into his
companion "totem" parrot (Vargas Llosa 1989a: 232-234).
Significantly, the bird is given his own nickname from
Lima--Mascarita.

In his last narrative, Zuratas the

hablador challenges the custom directly and is put off:
When the hablador intervenes through
intertextuality to change the tribal custom of
infanticide, his narrative reports that the
audience laugh and then get angry. Calma, calma,
no se enojen. l,De que gritan? (200)91 The
reaction of the audience is important here because
they resist his intervention ••• Here their
reactions show the Indians as active (and somewhat
hostile) participants. (Acosta Cruz: 141)
Zuratas' efforts to change the practice stem from his

91" Don' t get excited, don' t get angry.
you shout?" (my translation).

Wherefore do
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knowledge that it would certainly have resulted in his own
killing at birth had he been born Machiguenga.
What Zuratas fails to realize is that by introducing
such concepts as women's rights (or any kind of rights) and
the acceptance of physical differences, he is interposing
modern individuality into a culture based on wholeness and
unity.

He is, in fact, opening the door to modern solitude.

The paradox is that Saul Zuratas fled modern society to be
in a society where individual difference was eliminated by
an overwhelming wholeness, yet he is not "one" with the
Machiguengas either.

This modern man is forever marginal,

unhappy with difference he is also not satisfied with
oneness.

Reason keeps him solitary because it follows him

wherever he goes.
Perhaps the most telling portrait of solitude given in
the works of Mario Vargas Llosa is his critique of the Latin
American code of hombria.

To understand this critique, it

is necessary to return briefly to Octavio Paz.
The code of hombria begins, for Paz, with the basic
attitude of the male in Latin American society (Paz speaks
of "the Mexican" macho, of course):
The Mexican lives life as combat. This attitude
does not make him any different from anyone else
in the modern world. For other people, however,
the manly ideal consists in an open and aggressive
fondness for combat, whereas we emphasize
defensiveness, the readiness to repel any attack.
The Mexican macho--the male--is a hermetic being,
closed up in himself, capable of guarding both
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himself and whatever has been confided to him.
Manliness is judged according to one's
invulnerability to enemy arms or the impacts of
the outside world. (Paz 1985: 31) 92
Defensiveness is the key to this way of dealing with the
world.

The macho is closed to all attempts to penetrate his

being.

Once this is understood, the significance of the

verb chingar in Mexico leads to a better understanding of
the macho and the code of hombria:
The verb [chingar] denotes violence, an emergence
from oneself to penetrate another by force. It
also means to injure, to lacerate, to violate-bodies, souls, objects--and to destroy •••
The idea of breaking, of ripping open,
appears in a great many of these expressions. The
word has sexual connotations but it is not a
synonym for the sexual act: one may chingar a
woman without actually possessing her. And when
it does allude to the sexual act, violation or
deception gives it a particular shading. The man
who commits it never does so with the consent of
the chingada •••
The person who suffers this action is
passive, inert and open, in contrast to the
active, aggressive and closed person who inflicts
it. The chingon is the macho, the male; he rips
open the chingada, the female, who is pure
passivity, defenseless against the exterior world.
The relationship between them is violent, and it
is determined by the cynical power of the first
and the impotence of the second. The idea of
violence rules darkly over all the meanings of the

92El mexicano considera la vida como lucha, concepc~on
que no 10 distingue del resto del los hombres modernos. El
idal de hombria para otros pueblos consiste en una abierta y
agresiva disposicion al combate; nosotros acentuamos el
caracter defensivo, listos a repeler el ataque. El "macho"
es un ser hermetico, encerrado en si mismo, capaz de
guardarse y guardar 10 que se le confia. La hombria se mide
por la invulnerabilidad ante las armas enemigas 0 ante los
impact os del mundo exterior. (Paz 1950: 19)
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word...

(Paz 1985: 76-77)93

For Paz, "the macho is the gran ching6n ••• "

This one word

communicates the essence of the code of hombria, "it is
force without the discipline of any notion of order:
arbitrary power, the will without reins and without a set
course" (Paz 1985: 81).

The person who is invulnerable,

powerful, closed, is the master of hombria; the person who
is vulnerable, weak, open, is the victim of the code of

hombria. 94
In the works of Mario Vargas Llosa, Peruvian society
and all relations between men and women are governed by the
code of hombria.

"Fictional characters in Vargas Llosa's

93E1 verbo denota vio1encia,
sa1ir de si mismo y
penetrar por la fuerza en otro. Y tambien herir, rasgar,
vio1ar --cuerpos, a1mas objetos--, destruir •••
La idea de romper y de abrir reaparece en casi todas
las expresiones. La voz esta tenida de sexua1idad, pero no
es sin6nima del acto sexual; se puede chingar a una mujer
sin poseer1a. Y cuando se alude a1 acto sexual, 1a
vio1aci6n 0 e1 engano 1e prestan un matiz particular. E1
que chinga jamas 10 hace con e1 consentimiento de 1a
chingada • ••
Lo chingado es 10 pasivo, 10 inerte y abierto, por
oposici6n a 10 que chinga, que es activo, agresivo y
cerrado. E1 ching6n es e1 macho, e1 que abre. La chingada,
1a hembra, la pasividad pura, inerme ante e1 exterior. La
re1aci6n entre ambos es vio1enta, determinada por e1 poder
cinico del primero y la impotencia de 1a otra. La idea de
vio1aci6n rige oscuramente todos los significados... (Paz
1959: 69-70)

94 Gabriel Garcia Marquez defines machismo (hombria by a
different name) as "merely the usurpation of other people's
rights" (Mendoza and Garcia Marquez: 108). This definition
is consistent with Paz's.
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works are first isolated in a particular caste or class, by
color or geographic origin, and second, within their caste,
by the mask of hombria that each is expected to wear"
(Feustle: 524-525).
In Vargas Llosa's The Time of the Hero, hombria is the
code that governs the lives of the cadets at the Leoncio
Prado military academy.

Cadets compete with each other to

establish an order based on the ability of the chingon to
violate others.
The Leoncio Prado is the location for all manner
of sexual activity--bestiality (a chicken and a
dog), homosexual rape of a younger and weaker
student, group masturbation ••• Each of these
episodes has ••• a common denominator: they are
expressions of hombria. Through these acts, the
macho shows his peers that he is indeed capable of
sex with animals, of imposing himself on another
male, or of ejaculating first. He is macho
because he is capable of violating another body.
(Feustle: 527)
The element of violence associated with the code of hombria
is clear in all of Vargas Llosa's works.

It is often

associated with the sex act:
Sex does not exculpate but rather serves to
sharpen the complexes of social inferiority,
containing "a dose of humiliation for the one" and
leaving the other with a "clear conscience" •••
There is no "humiliation" for Ambrosio because he
is the active agent; he penetrates, violates the
other ••• Likewise, there is no humiliation for
the young men of the Leoncio Prado who have
intercourse with animals and other cadets for the
same reason: through these acts they are
violating, expressing their hombria. (Feustle:
527)
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The social consequences of following the code of

hombria are evident throughout the novel.

The most obvious

symbol for the barbaric nature of the code is the fact that
most of the cadets are known by their animal nicknames:
"Jaguar," "Boa," "Pirafia," "Gallo," etc.

"This is more than

just an animal label, however, as the characters are
described as physically resembling the creatures.

What is

more, the behavior, activities, and general condition of the
characters are clearly likened to those of more primitive
beings" (Hancock: 38).

Early in the novel, Alberto

Fernandez ("The Poet") has nightmares that clearly suggest
that the code of hombria is really the law of the jungle.
Even the image of the labyrinth is present:
"I think I'm sick, Lieutenant. I mean mentally,
not physically. I have nightmares every night ...
Alberto had lowered his eyes, feigning humility,
and he spoke very slowly, his mind a blank,
letting his lips and tongue talk on by themselves,
letting them weave a spider web, a labyrinth.
"They're awful, Lieutenant. Sometimes I dream I'm
a killer, or sometimes these animals with human
faces are chasing me. I wake up sweating and
shaking. It's horrible h Lieutenant, honest."
(Vargas Llosa 1966: 17)

95 Creo que estoy enfermo, mi teniente.
Quiero decir de
la cabeza, no del cuerpo. Todas las noches tengo pesadillas
--Alberto ha bajado los parpados, simulando humildad, y
habla muy despacio, la mente en blanco, dejando que los
labios y la lengua se desenvuelvan solos y vayan armando una
telarana, un laberinto para extraviar al sapo--. Cosas
horribles, mi teniente. A veces sueno que mato, que me
persiguen unos animales con caras de hombres. Me despierto
sudando y temblando. Algo horrible, mi teniente, le juro.
(Vargas Llosa 1965: 19)
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By the end of the novel, a series of events involving
three cadets in particular--The Jaguar, Ricardo Arana ("the
Slave"), and Alberto Fernandez ("the Poet")--has occurred
that forces the reader to make ethical evaluations of their
conduct and, implicitly, the code of hombria.
Vargas Llosa's example of the gran chingon.

The Jaguar is
He proves

himself "more of a man" than other cadets because he never
cracks:
He remains closed and is always the one who
"opens," never leaving himself "open." Opposite
to Jaguar is the "Slave," Ricardo Arana, the one
student who is "open" and who pays for it with his
life ••• Alberto Fernandez is a character situated
between the extremes that Jaguar and the "Slave"
represent. (Feustle: 525)
In the novel, Arana "the Slave" is killed during combat
exercises and readers learn that the Jaguar is probably
responsible.

Arana had turned in another student for

stealing an exam--breaking the code and leading to his
murder for revenge.

Fernandez "the Poet" names the Jaguar

as murderer but is rebuffed by school authorities, who are
anxious to have the killing remain an "accident" in the eyes
of the world.

Jaguar learns about the Poet's breach of "the

code," but does not take revenge because he is falsely
blamed--and ostracized--by the other cadets in the section
for a general shakedown provoked by the Poet's accusations.
His changed motives are a dramatic condemnation of the code
of hombria from the gran chingon himself:
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All along Jaguar believes that Arana was wrong to
squeal on Cava in order to get a pass. In the
final moments of the novel, the two strong men,
Lieutenant Gamboa and Jaguar--both of whom
represent outwardly different but inwardly similar
codes of honor--meet before going their separate
ways. Jaguar, rejecting the code, admits his
error but becomes its victim when the other cadets
decide that he has turned informer on them,
causing a shakedown and general punishment for
everyone. Their mistake infuriates him, and he
sees them as traitors. Jaguar is unable to reveal
that it was Alberto who had turned informer
because his reasons for betraying Jaguar were
different--more noble--than the other cadets'
betrayal of Jaguar's leadership. When Gamboa asks
Jaguar why he does not tell the cadets that
Alberto was to blame, Jaguar becomes very
disturbed: "'But his case is different,' he said
hoarsely, forcing out the words. 'It isn't the
same at all, Sir. The others betrayed me out of
plain cowardice. He [Alberto] wanted revenge for
the Slave. He's a squealer and that's the worst
thing you can be, but he did it to get revenge for
a friend. Don't you see the difference, Sir?'"
(385). (Gerdes: 44-45)
The novel's epilogue makes some surprising revelations.
Both of the novel's "strong men"--Lieutenant Gamboa (an
archetype of the pure and honorable soldier) and the
Jaguar--reject their codes of honor.

Gamboa, recognizing

the military's complicity in refusing to accept the facts
about Arana's killing, rejects the Jaguar's confession.

The

Jaguar, in attempting to confess in order to save Gamboa
from reassignment to a remote Andean outpost, opens himself
to justice--a clear violation of the code of hombria.
The fate of Alberto Fernandez is disturbing.

Unlike

the Jaguar, he capitulates to the code of hombria by
returning to civilian and life and adopting the lifestyle of
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his father--an upper class "Don Juan" whose whole life is
built around the social structure created by the code of

hombria.

This turn of events is especially disappointing

for two reasons:

first, because Alberto repeatedly condemns

his father's lifestyle on the basis of how much it hurts his
mother (the chingon-chingada relationship is obvious here);
and second, because throughout the novel, the Poet/Fernandez

is presented as the character most accessible to the
reader's sympathy.
Surprisingly, the Jaguar's story is different.

At the

end of the novel he marries his high school sweetheart and
takes a job as a bank clerk--but only after recognizing his
past guilt, grieving for it, and opening himself up to his
sweetheart by telling her everything about his past life.
During the course of the novel, all three of the main
characters date a girl named Teresa (Teresita, Teresa,
Tere), but only the Jaguar ends up together with this girl
at the end of the novel.

Only the Jaguar is able to move

beyond the solitude of the code of hombria and into the arms
of love.

Love
The Jaguar finds an escape from the code of hombria in
his love for Tere.

Love lifts him out of himself and makes

him content to remain outside of the struggle for power and
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status.

This is a message that appears over and over again

in the works of Paz, Vargas Llosa, and Garcia Marquez.

Love

is presented as something that can lift one out of one's
self in modernity and achieve some kind of higher communion.
It is recognized as an antidote for solitude.
Mario Vargas Llosa's novels generally present bleak
pictures of Peruvian--and Latin American--society, but where
some breach of modern solitude is presented, it usually
depends on the love that connects two characters.

The

Jaguar at the end of The Time of the Hero is an excellent
example.

The love of Anselmo and Antonia in The Green House

is also of this character.

Even the impoverished lifestyle

pursued by Santiago Zavala (Conversation in the Cathedral)
with his wife Ana is an escape from (and implicit challenge
to) the modern solitude caused by Peruvian social
stratification and the code of hombria.

Though it may not

seem appropriate to North American readers, even the
brothels so frequently encountered in Vargas Llosa's novels
are symbols of this kind of escape from solitude:
The brothel was the temple of that clandestine
religion, where one went to celebrate an exciting
and perilous rite, to live, for a few short hours,
a life apart. A life founded on terrible social
injustices, no doubt ••• but the truth is that it
gave many of us a very intense, respectful, and
almost mystical relationship to the world and the
practices of sex, something inseparable from the
intuition of the sacred and of ceremony, of the
active unfolding of fantasy, of mystery and shame,
of everything that Georges Bataille calls
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transgression.

(Vargas Llosa 1994: 188-189)96

The "sacred" experience that Vargas Llosa refers to in
this statement is directly related to the kind of mystical
experience of communion that Octavio Paz associates with the
fiestas and rituals of Mexican life.

For Paz, these

ceremonies are events in which the Mexican "opens out" [se

abre al exterior] and "discharges his soul" (Paz 1985: 49)
[Descarga su alma (Paz 1959: 43)].

They are "the brilliant

reverse to our silence and apathy, our reticence and gloom"
(Paz 1985: 49) [el reves brillante de nuestro silencio y

apatia, de nuestra reserva y hosquedad (Paz 1959: 44)].

In

Paz's rituals and Vargas Llosa's brothels, solitude is swept
away for a brief time, and the absolute present restored.
The base of this experience is always, if not love, then at
least communion--communication, an opening up to others that
sweeps away solitude.
Myths and fiestas, whether secular or religious,
permit man to emerge from his solitude and become
one with creation. therefore myth--disguised,
obscure, hidden--reappears in almost all our acts
and intervenes decisively in our history: it

96 El burdel era e1 templo de aquella clandestina
religion, donde uno iba a oficiar un rito excitante y
arriesgado, a vivir, por unas pocas horas, una vida aparte.
una vida erigida sobre terribles injusticias sociales, sin
duda ••• pero 10 cierto es que e1lo nos dio, a muchos, un
relacion muy intensa, respetuosa y casi mistica con el mundo
y las practicas del sexo, algo inseparable de 1a advinacion
de 10 sagrado y de la ceremonia, del despliegue activo de 1a
fantasia, del misterio y la verguenza, de todo eso que
Bataille llama la transgresion. (Vargas Llosa 1993: 192)
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opens the doors of communion.

(Paz 1985: 211)97

Nevertheless, such myths (rituals) and fiestas, and
especially Vargas Llosa's brothels are only an approximation
of the communion that can be opened up by love between two
people.

For both Paz and Vargas Llosa, the modern

environment surrounding both the fiesta and the brothel
prevent them from being more than a temporary escape from
solitude:
Vargas Llosa has reiterated the use of the house
of prostitution as a metaphor for the difficulty
of attaining love in the society of his novels.
Although Antonia and Anselmo inhabit a magical
precinct within the Casa Verde, their love in
inevitably compromised by the love bought and sold
in the surrounding milieu. The death of Antonia
functions as a scapegoat's in that it absolves and
epiphanizes her love for Anselmo; she dies because
she has loved in a manner and a place unacceptable
to society. (M. Davis: 537)
Love itself is thus an even greater break with solitude
than either brothels or fiestas can provide.

"Love

abolishes solitude, self-centeredness, the individual, and
ushers in the experience of wholeness through the communion
of two opposites (man and woman), a metaphor of the
liberation of the individual into a collectivity" (Wilson:
55).

Love transgresses all established bounds in society,

97 Por obra del Mito y de la Fiesta --secular 0
religiosa-- el hombre rompe su soledad y vuelve a ser uno
con la creaci6n. Y asi, el Mito --disfrazado, oculto,
escondido-- reaparece en casi todos los actos de nuestra
vida e interviene dicisivamente en nuestra Historia: nos
abre las puertas de la comuni6n. (Paz 1959: 190)
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and thus •••
Love ••• is an antisocial act ••• Whenever it
succeeds in realizing itself, it breaks up a
marriage and transforms it into what society does
not want it to be: a revelation of two solitary
beings who create their own world, a world that
rejects society's lies, abolishes time and work,
and declares itself to be self-sufficient. (Paz
1985: 199-200) 98
Gabriel Garcia Marquez's most important study of love

is presented in his novel Love in the Time of Cholera
(1988).99

In this book, he illustrates an understanding of

love that is both similar to Paz's perception of love and
different from it.

Garcia Marquez uses his characters to
I

push love beyond the present moment to a more fully mature,
wholesome perception of love characteristic of the autumn of
This kind of love is important because it both

life.

retains the experience of communion so critical to Paz and
at the same time suggests the possibility of something more.
The novel begins with the death of Jeremiah de SaintAmour, by suicide, at the age of sixty years.

Jeremiah is

described as a cripple, without the use of his legs, but
also as an "aesthetic saint" who "loved life with a
senseless passion" (Garcia Marquez 1988: 15).

He is an

98 E1 amor sea... un acto antisocial, pues cada vez que
10gra rea1izarse, que branta e1 matrimonio y 10 transforma
en 10 que 1a sociedad no quiere que sea: 1a reve1aci6n de
dos soledades que crean por si mismas un mundo que rompe 1a
mentira social, suprime tiempo y trabajo y se dec1ara
autosuficiente. (Paz 1959: 179)
99

E1 amor en los tiempos del co1era (1985).
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important character in the text even though the reader never
encounters him alive (save in someone else's memory) for he
is a symbol for passionate, earthly love.
Jeremiah de Saint-Amour loves life passionately, but he
does not love deeply.

He knows that he will not be able to

survive into old age, just as passionate, earthly love
cannot survive the rigors of old age.

In the prime of his

life he declares that he will never grow old:
A long time ago, on a deserted beach in Haiti
where the two of them lay naked after love,
Jeremiah de Saint-Amour had sighed: "I will never
be old." She [his lover] interpreted this as a
heroic determination to struggle without quarter
against the ravages of time, but he was more
specific: he had made the irrevocable decision to
take his own life when he was sixty years old.
(Garcia Marquez 1988: 15) 100
Jeremiah de Saint-Amour is a deliberate, clear-headed
and rational individual.

It is in this respect that Dr.

Juvenal Urbino is, as Jeremiah would say, "his soul's
friend," [un amigo del alma] despite the fact that "the only
affinity between the two was their addiction to chess
understood as a dialogue of reason and not as a science"
(Garcia Marquez 1988: 15) [la unica afinidad de ambos era el

vicio del ajedrez entendido como un dialogo de la razon y no
100Mucho tiempo atras, en una playa solitaria de Haiti
don de ambos yacian desnudos despues del amor, Jeremiah de
Saint-Amour habia suspirado de pronto: ccNunca sere viejo".
Ella 10 interpreto como un proposito heroico de luchar sin
cuartel contra los estragos del tiempo, pero el fue mas
explicito: tenia la determinacion irrevocable de quitarse
la vida a los sesenta afios. (Garcia Marquez 1985: 26)
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como una ciencia. (Garcia Marquez 1985: 25)].
itself an important symbol of Jeremiah's life.

Chess is
In his life

as in his chess, he looks several moves ahead, and the
unfinished game he abandons at the scene of his death is
symbolic of his decision to abandon old age.

He sees that

he will be mated in four moves, and despite his reputation
as an "indomitable soldier, accustomed to fighting to the
last drop of blood," surrenders "without honor •••

as if his

death had been not his own decision but an inexorable
destiny" (Garcia Marquez 1988: 7, 14, 15) /01
The life of this odd character may be interpreted not
only as symbolic of the passionate love characteristic of
youth and adulthood, but also as the embodiment of Octavio
Paz's philosophy of love.

If love is confined to the kind

of experience Paz describes, then no return to the "absolute
present" is possible once the fires of human passion turn
cool in the autumn of life.

Jeremiah de Saint-Amour's

disillusionment represents the despair of a man who knows
that there will be no more climactic ecstacies to redeem his
desolate existence, no more communion to transfigure his
solitude, no more returns to the absolute present.

Dr.

Juvenal Urbino, who investigates the scene of the suicide,

101 • • • soldado ind6mito, acostumbrado a batirse hasta la
ultima sangre ••• se rindi6 sin honor ••• como si su muerte
no hobiera sido una resoluci6n propia sino un destino
inexorable. (Garcia Marquez 1985: 14, 25, 26)
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notes several times that it is unusual (and somehow sad) to
find a suicide by gold cyanide fumes that is not for love.
He does not understand that Jeremiah de Saint-Amour's death
was for "unrequited love" after all; he despairs for the
erotic love that does not return to the old.
Garcia Marquez's novel begins with the death of
tempestuous earthly love, which is no mistake since the
novel leads in a different direction.

He wants to suggest

that there is a deeper kind of love, and that this quieter
but more fully developed love can both achieve the
experience of Paz's absolute present and go beyond it to
reach outside the limited circle of two lovers.

After

Jeremiah de Saint-Amour's death, Dr. Urbino is upset that
his friend deceived him for so long about his true identity.
Passion, Garcia Marquez is telling us, often masquerades as
love, but it is really only a glimpse of how much greater
love can be.
Urbino does not see until the moment of his own death-later the same day--that even his love for his wife is far
deeper than the romance they shared in their life together.
"Only God knows how much I loved you" [--Solo Dios sabe
cuanto te quise] (Garcia Marquez 1988: 43; 1985: 64), he

says to his wife as he dies.

His life's work is mirrored in

the manner of his death, as he is killed in a fall while
attempting to catch a colorful parrot, just as in life he
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has striven to capture the social image of happiness.
Romantic love--society's image of love--really only brushes
the surface of love the way that the parrot's speech brushes
the surface of language.
dies.

Juvenal Urbino knows this as he

"He looked at her for the last and final time with

eyes more luminous, more grief-stricken, more grateful than
she had ever seen them in half a century of a shared
life ••• " (Garcia Marquez 1988: 42)

.102

His sorrow is for

dying without her, for he has not seen the truth in time to
share it with her.

Fermina Daza's revelation must wait for

her to discover it herself.
After her husband's death, Fermina must recover her own
identity in order to discover the true depth of her own
love.
She wanted to be herself again, to recover all
that she had been obliged to give up in half a
century of servitude that had doubtless made her
happy but which, once her husband was dead, did
not leave her even the vestiges of her identity.
She was a ghost in a strange house that overnight
had become immense and solitary and through which
she wandered without purpose, asking herself which
of them was deader: the man who had died or the
woman he had left behind. (Garcia Marquez 1988:
279)103

102 La mira por ultima vez para siempre jamas con los
ojos mas liminosos, mas tristes y mas agradecidos que ella
no le vio nunca en medio siglo de vida en comun. (Garcia
Marquez 1985: 64)
103Queria ser otra vez ella misma, recuperar todo cuanto
habia tenido que ceder en medio siglo de una servidumbre que
la habia hecho feliz, sin duda, pero que una vez muerto el
esposo no le dejaba a ella ni los vestigios de su identidad.
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There is no doubt that the marriage of Dr. Juvenal Urbino
and Fermina Daza was a happy one.

Fermina never regretted

having married the young Dr. Urbino, and from the time of
his death "she had no peace, but was careful about any
gesture that might seem to betray her grief" (Garcia Marquez
1988: 47).

Nevertheless, like most marriages theirs was

cluttered with the flotsam and jetsam of daily life, and
Fermina must break out of that circle.
The importance of her new status as widow is that
now she can love Urbino in her own way, for she is
certain that he is present, "still alive, but
without his male caprices or his patriarchal
demands, without the draining necessity for her to
love him with the same ritual of inopportune
kisses and tender words with which he loved her"
(409) • (McNerney: 86)
Ferrnina wonders--just as her husband did in his
lifetime--about the depth of their love:

"It is incredible

how one can be happy for so many years in the midst of so
many squabbles, so many problems, damn it, and not really
know if it was love or not" (Garcia Marquez 1988: 329)

.104

She will not discover how deep her love for her husband
Era un fantasma en una casa ajena que de un dia para otro se
habia vuelto inmensa y solitaria, y en la cual vagaba a la
deriva, preguntandose angustiada quien estaba mas muerto:
el que habia muerto 0 la que se habia quedado. (Garcia
Marquez 1985: 381)
104 nEs increible como se puede ser tan feliz durante
tantos anos, en medio de tantas peloteras, de tantas vainas,
carajo, sin saber en realidad si eso es amor 0 no». (Garcia
Marquez 1985: 448)
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truly is until she breaks out of her marriage (and social)
role at the end of the novel to pursue her own destiny.
She is afforded this opportunity by the strangest
character in the entire novel, and its protagonist, Mr.
Florentino Ariza.

At the beginning of the novel, and

through most of its pages •••
Florentino is the personification of the most
romantic notions of love; it rules his life. He
not only promises to love forever, he does it.
His actions and thoughts are always linked in some
way to his love for Fermina Daza, and he is
absolutely sure that no one on the face of the
earth has as great a capacity for love as he does.
(McNerney: 75)
At first accepted as a suitor to Fermina Daza in his
youth, but then unceremoniously rejected, Florentino Ariza
continues to love her from afar while pursuing his own
destiny.

As he matures, Florentino personifies the seasons

of love, using passionate love as a way of helping him to
forget for brief moments his love for Fermina Daza, until by
the day of Dr. Juvenal Urbino's death he is earthly love
aged to the edge of perfection--like a fine wine ready for
the table.
The date of his achievement is significant.

It is the

same day that witnesses the deaths of both Jeremiah de
Saint-Amour and Dr. Juvenal Urbino:

Pentecost Sunday.

In

the Christian Church, Pentecost celebrates the anniversary
of the coming of the Holy Spirit; the day when Christ's
disciples were filled with the Holy Spirit and charged with
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spreading the Gospel (good news) to other lands and peoples.
In the context of the novel, the fact that all of these
events come together on Pentecost Sunday represents the
passing of youthful, erotic love (the suicide of Jeremiah de
Saint-Amour) and the coming of the spirit of mature love (to
Juvenal Urbino at his death, and to Florentino Ariza).
Florentino's renewed calling to pursue his love for Fermina
Daza--and spread the (holy) spirit of love that has come to
him--is also encompassed by the image of Pentecost.
Like the angel of that spirit of love he represents,
Florentino renews his lover's suit.

At first he is

rebuffed, but his patient maturity eventually draws Fermina
out and sets her on the path to her own discovery of love.
Fermina Daza's final spiritual journey--together with
Florentino Ariza's--is represented by the voyage of the
riverboat "New Fidelity" [Nueva Fidelidad] at the end of the
novel.

After a long courtship compressed into only a few

days time, the two make an attempt at passionate love.

As

if to confirm their distance from such eroticism, the
attempt at first fails completely and then proves
unsatisfactory.

"They did not try to make love again until

much later, when the inspiration came to them without their
looking for it.

They were satisfied with the simple joy of

being together" (Garcia Marquez 1988: 341).

When they do

make love again, it is "the tranquil, wholesome love of
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experienced grandparents" (Garcia Marquez 1988: 345).105
It was as if they had leapt over the arduous
calvary of conjugal life and gone straight to the
heart of love. They were together in silence like
an old married couple wary of life, beyond the
pitfalls of passion, beyond the brutal mockery of
hope and the phantoms of disillusion: beyond
love. For they had lived together long enough to
know that love was always love, anytime and
anyplace, but it was more solid [denso] the closer
it came to death. (Garcia Marquez 1988: 345) 106
This last insight is the kingpin.

The knowledge of

impending death makes love more "denso"--more dense, more
thick, more close--more tangibly real than ever.

The image

of Jose Ortega y Gasset's "shipwreck" is never clearer.
Florentino Ariza recalls once that love becomes greater and
nobler in calamity.

The calamity of approaching death is

equivalent to the calamity of Ortega y Gasset's shipwreck;
it is what makes the effort to swim--to love--so essential.
That Garcia Marquez believes his vision of mature love
to be the equivalent of Paz's passionate moment of "absolute
10SNo volvieron a intentar el amor hasta mucho despues,
cuando la inspiracion les llego sin que la buscaran. Les
bastaba con la dicha simple de estar juntos (Garcia Marquez
1985: 464). • •• un amor tranquilo y sano, de abuelos
percudidos (Garcia Marquez 1985: 469).
106Era como si se hubieran sal tado el arduo cal vario de
la vida conyugal, y hubieran ido sin mas vueltas al grano
del amor. Transcurrian en silencio como dos viejos esposos
escaldados por la vida, mas alIa de las trampas de la
pasion, mas alIa de las burlas brutales de las ilusiones y
los espejismos de los desenganos: mas alIa del amor. Pues
habian vivido juntos 10 bastante para darse cuenta de que el
amor era el amor en cualquier tiempo y en cualquier parte,
pero tanto mas denso cuanto mas cerca de la muerte. (Garcia
Marquez 1985: 469-470)
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time" and the experience of "communion" is made clear in the
conclusion of Love in the Time of Cholera, where Florentino
and Fermina end their story sailing "forever" in an infinite
circle up and down the river of love.

Resolution: Love as Lifestyle
the two took off their clothes and made love
to protect our share of all that's eternal,
to defend our ration of paradise and time,
to touch our roots, to rescue ourselves,
to rescue the inheritance stolen from us
by the thieves of life centuries ago,
the two took off their clothes and kissed
because two bodies, naked and entwined,
leap over time, they are invulnerable,
nothing can touch them, they return to the source,
there is no you, no I, no tomorrow,
no yesterday, no names, the truth of two
in a single body, a single soul,
oh total being •••
--"Sunstone" (Paz 1987: 19)
Love is the key to leaping over the time of modernity
according to Octavio Paz.

Solitude is dissolved in the act

of love and the lovers return to the "source"--beyond the
reach of time and mundane reality.

But can love be turned

into a lifestyle?
In Latin America, as elsewhere, solitude is one of the
chief consequences of the characteristic trends of
modernity.

Individual "selves" are separated from the

community and isolated in their jobs, in their families, in
their churches, even in their pastimes.

The self is divided

to such an extent that it no longer has one shape but many
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masks--each appropriate to its own forum but incompatible
with the others.

The things of the modern world too, are

monotonously solitary.

One hotel room is cloned a billion

times and appears everywhere.

London, Lima, Mexico City,

Phoenix Arizona--all are cities of mirrors like the one
dreamed by Jose Arcadio Buendia, endlessly repeating the
same forms and patterns.

The cultural problem of modernity

is present everywhere and for the most part the same.
There are two aspects of modern solitude (and the
cultural problem of modernity) that seem more pronounced in
Latin America than elsewhere, however.

Both of these

aspects stem from what has been called the "original sin" of
Latin America.

"The original sin of Latin America was the

sin of rape--the rape of native civilizations and of the
native women by the conquerors" (Feustle: 523).

The

divisions between people created by such factors as race and
the code of hombria are towering barriers in Latin America
where they do not seem as important elsewhere.

Their

presence may be interpreted as either a holdover from the
past or a division that modernity exacerbates.
exists to support both views.

Evidence

Either way, they are clearly

important aspects of the Latin American experience of
modernity and deserve more study within the theoretical
framework of modernity.
Love is the antithesis of hombria, racism, class
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divisions, and all the aspects of modern rationalism that
tend to separate and silence individual persons.

When asked

where the solitude of the Buendfas comes from, Garcia
Marquez replied
From their lack of love, I think. You can see in
the book that in a whole century the Aureliano
with the pig's tale is the only Buendia to have
been conceived with love. The Buendias were
incapable of loving and this is the key to their
solitude and their frustration.
(Mendoza and
Garcia Marquez: 75)
Are modern people also incapable of loving?

Much of

what has been written on modernity in Europe is either
silent on this subject or else skeptical of "love's"
potential.
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, for one, seems to hold out more
hope for relying on love as a way to penetrate the cultural
problem of modernity.

His unique look at mature love takes

what is best about Paz's vision of passionate love-including its potential for overcoming solitude--and
enriches it to the point that it could become the basis for
a new way of coming to grips with modernity.

Of course,

love will never conquer modernity, but Garcia Marquez never
implies that it will, or even that it should.

At most, love

in the mature sense that he explores in Love in the Time of
Cholera will be a new swimming stroke; a better way to tread
water, in the sense of Jose Ortega y Gasset's image of the
shipwreck of modern life.
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The mature "love" of Florentino Ariza and Fermina Daza,
and even of Juvenal Urbino as he dies, is a love that
incorporates the circular renewal of Paz's absolute present
within its own compass.

Shakespeare is also said to have

done something very similar in his later years when he
abandoned both comedy and tragedy to create his "romances"-which are whole creations in the sense that they are both
comic and tragic, and contain circular patterns that return
to spiritual and physical renewal by the closing scene.

In

some ways, Vargas Llosa's admiration for the "total novel,"
which he explores in great detail in The Perpetual Orgy
(1986a)

,107

also bears a resemblance to this circular

structure which seeks to encompass both separateness and
solidarity, solitude and love.
In the end, Paz argues, the problem with modern
solitude is that it does not encompass any opposite; it is
never redeemed by love.

Thus it is "sterile."

But can the

transfiguring effect of love--as envisioned by either Paz or
Garcia Marquez--be achieved at a collective level?

For both

Paz and Ortega y Gasset, this is the "theme of our times"
(Paz 1985: 212).

Its possibilities are explored in the next

chapter.

107

La orqia perpetua (1975a)
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VI.

POWER, POLITICS, AND RECOVERY

The only effective weapon against
orthodoxies is criticism; in order to
defend ourselves against intolerance and
fanaticisms we have no other recourse
than to exercise, firmly but with
lucidity, the opposing virtues:
tolerance and freedom of spirit. 108
Octavio Paz (1978: 458)
Mexico and the united States
[my translation]

The Critique of Power
In the first chapter of this study, the political
problem of modernity was shown to be an outgrowth of the
cultural and philosophical problems of modernity.

It is the

stifling atmosphere of cultural modernity--the modernity of
the triumph of system (the iron cage of capitalism and
bureaucracy) over self--that stifles the deliberative ideals
of equality and democracy.

In Latin American literature

this condition (the condition of the isolated and divided
self) is often represented as solitude, and its solution as
some kind of "communion," or return to an unbroken

108La unica arma eficaz contra las ortodoxias es 1a
critica; para defendernos de las into1erancia y de los
fanatismos no tenemos mas recurso que ejercer, con firmeza
pero con 1ucidez, dos virtudes opuestas: 1a to1erancia y 1a
1ibertad de espiritu. (Paz 1978: 458)
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fellowship.

The political problem of modernity then, is the

same problem in both Europe and Latin America:

how can

modern men and women reinvigorate the deliberative ideals of
the enlightenment within the prevailing conditions of
modernity?
One "solution" that has been put forward many times in
both theory and practice is enforced modernization.

Here,

democracy and equality are set aside completely while the
economic and administrative institutions of modernity are
created.

In theory, this is a necessary evil--designed to

impart the blessings of "stability" on such institutions so
that they will be able to withstand the immense pressures
characteristic of "open" societies.

It is a subtle

argument. 109
But the reality of enforced modernization is not so
subtle.

Enforced modernization today is simply a reprise of

Peter the Great's violent inversion of backward Russia.

As

st. Petersburg's experience makes clear, and as the failed
programs of many Latin American dictators and juntas also
show, enforced modernization leads only to the spectral
world of the modernism of underdevelopment.

When

politic~l

backwardness is engineered and administered by the state,
the correct image is not that of a concerned midwife eager

109 See Samuel Huntington, Political Order in Changing
Societies (1968) for an intelligent presentation of this
argument.
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to assist in the birth of a new age, but rather one of the
outmoded autocrat anxious to enslave a new generation.
The Critique of Power in Latin American literature is
aimed directly at this reality; the reality of the
modernization of underdevelopment.

Power in the service of

"development" (i.e. without democracy) is not only the
negation of modernity, it is the reassertion of the
authority of absolutes in history.

This reactionary

pressure, which extends both to the forms that domination
can take and to ideology, is in fact none other than the
age-old problem of power.

The modern disguises of this old

devil, as comprehended by octavio Paz, Gabriel Garcia
Marquez, and Mario Vargas Llosa, will be explored in the
first part of this chapter.
The second part of the chapter returns to a more
positive theme.

Can the deliberative values of the

Enlightenment--equality and democracy--be restored amid the
conditions of modernity?

There are no obvious answers,

though all of the authors encountered in this study
demonstrate--in either their words or their actions (or
both)--that they believe there is at least some room for
hope.

Perhaps more importantly, they have all engaged in

the practice--as Jose Ortega y Gasset did--of cultural
criticism.

Shipwreck may be the fundamental condition of
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human life, but neither Paz, nor Garcia Marquez, nor Vargas
Llosa is yet ready to yield before the storm.

Power
octavio Paz's condemnation of the Latin American code
of hombria and the solitude it creates has already been
discussed, but for Paz the excessive machismo of Latin
societies is only a single manifestation of the much greater
underlying problem of power.

The nature of this problem is

evident in the code of hombria and the character of the

chingon but not limited to such phenomena.

For Paz, the

problem of power is evident wherever "absolutes" of any kind
are used to dominate or control individual human beings.
"Absolutes," in this sense, can take on many forms.
Besides the code of hombria and the actions of the chingon,
Paz also cites such examples as the Latin American figure of
the "caudillo" (or strong man), a highly intolerant
religious tradition (based on the importance of the counterreformation in Spanish history), and, most importantly, the
infectious lure of absolutist ideologies.
The reason such absolutes are abhorrent to Paz is
simple--they dehumanize people.

In order for an absolute

" ••• to realize itself as a totality it must define
itself in terms of what opposes it. Thus the
other comes into being. This other is not merely
the political adversary who professes opinions
that are different from ours: he is the enemy of
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the absolute, the absolute enemy. He must be
exterminated [Paz's emphasis]. (Paz 1985a:
182) 110
Thus the very presence of an absolute--whether in political
forms or in ideology--implies the destruction of some kind
of opposition.

But if absolutisms imply the elimination of

all "others" (in Paz's sense) then they also must imply the
absence of democracy or any kind of free politics, because
where there is no respect for difference, there can be no
peaceful coexistence between free individuals.

Caudillismo has its roots, according to Paz, as far
back as the Moorish occupation of Spain, which lasted
several centuries.

The rule of Islam (and its overthrow in

the sixteenth century) affected Spanish culture in many
ways--some positive, others less so--but its consequences
are unmistakable:
The fusion between the religious and the
political, for example, or the notion of a
crusade, appears in Hispanic attitudes with a more
intense and more vivid coloration than is the case
with the other European peoples. It is not an
exaggeration to see in these traits the traces of
Islam and its vision of the world and of history.
(Paz 1985a: 161) 111
1l0pero que neces~'t a a d emas, para rea 1 ~zarse
'
como
totalidad, afirmarse frente al exterior. Asi nace el otro,
que no es simplemente el adversario politico que profesa
opiniones distintas a las nuestras: el otro es el enemigo
de 10 absoluto, el enemigo absoluto. Hay que exterminarlo.
(Paz 1984: 183)
#

11ILa fusion entre 10 religioso y 10 politico, por
ejemplo, 0 la nocion de cruzada, aparecen en las actitudes
hispanicas con una coloracion mas intensa y viva que en los
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One of the cultural traits that Islam left behind was
its traditional social structure based around the leadership
of a local strong man--a sheik or sharif.

This tradition

was brought to the new world in the conquistadors and their
henchmen, persisted through Spanish rule and the latifundio
and hacienda system, until by the time of the struggles
between liberals and conservatives in the wars for
independence the fact of caudillo rule was strong enough to
repeatedly frustrate constitutional attempts to create
democracy.
The result of this manifestation of the problem of
power has been two-fold.

First, in countries such as

Mexico, it has instituted a kind of cultural duplicity
between the written constitutional rules about political
power and the true sources and methods for using power in
those states.

In Paz's Mexico, for example, democratic

forms exist, but true power is clearly in the hands of the
Mexican president (whose most meaningful limitation is
merely the prohibition against reelection to office).
Second, in countries such a Cuba where a revolutionary
Marxist government rules, caudillismo is itself the rule of
the day, and even the illusion of political rights and
freedoms disappears.

The fact that Castro's legitimacy is

otros pueblos europeos. No es exagerado ver en estos rasgos
las huellas del Islam y de su vision del mundo y de la
historia. (Paz 1984: 163-164)
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based to a great extent on this part of the Latin tradition
is cause for great concern to Paz.

"None of our dictators,

not even the most brazen of them, has ever denied the
historical legitimacy of democracy.

The first regime to

have dared to proclaim a different sort of legitimacy [in
Latin America] was Castro's" (Paz 1985a: 176).112

Castro's

claim to legitimacy is the claim of a caudillo, and it
threatens the very idea of democracy in Latin America.
The problem of power is also present in Latin America's
highly intolerant and absolutist religious tradition.
According to Paz, the most important source of this trait
was the Counter-Reformation in Spain.

Shortly after the

Reformation and the Renaissance •••
Spain and Portugal closed themselves off and,
retreating within themselves, rejected the
modernity that was dawning. The most complete,
radical and coherent expression of this rejection
was the Counter-Reformation. The Spanish monarchy
identified itself with a universal faith and with
a unique interpretation of that faith ••• Thus
whereas the other European States tended more and
more to represent nationhood and to defend its
particular values, the Spanish state confused its
cause with the cause of an ideology ••• The idea
of the universal mission of the Spanish people,
defender of a doctrine that was just and true, was
a survival from medieval times and Arabic culture
which, grafted onto the body of the Spanish
monarchy, breathed new life into it in the
beginning but eventually paralyzed it. (Paz

112Ninguno de nuestros dictadores, ni los mas osados,
han negado 1a 1egitimidad hist6rica de 1a democracia. E1
primer regimen que se ha atrevido a proc1amar una
1egitimidad distinta ha sido e1 de Castro. (Paz 1984: 177)
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1985a: 162) 113
Like all absolutist ideologies, that of the church of
the Counter-Reformation damned all opposing belief systems
at the same moment that it claimed absolute supremacy for
itself.

In so doing, it suffered the unavoidable penalty of

being swept up in the problem of power:

it became isolated,

ingrown, solitary, and responsible for a litany of
unspeakable crimes against humanity.

In other words, it

became what it most hated--a damnable heresy.

In creating

an inhuman "other," the absolutist ideology of the church
became its own worst enemy--its own "other."
paradox of absolute power.

This is the

Its very existence dehumanizes

others, but also at the same time and in the same act it
dehumanizes its own disciples.
The ideology that Paz most often criticizes in this way
is Marxism (though he does not look kindly on any form of
absolutism).

He is clear about Marxism's nature as an

ideology and not a science:

113Espana y Portugal se cerraron y, encerrados en si
mismos, negaron a 1a naciente modernidad. La expresi6n mas
comp1eta, radical y coherente de esa negaci6n fue 1a
Contrarreforma. La monarquia espanola se identific6 con una
fe universal y con una interpretaci6n unica de esa fe •••
Asi, mientras los otros Estados europeos tendian mas y mas a
representar a 1a naci6n y a defender sus val ores
particu1ares, e1 Estado espano1 confundi6 su causa con 1a de
una ideo10gia ••• La idea de 1a misi6n universal del pueblo
espano1, defensor de una doctrina reputada justa y
verdadera, era una supervivencia medieval y arabe; injertada
en e1 cuerpo de 1a monarquia hispanica, comenz6 por inspirar
sus acciones pero acab6 por inmovi1izar1a. (Paz 1984: 164)
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Marxism is not a body of knowledge or a method or
investigation but an ideology. It is so on two
counts: in the Communist countries, it hides
social realities beneath a veil of concepts and
thus serves as a coverup for basically unjust
social relations; and in the non-Communist
countries ••• it has turned into a "dogmatic
metaphysics." (Paz 1983: 176).114
As a "dogmatic metaphysics," Marxism does in the sphere of
politics just what Counter-Reformation Catholicism did in
the sphere of religion; it makes itself inhuman and
reprehensible.

Paz goes so far as to call it "a lay version

of a holy war" (Paz 1985a: 181).
Mario Vargas Llosa has, like Paz, taken a special
dislike for ideologies of all kinds.

He has pointed out

many times in interviews that he thinks ideologies often
take the place of reality in people's minds--especially
those of intellectuals--and that this has a tendency to lead
to violence (ICA Video: "Mario Vargas Llosa with John
King").

"Intellectuals and artists have contributed in very

important ways to the legitimization of violence as an
instrument of change in Latin America" (Williams 1987: 205).
Vargas Llosa's most effective refutations of absolutist
ideologies appear in The Real Life of Alejandro Mayta (1986)

114El marxismo no es un saber sino precisamente una
ideologia. Lo es por partida doble: en los paises
comunistas porque, al cubrir la realidad social con un velo
de conceptos, es una apologia de relaciones sociales
fundamentalmente injustas; en los paises no comunistas
porque, como el mismo Sartre 10 dice, se ha convertido en
"metafisica dogmatica". (Paz 1967: 202)
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and The War of the End of the World (1982).115

In the

first of these novels, Vargas Llosa creates the image of a
would-be revolutionary hero and uses it to attack all forms
of ideological crusaders.

"Mayta, the ice cream man,

represents not only the demythification of the revolutionary
(Che Guevara, Fidel Castro, Sandino, Bolivar) but also the
very denial of any such image" (Castro-Klaren: 205).

Like

other revolutionary ideologues, Mayta's plans for the new
post-revolutionary society are less than sketchy; in fact,
they don't exist.

His whole project is built on

revolutionary rhetoric attacking the current order.
Mayta is unconvincing because his revolutionary
project is never unfolded for the reader's
consideration. It is a secret, a vague hope, a
senseless crisscrossing of activities that seem
unjustifiable. Mayta, in fact, never had a chance
in real life, nor does he get a chance in this
fictional pseudobiography ••• His final destiny is
the only one he was suited for all along: ice
cream man. (Castro-Klaren: 196)
The message is clear.

Absolutist ideologies destroy far

more quickly and easily than they could ever create.
A more thorough investigation of the excesses and
deceptions of ideologies is taken up in The War of the End
of the World.

The setting for this exhilarating novel is

the backlands of Brazil at the time of the Canudos uprising

115Historia
mundo

(1981).

de Mayta (1984) and La guerra del fin del
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in the 1890s. 116

Its plot lines and rich nuances are

simply too complicated to do them justice here, but all of
the various characters and stories in this amazing novel
take shape around the dramatic confrontation between the
Brazilian military and a group of religious fanatics lead by
an enigmatic character known as Antonio Conselheiro (Antonio
the Counselor).

After four military expeditions are sent

against Canudos by the Brazilian government, each one larger
and better armed than the one before, the fanatics are
finally defeated and Canudos is destroyed.
Ideology ranks high as a subject for investigation in
this novel because of the numerous ideological positions
that confront each other in the novel and because of the
near blindness that they impose on their adherents.

There

are at least four ideologically-motivated groups competing
in the novel: the traditional aristocracy (with monarchist
tendencies), the middle-class republicans (who support the
newly-established republic of Brazil), the Brazilian
military (with its own ambitions), and the rebels in Canudos
(who combine anti-republicanism with an odd communitarian
and religious spirit).

The interesting thing is not so much

that these different absolutist belief systems come into

116 The events in question actually did take place, and
form the basis for a classic text in Brazilian literature:
Os Sertoes (1902) by Euclides da Cunha, which has been
translated into English as Rebellion in the Backlands
(1944).
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conflict with each other--nothing unusual in that--but that
in so doing they create four completely different realities
for the people living under their individual influences.
Indeed, the rebel group at Canudos is, at least in the
beginning if not throughout the entire novel, no threat in
itself to any of the other three competing ideological
factions--yet Canudos (or rather the reality that Canudos
represents in the eyes of the other ideological positions)
precipitates the entire conflict.
The rebels in Canudos, for example, view the newly
established republican government of Brazil as the enemy of
the church.

Their rhetoric equates it with the devil and

the forces of hell.

Yet the Catholic Church itself

eventually ends up condemning the odd sect that has formed
in Canudos, and the reader is left wondering whether the
republican government would have bothered with Canudos at
all if it didn't offer them an excuse for striking a blow
against the traditional aristocracy.

At one point, a

seizure of English weapons is staged by the republicans to
implicate the aristocracy in some kind of monarchist
conspiracy.

When the military arrives at the scene in

force, its members are convinced that they are going to war
against "the English" and "freemasons"--labels the rebels in
Canudos would have found strange indeed.

The rebels, by

contrast, saw the soldiers as the forces of the anti-
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christ--something the poor footsoldiers, weary of the road
and dreaming of home, would also have found unbelievable.
Meanwhile, the traditional aristocracy, dumbfounded by the
wonder of it all, sees the threat posed by the army and
plots to work together with the republicans to minimize the
military's influence.
By the end of the novel all four ideological factions
have suffered tremendous defeats.

Canudos has been

destroyed and Antonio the counselor slain; the army is
decimated; the traditional aristocracy weakened beyond
recognition; and the republican government humiliated--to
say nothing of the multitude of smaller terrors that
punctuate the lives of individual characters trying to work
their way through this mess.

In the end, the reader knows

that all the pain and suffering in the novel was brought
down for no other reason than because the absolutist
ideologies of the competing factions demanded it.

Vargas

Llosa's point seems to be that nothing is worth the terrible
suffering caused by dehumanization--especially not vague
117
'
1 ~' k e ~' d eo 1 og~es.
'
a b stract~ons

Gabriel Garcia Marquez is no better disposed toward
ideologies than Vargas Llosa.

His critique of power in The

117 In h"
'
~s memo~rs, Vargas L1 osa reca 11 s once b e~ng
called "subhuman" [subhombre] during a meeting of student
communists at San Marcos University. He describes the
accusation as "devastating" [devastadora] (Vargas Llosa
1994: 245; 1993: 247).
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Autumn of the Patriarch (1976) has already been discussed.
By the end of that novel, the Patriarch is depicted exactly
as one might expect from Paz's description of the problem of
absolute power and the creation of the "other."

The

patriarch becomes what he has made other people in his
realm--a mere object, devoid of humanity:
The stronger the general grows, the more removed
from humanity and truth he becomes ••• He often
seems to be in limbo, marking time as he waits for
an end that refuses to come. (De Feo: 59)
Finally, he is said to die as a solitary drowned man because
of his lack of love. us
Another of Garcia Marquez's books, The General in His
Labyrinth (1990),119 also takes the problem of power and
absolutes as one of its most important themes, but this book
reflects more accurately than Garcia Marquez's earlier works
not just the solitude of absolute power, but the solitude
associated with the grand design of a visionary.
The General in His Labyrinth focuses on the last few
months in the life of the great liberator of Spanish
America, Simon Bolivar.

Bolivar's great dream for South

US In several interviews, Garcia Marquez has pointed out
that one of the greatest compliments ever given to his book
came from his friend Omar Torrijos (dictator of Panama
before his death in 1981), who said "We are all just as you
describe" (Mendoza and Garcia Marquez 1983: 88) ["Todos
somos asi como tu dices" (Mendoza and Garcia Marquez 1982:
89) ] •

119

El general en su laberinto (1989).
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America was to make it a single united federal state and so
put it in a position to rival the power of North America and
. Europe.

It is the hopelessness of this dream--or visionary

ideal--that leads to the general's depression as he sails
down the Magdellena River to his deathbed at the plantation
of San Pedro Alejandrino.
It is important to understand that Bolivar's dream in
many ways echoes that of Garcia Marquez.

At the end of his

nobel lecture in 1982, Garcia Marquez says:
We, the inventors of tales, who will believe
anything, feel entitled to believe that it is not
yet too late to engage in the creation of ••• a new
and sweeping utopia of life, where no one will be
able to decide for others how they die, where love
will prove true and happiness be possible, and
where the races condemned to one hundred years of
solitude will have, at least and forever, a second
opportunity on earth. (Garcia Marquez 1988: 90-91)
He is speaking not only of the Buendias in One Hundred Years
of Solitude, but also of all Latin America.

It is not

difficult to see Bolivar's dream of unity in these words.
Though he is not a communist and does not share the
communist version of a world united under Marxism, Garcia
Marquez's commitment to the unity of Latin America in some
form is clear from his interviews:
Are you a Communist?
Of course not. I am not and have never been.
Nor have I belonged to any political party ••• As an
anti-colonial Latin American, I take a position
that annoys many interests in the united States •••
I am a Latin American, and considering all that is
going on in Latin America, it would be a crime not
to be interested in politics ••• The only choice I
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have is to be an emergency politician.

(Playboy:

66-67)

Bolivar's dream of a united Latin America, then, is to
some extent shared by the author of The General in His
. th • 120
La b yrl.n

It should not be surprising then, that the

solitude evident in Garcia Marquez's depiction of Bolivar is
somewhat ambiguous.

The dehumanization of "others" caused

by his absolute power is evident both in the events depicted
in the novel and in Bolivar's personal deterioration (which
may be seen as a consequence of his power).

But the

general's solitary decrepitude is mitigated by his grand
vision of solidarity.

Through his vision the general does

know how to love--and perhaps it is a greater love than most
others can comprehend.
Nothing pained or bewildered him more than people
casting doubt on his affections, and he was
capable of parting oceans and moving mountains
with the terrible power of his charm until he
convinced them of their error. During the
plentitude of his glory, Delfina Guardiola, the
belle of Angostura, became enraged by his
inconstancy and slammed the doors of her house in
his face. "You're a great man, General, greater
than anyone," she told him. "But love is still
too big for you." He climbed through the kitchen
window and spent three days with her, and he
almost lost a battle as well as his life while he
was persuading Delfina to trust in his heart.
(Garcia Marquez 1990: 217)U1

120

See Michael Bell (1993), chapter 8, for more on this

theme.
121Nada Ie dolia tanto, ni 10 ofus cab a tanto como que
alguien pusiera en duda sus afectos, y era capaz de apartar
oceanos y derribar montanas con su terrible poder de
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Manuela Saenz, his last and most interesting lover, also
experiences the general's inconstancy in personal love, but
instead of leaving him or upbraiding him about it, she
remains with him, understanding his wider vision of
solidarity and love and sharing his commitment to it.
Indeed, in some respects, the love that Bolivar expresses in
his dream for Latin America is the image of that of
Florentino Ariza and Fermina Daza as they take their final
journey of love up the Magdalena River:
.
122
a 11 -encompass1ng.

it is mature and

There is a problem with the love expressed in the
vision and actions of Bolivar though.

Unlike Florentino and

Fermina, Bolivar attempts to make his vision of universal
solidarity manifest by imposing it through his power.

This

is a move that cannot succeed, for the presence of the
"absolute" in Bolivar's vision destroys what is most
necessary for love--the "other."

Bolivar's reliance on

seduccion, hasta convencerlo de su error. En la plenitude
de la gloria, Delfina Guardiola, la bella de Angostura, Ie
habia cerrado en las narices las puertas de su casa,
enfurecida por sus veleidades. ClUsted es un hombre
eminente, general, mas que ninguno", Ie dijo. ClPero el amor
Ie queda grande". El se metio por la ventana de la cocina y
permanecio con ella durante tres dias, y no solo estuvo a
punto de perder una batalla, sino tambien el pellejo, hast a
lograr que Delfina confiara en su corazon. (Garcia Marquez
1989: 221)
122The contrasting images of sailing up and down the
river is another interesting parallel here. The vision is
the same, but love succeeds where power does not.
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power to achieve his vision ends up doing to him just what
power did to the visionless patriarch of The Autumn of the
Patriarch.

Clearly, the vision of a great "end" for society

is no protection from damnation when the means of absolute
power are employed to achieve it.

The patriarch dies an

empty shell of a man, solitary and drowned; Bolivar also
drowns, but he is not an empty shell and his solitude is
mitigated by the presence of "a few friends" and a great
vision of what life and love could be.

Politics
It is clear that none of the three authors being
examined in this study believes that any vision of a better
life for mankind can be imposed on the world without
subverting its own message.

The Enlightenment ideals of

equality and democracy cannot be restored to their proper
place in society by force of arms.
route, though.

There may be another

It is less dramatic and far less certain of

success, but it is an alternative that can avoid the
pitfalls of absolutism.

Octavio Paz calls it "criticism,"

and he sees it being carried out by "independent
intellectuals" (Paz 1985a: 126).
For Paz, criticism is what makes a society vital.

is what gives a society the ability to change; the
flexibility to be able to adapt to new circumstances and

It
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overcome its problems.
sources:

Criticism of this kind has two

first, meaningful dialogue--such as is found in

independent democracies; and second, a grasp of the unique
cultural truths that make up a country's individual
character.

(Paz often refers to the second of these as a

"return to origins.")
Meaningful dialogue allows adversaries to seek peace in
spite of their differences and does not fall victim to the
problem of power and absolutism:
Monologue denies the existence of the other;
dialogue allows differences to remain yet at the
same time creates an area in which the voices of
otherness coexist and interweave. Since dialogue
excludes the ultimate, it is a denial of absolutes
and their despotic pretensions to totality: we
are relative, and what we say and hear is
relative. But this relativism is not a surrender:
in order for there to be dialogue, we must affirm
what we are and at the same time recognize the
other in all his irreducible difference. Dialogue
keeps us from denying ourselves and from denying
the humanity of our adversary. (Paz 1985a: 213)
Paz sees the concept of dialogue--which he calls "one
of the forms, perhaps the highest, of cosmic sympathy" (Paz
1985a: 213)--as being embodied in the idea of democracy.
even goes so far as to equate the two:

He

"Democracy is

dialogue, and dialogue paves the way for peace" (Paz 1985a:
212).

Furthermore, he explains that the only way to bring

about legitimate change in a country is through the dialogue
of democracy.

"without democracy, changes are

counterproductive; or, rather, they are not changes at all"
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(Paz 1985a: 188).
But Paz is careful to note that democracy is only an
arduous process and not a miracle cure:
Democracy is not a panacea: it is a form of
living together with others, a system so that
people will not kill each other, so that
governments might renew themselves peacefully and
presidents enter the national palace by the ballot
box ["door of the vote"]. We teach ourselves
democracy to live together with others and nothing
more. (Paz 1990a: 131; my translation)123
Neither democracy nor dialogue will solve the problems of
modernity, but they will help people to avoid the kinds of
deadly conflicts so often provoked by absolutist ideologies.
Thus the first task of the critical intellectual must be to
promote dialogue (and democracy) between opposing groups.
But Paz notes a second source of inspiration that the
intellectual critic must grasp in order to criticize
effectively.

He characterizes it as a kind of deep

appreciation of the unique cultural and historical traits
that make up a country's character.

Criticism should be

rooted in the reality of a country's past.

It should be

progressive, but it must move forward in a way that is
consistent with its own deep-seated cultural truths.
Although Paz is never able to specify exactly how this
.
L a d emocrac~a

no es una panacea: es una f orma de
convivencia, un sistema para que 1a gente no se mate, para
que los gobiernos se renueven pacificamente y los
presidentes entren en e1 Palacio presidencia1 por 1a puerta
del voto. La democracia nos ensena a convivir y nada mas.
(Paz 1990a:131)
123
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should happen, he does give an example.

He claims that the

rebellion of Emiliano Zapata, a hero of the Mexican
revolution, embodied the kind of "return to origins" that is
necessary to make criticism well informed:
The Zapatistas did not conceive of Mexico as a
future to be realized but as a return to origins.
The radicalism of the Mexican Revolution consisted
in its originality, that is, in its return to our
roots, the only nroper bases for our institutions.
(Paz 1985: 144)1
Criticism that is informed by an appreciation for these
kinds of basic truths can be both traditional and radically
subversive at the same time, according to Paz.
The paradox of Zapatism lies in that it was a
deeply traditionalist movement; and precisely in
this traditionalism resides its revolutionary
power. Better still: because of its
traditionalism Zapatism was radically subversive.
(Paz 1985: 339)U5
But Paz is not advocating any return to prehistoric
subsistence farming.

Instead, he is once again painting a

picture of the "absolute present" of "original time" and
embodying it in the spontaneous revolts of the Mexican
people.

Intellectual critics must be informed by these

124M~
,
'b
f u t uro que rea 1 ~zar,
'
ex~co no se conc~ e como un
sino como un regreso a los origenes. El radicalismo de la
Revoluci6n mexicana consiste en su originalidad, esto es, en
volver a nuestra raiz, unico fundamento de nuestras
instituciones. (Paz 1959: 130)
125La paradoja del zapatismo consiste en que fue un
movimiento profundamente tradicionalista; y en ese
tradicionalismo reside, precisamente, su pujanza
revolucionaria. Mejor dicho: por ser tradicionalista, el
zapatismo fue radicalmente subversivo. (Paz 1975: 235)
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spontaneous expressions of "the golden age" in order to
remain free of absolutist ideologies and clear about the
more important concerns of everyday people and everyday
life.
Zapata's traditionalism reveals that he had a
profound awareness of our history. He was
isolated both racially and regionally from the
journalists and theorists of the epoch, and this
isolation gave him the strength and insight to
grasp the simple truth. And the truth of the
Revolution was actually very simple: it was the
freeing of Mexican reality from the constricting
schemes of liberalism and the abuses of the
conservatives and neo-conservatives. (Paz 1985:
144)126

Criticism, Paz is saying, must avoid the pitfalls of
ideologies of either the right or the left and focus on what
the people need and want from their lives.

Thus when Paz

calls for a "return to origins" he is not saying critics
should offer any kind of blueprint for making society into a
mirror of a mythical past, but rather that they should keep
themselves informed about what is really most important to
people right now.

The "golden age," to which Paz says all

people want to return is an image not of any physical or
126 E1 tradiciona1ismo de Zapata muestra 1a profunda
conciencia hist6rica de este hombre, ais1ado en su pueblo y
en su raza. Su ais1amiento, que no 1e permiti6 acceder a
las ideas que manejaban los periodistas y tinteri110s de 1a
epoca, en busca de generales que asesorar, soledad de la
semi11a encerrada, 1e dio fuerzas y hondura para tocar 1a
simple verdad. Pues 1a verdad de 1a Revo1uci6n era muy
simple y consistia en 1a insurgencia de 1a rea1idad
mexicana, oprimida por los esquemas del 1ibera1ismo tanto
como por los abusos de conservadores y neo-conservadores.
(Paz 1959: 130)
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temporal reality, but rather an expression of the hopes and
dreams of the present generation; a "return" to the origins
of the now:
The Zapatista movement was a return to our most
ancient and permanent tradition ••• The Revolution
became an attempt to integrate our present and our
past, or--as Leopoldo Zea put it--to "assimilate
our history," to change it into a living thing: a
past made present. This effort at integration,
this return to sources, contrasts with the
attitude of the intellectuals of the time, who not
only failed to understand the meaning of the
revolutionary movement but even went on playing
with ideas that had no function whatsoever except
as masks. (Paz 1985: 144; my emphasis)127
The political forms of liberalism and conservatism--or
any other "ism," Paz implies--mask the true wants and needs
of people by substituting rational systems for felt needs.
The dynamic edge of Paz's call for criticism is to provide a
way to move into the future without denying the "past"
represented in the "return to origins"--to make "our
history ••• into a living thing" shaped by both the needs of
the people and the demands of the day.
When this approach to criticism is combined with a

127El zapatismo fue una vuel ta a la mas antigua y
permanente de nuestras tradiciones ••• La Revoluci6n se
convierte en una tentativa por reintegrarnos a nuestro
pasado. 0, como diria Leopoldo Zea, por "asimilar nuestra
historia", por hacer de ella algo vivo: un pasado hecho ya
presentee Contrasta esta voluntad de integraci6n y regreso
a las fuentes, con la actitud de los intelectuales de la
epoca que no solamente se mostraron incapaces de adivinar el
sentido del movimiento revolucionario, sino que sequian
especulando con ideas que no tenian mas funci6n que la de
mascaras. (Paz 1959: 130)
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commitment to dialogue and democracy, then the full strength
of Paz's position becomes clear.

His call for independent

intellectuals to engage in a critical evaluation of the
problems of modern life is an attempt to revitalize
societies caught in the mire of modern rational systems.

By

championing ideals other than those of formal rationality,
Paz hopes to awaken a new flexibility in modern states; an
ability to adapt that can incorporate both the needs of
rational modernity and people's need to "return" to their
sources of meaning.
Of course, Paz's "criticism" is not a hard and fast
"solution" to the problem of modernity, but perhaps that is
its most compelling argument.

The Enlightenment ideals of

equality and democracy would be strengthened by such
criticism, and the contagion of absolutist ideologies would
perhaps become more containable.

More importantly though,

Paz's "solution" to the problem of modernity puts the
demands of the time squarely on the shoulders of individual
people living now.

In this sense it matches Jose Ortega y

Gasset's image of the social problems of all times and
places.

Life is, in itself and forever, shipwreck--all

people can hope for in this condition is to keep afloat and
do their best to rise above the abyss of the time.
To a great extent, the lives of Mario Vargas Llosa and
Gabriel Garcia Marquez have corne to fit the image of the
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independent critics in Paz's ideas.

Vargas Llosa, in

particular, has become a vehement social critic and
outspoken proponent of democracy since running for the
presidency of Peru in 1990.

Garcia Marquez is a little

harder to pin down--he is a personal friend of Fidel Castro
and decidedly more leftist than either Paz or Vargas Llosa-but he too has been a strong advocate for the rights of
Latin Americans.
Mario Vargas Llosa has been criticized for painting too
negative and hopeless a picture of modern society in his
novels (especially his early novels), but even though
Vargas Llosa's ••• novels are full of frustration,
pessimism, and resignation [and] their characters'
futures are determined by a fall of the cards[,]
the Peruvian writer does give credence to man's
capacity to shuffle those cards and to continue to
live within an otherwise hopeless situation. In
this respect, Vargas Llosa is counting on
literature to influence society. (Gerdes: 67).
Indeed, Vargas Llosa has shown that he believes the role of
the intellectual in Latin American society to be much the
same as the one Paz envisioned.

His criticism of the

mistakes of previous generations of intellectuals in Latin
America came out clearly in some comments he made after
publishing The War of the End of the World:
You can see how intellectuals were directly
responsible for a social tragedy. In the case of
Canudos the Brazilian intellectuals created this
ghost, this idea of a conspiracy against the
Republic, this idea that Great Britain was
conspiring against the Republic ••• Ideology
placed a mist between reality and the
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intellectuals. People followed these ideas and
they became a reality. They totally believed in
the idea of a conspiracy and that was the reason
for their national mobilization against the
rebels. Da Cunha was one of these intellectuals.
he wrote incredible articles against Canudos,
telling stories about supposed English smugglers
and other crazy things--in order to explain things
the intellectuals couldn't explain because they
didn't fit their idea of Brazil. I was fascinated
with all this because this kind of process has
been going on all along in Latin America.
(Williams 1987: 205)
If the intellectuals of Da Cunha's time made the
mistake of letting themselves become blinded by ideology,
Vargas Llosa, over the last ten years or so, has been making
a reputation for himself as one of Latin America's most
unabashed social critics.

His targets have included all

kinds of ideological overindulgence (though he certainly
favors free market economics tempered by democratic
politics).

At a 1990 conference in Mexico City convened by

Octavio Paz, he raised a furor by calling Mexico "the
perfect dictatorship" (Vargas Llosa 1991: 23):
The perfect dictatorship ••• is the dictatorship
camouflaged so that it appears not to be a
dictatorship. Yet, it has the characteristic of
dictatorship: the permanent rule of one party.
Though the Mexican system concedes sufficient
space for criticism, since that criticism confirms
its democratic character, it uses all methods
against any criticism that endangers its
permanence. (Vargas Llosa 1991: 23-24)
Against Alberto Fujimori--who beat Vargas Llosa in
Peru's 1990 presidential election--Vargas Llosa's criticism
has been unrelenting.

Despite the fact that Fujimori in
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fact adopted many of the free market reforms that Vargas
Llosa introduced to Peruvian politics in his 1990 campaign-reforms that some critics have credited for reducing Peru's
hyperinflation of 8,000 percent in 1990 to 9 percent in 1995
and stimulating significant positive growth in gross
domestic product figures--Vargas Llosa remains unimpressed.
His reasons for being so are valid:
Fujimori is not cleaning up corruption; he is
giving it a new lease on life. And Peru has
returned to the worst of times in Latin America in
terms of human rights abuses. The army has a free
hand to kill and torture whomever they summarily
and arbitrarily choose •••
What is happening now in Peru is a classic
case where practically everything ••• is controlled
by the state •••
But this kind of nostalgic order is destined
to collapse and will, I fear, bring down with it
the modern idea of the free-market economy.
(Vargas Llosa 1993a: 55)
Though some have accused Vargas Llosa of going too far
(many of whom have self-serving interests of their own to
protect), it is clear that Mario Vargas Llosa is already
living the life of one of Paz's "independent intellectuals."
He is currently disappointing free marketeers who were not
perceptive enough to sense the ethical nature of his
political stand in favor of the free market. 12B

12BJames Como of National Review is one such free
marketeer. National Review strongly supported Vargas Llosa
in his presidential bid, but now looks approvingly on
Fujimori's reforms (and disapprovingly on Vargas Llosa's
criticism; see Como: 72). Since Fujimori's reforms have
favored foreign interests over domestic ownership, one
cannot be too surprised at this self-serving hypocrisy.
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Social inequality remains so enormous that it
threatens to frustrate the process of
modernization.
The only way to avert this outcome is to make
sure that the market becomes rooted in the
practical life of most people. Only grass-roots
modernization will do the trick. Otherwise
everything is reversible because economically
disenfranchised people just will not believe in
the market as the instrument of progress. (Vargas
Llosa 1993a: 54)
Gabriel Garcia Marquez has not been as openly political
in his public life as Vargas Llosa has, but his views are
clearly expressed within his novels.

He is explicit about

his political stand in One Hundred Years of Solitude:
with One Hundred Years, I did want to give the
idea that Latin-American history had such an
oppressive reality that it had to be changed--at
all costs, at any price! In any case, One Hundred
Years of Solitude doesn't say that progress isn't
possible. It says that Latin-American society is
so full of frustrations and injustices that it
would dishearten anyone. That really indicates a
society that must be changed. (Playboy: 174)
Furthermore, Garcia Marquez has no illusions about the role
of politics in the work of an author of fiction.

Todo e1 drama de las bananeras esta p1anteado en
mi nove1a de acuerdo con mis convicciones. E1
partido que yo tomo es definitivamente en favor de
los obreros. Eso se ve c1aramente. Entonces yo
creo que 1a gran contribuci6n po1itica del
escritor es no evadirse ni de sus convicciones ni
de 1a rea1idad, sino ayudar a que a traves de su
obra, e1 lector entienda mejor cua1 es 1a rea1idad
po1itica y social de su pais 0 de su continente,
de su sociedad y creo que esa es una labor
po1itica positiva e importante y creo que esa es
1a funci6n po1itica del escritor (Garcia Marquez
and Vargas Llosa: 43)
All the drama of the banana workers is planned in
my novel to accord with my convictions. The
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position that I take is definitely in favor of the
workers. This you see clearly yourself. Then I
think that the great political contribution of the
writer is not to evade either his convictions or
reality, but to assist them through his work, the
reader understands best what is the political and
social reality of his country or of his continent,
of his society and I think that this is a positive
and important political labor and I think that
this is the political function of the writer. [my
translation]
But even outside of his novels, Garcia Marquez has
raised eyebrows with his political actions.

He is a

personal friend of Fidel Castro and was also good friends
with Omar Torrijos, dictator of Panama until his death in
1981.

Even so, Garcia Marquez denies accusations that he is

a communist.

As for his friendship with Castro, he says •••

Ours is an intellectual friendship. It may not be
widely known that Fidel is a very cultured man.
When we're together, we talk a great deal about
literature. Fidel is a fantastic reader •••
We don't really talk about politics that
much. Most people find it difficult to believe
that my friendship with Fidel Castro is almost
totally based on our mutual interest in
literature. Very few of our conversations concern
the fate of the world •••
Once I remember, I left him a copy of Bram
Stoker's Dracula, which is really an absolutely
fantastic book but one that intellectuals consider
unworthy. Well, I took that book to Fidel one
night ••• That night, he had many important state
documents to read and consider. Well, we talked
for about an hour, and then we met again the next
day at noon. "Gabriel, you screwed me!" he said.
"That book; I couldn't get a minute's sleep. He'd
read Dracula from four in the morning until 11
A.M •• And this is an aspect of his personality
that few people know, and it is because of this
that the friendship has developed. (Playboy:
67,70)
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Many people do have difficulty believing that Garcia
Marquez's friendship is based primarily on a shared love of
literature.

And it is certainly true that Garcia Marquez

does favor left-leaning solutions for Latin America.

But

neither of these observations prevent him from being the
same kind of "independent intellectual" critic that Paz sees
as important for the future of Latin America.

It is

certainly possible for an independent intellectual to favor
socialist solutions over capitalist ones, for example.

(In

this vein, it is interesting to note that both Paz and
Vargas Llosa also have had to deal with repeated attempts to
label them communists or Marxists when taking stands
unpopular with business interests.)
Nevertheless, there is at least one good reason to
believe that Garcia Marquez's socialist ideas are less
Marxist-Leninist than philosophical.

He has written a non-

fiction history of Cuba that, if he were to publish it,
would no doubt confirm his independent status:

"What I

wrote is a very harsh, very frank book. It would be very
easy for someone to quote out of context sentences that seem
against Cuba.

I don't want that to happen" (Playboy: 71;

emphasis original).

Of course, the fact that Garcia Marquez

has not published this book is significant, but the book's
very existence suggests that his friendship with Fidel
Castro is personal, rather than ideological, in nature.
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Beyond the questions surrounding his socialist
leanings, however, no one doubts Garcia Marquez's commitment
to being a strong advocate for the rights and freedoms of
the people of Latin America.

His nobel lecture in 1982

eloquently defended Latin America from both East and West:
Why think that the social justice sought by
progressive Europeans for their own countries
cannot also be a goal for Latin America, with
different methods for dissimilar conditions? No:
the immeasurable violence and pain of our history
are the result of age-old inequities and untold
bitterness, and not a conspiracy plotted three
thousand leagues from our home. But many European
leaders and thinkers have thought so, with the
childishness of old-timers who have forgotten the
fruitful excesses of their youth as if it were
impossible to find another destiny than to live at
the mercy of the two great masters of the world.
(Garcia Marquez 1988: 90)
The acknowledged master of the independent stance of
the critical intellectual (between East and West), however,
has to be Octavio Paz himself.

Paz has repeatedly trounced

the ideological myths of both the East and the West,
associating the one with Moloch, the war god (devil) of
revolution, and the other with Mammon, the god (devil) of
greed and capitalism (see Paz 1985a: 128-133).

In his

recent popular writings he has praised the trend toward
democracy in Latin America, bid "adios" to the Sandinista
regime in Nicaragua while at the same time maintaining that
"the Sandinistas still have a very viable future" now that
the pretensions to absolutism in their party are gone (Paz
1990b: 32), and generally advocated his vision of a critical
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stance based on democracy and "a way of assimilating the
past but not breaking with it" (Paz 1992: 6).
In addition, and perhaps even more importantly, Paz has
sponsored forums to give Latin American intellectuals a
platform for publicizing their critical views.

These views

are taken seriously in Latin America, and the very existence
of such high-minded political debate is breathing new life
into the democratic forms of Latin governments.

The

presence of this kind of dialogue even suggests the
beginnings of what Latin America has most lacked since its
decision to become "Liberal" after the civil wars of the
nineteenth century:

a participatory tradition of grassroots

democracy--what others have called a culture of democracy.

Recovery:

Criticism and Dignity in Life

There is no trust in the Americas,
neither in individuals nor in nations:
the constitutions are books, the
treaties scraps of paper, the elections
battles, liberty is anarchy, and life a
torture.
Sim6n Bolivar, 1815
(quoted in Como: 53)
In the time since Sim6n Bolivar wrote these words much
has changed in Latin America.

The "masks" of reality are

slipping off of the hidden patriarchal forms and mechanisms
of government in Latin America, and people are becoming
aware of the possibility of achieving a new level of dignity
in modern life.

Through criticism of the kind advocated by
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Octavio Paz, Latin Americans are coming to grips with the
political and cultural problems of modernity and discovering
new ways to live with the horrors of the twentieth century.
Passive indifference to values is perhaps the real
evil of the liberal societies. It is, in fact, a
form of nihilism. So the irony of modern life •••
is that the freedom to create is also the freedom
that destroys" (Paz 1991: 38). "The real menace
lies in the inability of modernity to find a way
to reconcile itself with the values of tradition,
of a way to reconcile social and individual
values" (Paz 1991: 38-39).
Paz thinks he has found a way to reconcile these values
in his poetic understanding of the "present moment."
Through critical appreciation of the values that animate the
life of a people (i.e. the "return to origins") and dialogue
(i.e. "democracy"), the values of tradition can be
assimilated into an ethics of the present moment:
What we need to build now is not only an
aesthetics and poetics of the convergent moment,
but an ethics and a politics that follow from this
perception of time and reality.
In such a new civilization, the present would
not be sacrificed for the future or for eternity.
Nor would the present be lived, as consumer
societies do, in the denial of death. Rather, we
would live in the full freedom of our diversity
and sensuality in the certain knowledge of death.
The ethical foundations of the new
civilization would extol this freedom and
creativity without illusion; it would seek to
preserve the plurality of the present--the
plurality of different times and the presence of
the "other." Its politics would be a dialogue of
cultures. (Paz 1992: 7)
Paz's vision of the "new civilization" does not deny
the problems of divided modernity, nor does it wish them
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away with a new absolutism.

It is, on the contrary, in

complete harmony with Jose Ortega y Gasset's understanding
of life as shipwreck.

The contradictions of modern life

continue to cast a shadow over humanity in the twentieth
century, and they almost certainly will keep on casting
shadows well into the future.

But already Paz's testimony

sounds like that of a man convinced that there is hope for
humanity to achieve a new dignity in modern life:
We have not solved these contradictions, but with
them and through them we have created a truly
original culture. We are alive at the end of the
20th century. (Paz 1991: 41)
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VII.
CONCLUSION

Modern man likes to pretend that his
thinking is wide-awake. But this wideawake thinking has led us into the mazes
of a nightmare in which the torture
chambers are endlessly repeated in the
mirrors of reason. When we emerge,
perhaps we will realize that we have
been dreaming with our eyes open, and
that the dreams of reason are
intolerable. And then, perhaps, we will
begin to dream once more with our eyes
closed. 129
Octavio Paz (1985: 212)
The Labyrinth of Solitude

This study began with a discussion of the
characteristic transformations of modernity and the various
problems that have been identified within the European
philosophical discourse on modernity.

In the next several

chapters it was shown that the Latin American appreciation
of the problems of modernity is largely the same as in
European thought:

reality and time are seen as relative,

modern culture as suffocatingly rational (resulting in
129E1 hombre moderno tiene 1a pretension de pensar
despierto. Pero este despierto pensamiento nos ha 11evado
por los corredores de una sinuosa pesadi11a, en donde los
espejos de 1a razon mu1tip1ican las camaras de tortura. A1
sa1ir, acaso, descubriremos que habiamos sonado con los ojos
abiertos y que los suenos de 1a razon son atroces. Quiza,
entonces, empezaremos a sonar otra vez con los ojos
cerrados. (Paz 1959: 191)
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solitude), and power as inappropriate for meeting the
demands of the day.

At the same time, it was also argued

that Latin America has made a substantial contribution to
philosophical thought concerning how twentieth century men
and women can best comprehend and begin to deliver
themselves from the problems of the modern age.
The Latin American response to the problems of
modernity was shown to begin with Jose Ortega y Gasset, who
laid out an existentialist vision of human life that seemed
to suggest a way of living with modernity without having to
overcome it.

Ortega's vision of human life as shipwreck, in

which individual human beings must sink or swim within the
problems of his own time, is characterized by four
principles that continue to be found within Latin American
social thought relating to modernity: personal scope,
immediacy, continual struggle, and dignity in life.
may be summarized as follows.

These

"Personal scope" means that

the struggle against the problems of the age is a struggle
that must be fought through by every individual; solutions
cannot be imposed by any external force or group.
"Immediacy" reflects the danger of the situation; if no
solution is found, the individual will sink into his or her
own abyss and despair.

"Continual struggle" means that no

one should expect to solve the problems of the age
completely; life is shipwreck and people must be content to
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enjoy it as best they can on its own terms.

Finally, the

principle of "dignity in life" sets as the goal of life's
struggle the achievement of a level of culture that allows
individuals to live with respect for themselves and their
achievements.
All of these principles are to some extent new
contributions to the philosophical discourse of modernity;
or at least new emphases.

In European thought, for example,

the scope of the struggle generally has been seen as wider
than "personal"; resistance to modernity, for example, is
usually seen as group-oriented (as with the Green party or
feminist groups, for example).

Modernity is often seen in

Europe as a slow oppression of the people rather than as an
"immediate" life-or-death struggle.

The problem of

modernity itself is often seen in European philosophy as a
unique event, whereas Ortega y Gasset makes it only the
latest in a series of human catastrophes requiring
"continual struggle."

Finally, where much European thought

has focused on reestablishing the credibility of some system
for identifying ultimate value (such as Habermas' project),
Latin American thought seeks only to live in dignity amid
the problems of the time--a far more realistic goal.
In the end, a project based on Octavio Paz's
understanding of "criticism" was outlined as a way to deal
the problems of modernity.

Paz's critical project
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incorporates all of the principles of Ortega y Gasset's
thought outlined above.

It suggests that cultural values

can be reestablished through democratic dialogue combined
with a critical appreciation for the cultural uniqueness of
a nation (the "return to origins").
imply rigidity.

This solution does not

Rather, values remain essentially relative,

but also anchored within the mythical past of a people's
vision of their "golden age" or "absolute present."
Problems or weaknesses are dealt with as they arise.
The decline of the ideologies I have called
metahistorical, by which I mean those that assign
to history a goal and a direction, implies the
tacit abandonment of global solutions. with good
sense, we tend more and more toward limited
remedies to solve concrete problems. It is
prudent to abstain from legislating about the
future. Yet the present requires much more than
attention to immediate needs; it demands global
soul-searching. For a long time I have firmly
believed that the twilight of the future heralds
the advent of the now. To think about the now
means first of all to recover the critical vision.
(Paz 1985: 30)
criticism is thus a way of defending the integrity of a
people against the pressures of modernity without returning
to any new kind of absolutism.

"Ours is the first age that

is ready to live without a metahistorical doctrine" (Paz
1985: 29).

The key to being able to do this without falling

into the trap of nihilism is to find a way to assimilate the
value of tradition in a new approach to modernity.

Latin

American authors and critics--Latin American pensadores-such as Octavio Paz, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, and Mario
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Vargas Llosa, have gone a long way toward living this
philosophy and they have achieved a surprising degree of
success in awakening their societies to the need for social
reforms to mitigate the problems of modernity.
While certainly not the last word on the subject, the
Latin American approach to modernity deserves more attention
from North American and European social philosophers.

Paz

warns that "the sterility of the bourgeois world will end in
suicide or a new form of creative participation.

This is

the 'theme of our times,' in Ortega y Gasset's phrase" (Paz
1985: 212).

He is correct, and Latin America has already

made substantial progress toward achieving such a "new form
of creative participation," though there is still a long way
to go.
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APPENDIX A:
A SCIENCE OF RELIGION OR THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE?
COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE
TOTEMIC PRINCIPLE IN
DURKHEIMIJO

In chapter seven of his book, The Elementary Forms of
the Religious Life, Emile Durkheim raises some basic
questions about the nature of religion as a collective
experience.

In so doing, he also raises essential questions

about science and the meanings that bind our own, modern
society together.

The object of this paper will be to trace

Durkheim's argument from his definition of religion, through
what he calls the "totemic principle" and other
manifestations of "collective consciousness," to the
blurring of the conceptions of religion and modern science
that seems to result from his approach.

Durkheim's Definition of Religion
Early in the book, Durkheim defines religion according
to what he sees to be the one characteristic shared by all
forms of religion:

the unmistakable tendency to divide the

world into the two categories of the sacred and the profane
. . 11y presented as part of a
· essay was or~g~na
Th ~s
graduate seminar in sociological theory at The University of
Arizona in the fall of 1988.
130
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(Durkheim: 56).

He goes on to explore the nature of the

sacred, and finds it to be a manifestation of the influence
of the community on the individual.

"It is in spiritual

ways that social pressure exercises itself," he says
(Durkheim: 239).

People are, according to Durkheim, able to

take refuge in collectively approved and reinforced patterns
of behavior and find in the doing of one's duty "a feeling
of comfort... which sustains" them (Durkheim: 242).

Thus

for the individual the world becomes separated into two
distinct forms of reality:

the sacred, which is the

manifestation of the guiding force of the collective
consciousness; and the profane, which consists of everything
that is normal in the sense that it is not related to the
collective consciousness exerted by the community (Durkheim:
243) •
In addition, when the collective consciousness becomes
tied to a thing or an idea, that thing or idea becomes
sacred in the sense that "it is forbidden to touch it, that
is to say, to deny it or to contest it" (Durkheim: 244).
This is so because to deny the thing would be to deny the
community itself, which takes shape around a collective
agreement about what the thing represents.

Durkheim goes so

far as to claim that without this outer representation of
the solidarity of a community, no community could possibly
be formed or kept together (Durkheim: 265-266).
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The Totemic Principle
In this way it becomes possible to see the sacred, or
rather the sacred thing, as the binding force of a
community.

In fact, Durkheim calls such a sacred thing a

"totem" and describes it as "the flag of the clan"
(Durkheim: 252).

Furthermore, he goes on to claim that

although this totem (flag of the clan) is no more than a
representation of the solidarity of the community, the
individual members of the community lose sight of this fact
and transfer their respect from the community solidarity as
such, to the totem itself (Durkheim: 252).

Thus the object

becomes sacred in itself, its relevance as no more than a
symbol of the community is forgotten, and the "religious
forces" that are "the collective and anonymous force of the
clan" come to be attributed to the totem rather than the
collective will (Durkheim: 253).

This is what Durkheim

means by the "totemic principle."
Furthermore, Durkheim claims that the significance of
the totem gradually spreads to associated objects and ideas
until the whole world becomes divided between the sacred and
the profane (Durkheim: 254).

This conquering of the world

by religious forces is made complete by virtue of the fact
that it is achieved under both a form of moral authority and
a material form of authority.

That is, the "residence [of

religious forces] is in men, but at the same time they are
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the vital principles of things.

They animate minds and

discipline them, but it is also they who make plants grow
and animals reproduce" (Durkheim: 255).

Thus, according to

Durkheim, this double nature of religious forces as being
both moral and physical in nature can account for all of
reality and even civilization itself.

Everything that has

sprung form the community is seen to have its roots in
religious thought (Durkheim: 255).

Religion and Science
But if this is so, then serious problems about the
nature of science and the peculiarly modern form of
community consciousness become perceptible.

Durkheim

himself says that the logic of science is essentially akin
to that of religion (Durkheim: 270).

He also seems to claim

that the role played by science in modern society is, at
bottom, the same as the role played by religion in what he
calls "primitive" societies:
The prohibition of criticism is an interdiction
[that] proves the presence of something sacred.
Even to-day, howsoever great may be the liberty
which we accord to others, a man who should
totally deny progress or ridicule the human ideal
to which modern societies are attached, would
produce the effect of a sacrilege. There is at
least one principle which those the most devoted
to the free examination of everything tend to
place above discussion and to regard as
untouchable, that is to say, as sacred: this is
the very principle of free examination.
(Durkheim: 244)
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But if this is true then may not modern science be viewed as
no more than another form of religion in that it provides a
recognized demarcation criterion between the sacred
(scientific) and the profane while also manifesting that
form of social solidarity peculiar to modern times?
Durkheim rejects this idea.

In fact

He does recognize that "there

is no abyss" between the logic of science and religion, and
that the two are basically made up of the same elements, but
he makes a distinction between the two in that religion has
a "taste for immoderate confusions ••• sharp contrasts •••
[and] voluntary excessive[ness] in each direction"
(Durkheim: 271).

He points out that religion "knows no

shades and measures" and "employs logical mechanisms with a
certain awkwardness" (Durkheim: 272).

In effect, Durkheim

almost seems to be depicting religion as a "primitive" form
of science.

Conclusion
Durkheim's depiction of religion and science may indeed
be accurate, but the logic of his argument seems to suggest
that the relationship between religion and science is more
ambiguous than he admits.

Modern science does indeed seem

to basically fit Durkheim's definition of religion, although
the demarcation criterion of science is sufficiently fuzzy
to admit some degree of uncertainty here--Durkheim
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explicitly states that in religion the contrast between the
sacred and the profane is starkly apparent.

But can we

honestly separate our society from the rest of world history
in such a simple way?

Is it even possible to truly see

ourselves from an "objective" and unbiased vantage point
that would finally allow us to sing the requiem of selfdelusion and see thins as they "truly" are?

Simple honesty

would seem to suggest that this is not possible.
Considering Durkheim's totemic principle and the necessity
he sees in having a social glue for the collective
consciousness, it is even doubtful whether or not the
achievement of such an objective reality is desirable.
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